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GINEALOGICAL TABLE OF TH:£ STEWARTS

1

1. WALTER FITZALAN
Son of Alan Fitz Flaald and Avelina Heading.
founded the Abbey of Paisley in 1164.

2 • .ALAN

I

First Steward of Scotland;

Died in 1177.

TEE HIGH STEWART

Son of Walter, whom he succeeded in 1177.

Died in 1204, leaving two sons,

Walter and David.

3. WALTER, THE HIGH STEWART
Son of Alan, whom he succeeded in 1204.

Died in 1246, leaving several sons.

4. ALEXANDER, THE HIGH STEWART
Eldest son of Walter.

Succeeded his father in 1246.

Died in 1283, leaving

two sons and a daughter.

5. JAMES. THE HIGH STEWART
Eldest son of Alexander and succeeded him in 1283.

Married Cecilia, daughter

of Patrick, Earl of Dunbar and March, by Whom he had four sons.

Died July 16,

1309.

6. WALTER, THE HIGH S.TEWART
Second son of James.

Born in 1293.

Succeeded his father in 1309.

In 1315

1. Andrew Stuart, Genealogical History of the Stewarts, A. Strahan, London,
1798.

married Marjory Bruce, daughter of King Robert Bruce, by whom he had one son,
Robert.

Also married Isabel Graham by whom he had one son, John.

Died

April 9, 1326.

7. ROBERT THE HIGH STDART
I

Son of Walter and Marjory Bruce.
in 1326.
was

Born March 2, 1316.

Succeeded his father

On the death of his uncle, Xing David Bruce, February 22, 1327, he

cro~ned

Xing of Scotland at Scone on March 26, 1327.

He died April, 1390.

8. JOlm, EARL OF CARRICK

Eldest son of King Robert II.

Changed his name from John to Robert and be-

came King Robert III of Scotland.
at

Roths~.

Succeeded his father in April, 1390.

April 4, 1406.

9. JAMES I
Son of Robert III.

Murdered at Perth, february 21, 1436 or 1437.

10. JAMES II

Son of James I.

Killed at the siege of Roxburgh, August 3, 1460.

11. JAMES III
Son of James II.

Killed near Bannockburn, June 11, 1488.

12. JAMES IV

Son of James III.

Killed at Floudon Field, September 9, 1513.

Died

13. JADS V
Son of James IV.

Died at Faulk1and, December 13, 1542.

14. MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS
Only child of James V.
December 13, 1542.
1560, without issue.
Lennox.

Born December 8, 1542.

Succeeded to the Crown,

Married the Dauphin of France, Francis, who died December,
Married Henry, Lord Darnley, son of Matthew, Earl of

Q;tleen Mary was beheaded in England, February 8, 1586.

15. JAMES VI OF SCOTLAND AND I OF ENGLAND
Son of Qneen Mary and Lord Darnley.

Succeeded to the Crown of Scotland on

the death of his mother in 1586, and to the Crown of England, March 24, 1603.

1

THE STUARTS OF ENGLAND

-= F= .AND OF DENMARK
(1603-1625)
(died 1619)
J .wES I

ELIZABETH= rFBEDERICIC OF
THE PALATINATE

cu'RilliS

I

JAMES II

II

(1660-1685~

(1685-1688)

I

MARY

(d.1660)

(d. 1701)

J.Alms (the old
Pretender, b.l688;
d. 1765.)

PRINCE RUPERT
(d. 1682)

=r=WILLI.AM OF
ORANGE
(d. 1650)

I
MAkY-WILLI.Al4 III

(1702 1714)

(1688 - (1688-1702)
1694)

PRINCE J!wmiCE
(d. 1652)

SOPRIA=ELECTOR OF
(d. 1714)
HANOVER

GEOiGE I
( 1714-1727)

1. Arthur Lyon Cross, A Shorter History of England and Greater Britain,
Macmillan and Company, New York, 1934, p. xviH.
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INTROJ)(JCTION
THE ROYAL HOUSE OF STUART

The Stuart family was first known as the Stewards of Scotland.

A

tradition of doubtful origin claims Fleanee, the son Baneho, to be the founder
1

of the Stewarts in Scotland.

It can be definitely asserted, however, that

the origin of the royal Stuarts cannot be traced back on firm ground farther
2

than the reign of David I, who ruled Scotland between 1124 and 1150.

Walter

Fitzalan, Steward of Scotland, during this reign is a real historical character and there is no doubt regarding his existence, but there is reason to sus3

peet the existence of the four generations preceding him.

The evidence eon-

earning the first four generations has been criticized by Sir David Dalrymple
in his Annals, Vol. I, p. 358, although he acknowledges Walter living in the
4

twelfth century to be a Steward of Scotland.

In his conclusive remarks on

the origin of the House of Stuart, Sir David Dalrymple states:
"In the reign of David the First, before the middle of
the twelfth century, the family of the Stewards was
opulent and powerful; it may, therefore, have subsisted
for many ages previous to that time, but when and what
was its commencement, we cannot determine.n5

The name "Stewart" is a derivation from the title of Seniscalcus
meaning steward, which originated from the German word "seniscalc" or "oldest
1. Percy Melville Thornton, The Stuart Dznasty, William Ridgway, London,
1890, P• 2.

2. Ibid., p. 3.
3. Andrew Stuart, Genealogical History of the Stewarts, A. Strahan, London,
1798, p. 1.

4. Ibid., p. 1.

5. Ibid., p. 2. (Quoted from Dalrymple, Annals,

I,p.358.~

of the servants". 0

This title entailed the duties of a chamberlain who exer~

cised supreme authority in the management of the King's household and also in
7
the regulation of the royal revenues.
In feudal times the individual holding this exalted position in the realm was empowered to administer jnstice
8

and even to direct warfare.

The spelling of the name, as well as the duties

of the position, has undergone various changes.

Originally it was spelled

"Stewart" showing its derivation from "steward" (seniscalcus); then it asgamea
the form of "Steuart", and finally the spelling of "Stuart" which is used at
present.

The Genealogical Table preceding this Introduction will give brief

and concise information of the members of the Royal House of Stuart from
Walter, the first Steward of Scotland, to

~een

Anne, the last of the Stuarts.

This work is a modest attempt to present the social traditions of
the reign of qpsen Anne, as well as the extent of the influence exerted by
the Queen on the social conditions of her time.

The theme is developed

through a study of Anne's character, a discussion of the England of her day,
a detailed account of the social life of her reign, and a conclusive treatmen
of the characteristics of her era.

The whole makes an interesting study and

brings into bold relief the two principles which were the mainstay and backbone of the Stuart dynasty, namely, "the theory of Divine right of kings 11 ,and
11

the king can do no wrong".

Queen Anne adhered to both principles religious-

ly, and that she engendered the same adherence in the subjects of her realm
is evidenced only too clearly by their loyalty and fidelity to a Queen who
6. Thornton, The Stuart DYA&Stl, P• 3.
7. Samuel Cowan, The Royal House of Stuart, From Its Origin to the Accession
of the House of Hanover, 2 Vols., Greening and Company, Ltd., London, 1908
I, p. 4.
8. Thornton, The Stuart Dynasty, p. 3. ·

in many respects was nothing but a mere figure-head of

power~

In their opin-

ion her few good qualities of character so far obscured her many deficiencies
that to them she was known only as "Good ctueen Anne".

In developing this theme there was no dearth of material, but the
chief problem was to make a wise selection of the material pertaining exclusively to the topic under consideration.
proving a veritable

11

The best source of information,

gold mine" of facts was:

a) the collections of the

Addresses of the Qneen to the Lords and Commons;

b) the personal letters of

~een

d) the newspaper articles;

Anne;

c) the private diaries and memoirs;

and e) the articles in the periodicals.

Special mention mnst be made of

Samuel Pepy's Diary and Correspondence.

This is a ponderous but complete

work which leaves out no detail, but in an inimitable way includes all events,
being flavored here and there with choice bits of gossip which throw a new
light on the .Age of Anne.

In addition to the sources mentioned above there

are several Histories of the Reign of Qpeen Anne which are detailed to a grea
extent often to the point of monotony, but useful, nevertheless, in aiding o
to arrive at satisfactory data relating to the social traditions of this
period.

This thesis should in no way be considered an exhaustive account of
the social aspect of Queen Anne's reign.

A sincere effort has been made to

produce a piece of work that will be of vab1e to students of history, a motiv
which prompted the insertion of a discussion of the contrast in the character
of Queen Anne of England and Louis XIV of France.

Both were potentates duri

an outstanding era, yet, such is the irony of fate, the spirit of their age
died with them, recalling the trite maxim: "Sic transit gloria nmndi 1 "

CHAPTER I
THE CB.AB.ACTER OF QUEEN .ANNE

Anne, the last Stuart monarch, was born February 6, 1665 at the
Royal Palace of St. James.

She was the daughter of James II and Anne Hyde,

the daughter of the Earl of Clarendon.

Her delicate health necessitated send·

ing her to France where she spent a part of her childhood with her sister,
1

Mary II, at the old Palace of Richmond.

Since her parents were at the time

both members of the National Church, her religious instruction was placed in
the hands of a rabid Protestant, Henry Compton, Bishop of London.

From her

childhood days Anne was brought up in an atmosphere of prejndice and bigotry
2

against Catholicism.

This measure was in accordance with the wishes of

Charles II, who never had any real religion, but knowing the incorrigibility
of the English Protestants demanded that Mary and .Anne be brought up as Pro3

testants.

Charles II assumed a hypocritical attitude by attending the ser-

vices of the Church of England and at the same time proclaiming himself to be
a Roman Catholic in accordance with the Treaty of Dover of 1670 by which he
"bound himself to make public profession of the Roman
Catholic religion, to join his armies to those of Louis
for the purpose of destroying the Power of the United
Provinces, and to employ the whole strength of England,
by land and sea, in support of the rights of the House
of Bourbon to the vast monarchy of Spain.n4
1. Neville Connell, .Anne, the Last Stuart Monarch, Thornton Butterworth, Ltd.
London. 1937. p. 23.
2. Abel Boyer, The Reign of Q;u.een Anne, T. Woodward, London, 1735, p. 1.
3. Herbert Paul, Q!leen Anne, Goupil and Company, Fine Art Publishers, London,
1906, p. 4.
4. Paul. p. 4. (Q;u.oted from Macaulay's Works, I, pp. 164-165.)

James II warmly supported the Treaty of Dover and had alrea~ become a Romari
Catholic, but in compliance with the wishes of his brother, Charles II, did
not interfere with the religious education of hfs daughters.

In Anne's most

impressionable years all circumstances tended to estrange her from the reli5

gious affiliations of her parents.

At the age of fifteen her sister, Mary, became the wife of William
of Orange, a staunch Protestant and an avowed enemy of the King of France.
Anne's marriage was discussed to a great extent.

Her personal feelings were

set aside, and at the age of eighteen, on July 28, 1693, she became the wife
6

of Prince George of Denmark, a Lutheran prince.

Anne had a tender devotion

toward her husband in spite of his dull understanding and coarse habits.

All

the children of her large family (most authors agree that there were seventeen
children in all) died in their infancy with the exception of William, the
7

Duke of Gloucester, who died in 1699 at the age of twelve.

Anne, upon her accession to the throne in 1702, was childless.

This

occasion was quiet and uneventful, and is of interest because of its narrow
escape of blood.shed and contest.

The statesmen then living remembered

Charles I, the Protectorate, the Restoration, and the Revolution, and were
aware of the possibility of a civil war upon the disturbance of certain conS

ditions.

Anne's first speech in Council was a potent factor in averting any

5. Boyer, The Reign of ~een Anne, p. 1.
6. Connell, Anne, the Last Stuart Monarch, p. 23.
7. Edward E. Morris, The Age of Anne, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1887.

a.

p. 26.

John Hill Burton, A History of the Reign of
Blackwood and Sons, London, 1880, I, p. 13.

~een

Anne, 3 Vols., William

threatening catastrophe:
"My Lords, I am extremely sensible of the general misfortune to

these Kingdoms in the unspeakable loss of the Xing, (William III)
and of the great weight and burthen 1 t brings in particular on
myself, which nothing could encourage me to undergo but the great
concern I have for the preservation of our Religion, and the Laws
and Liberties of my country; all these being as dear to me as
they can be to any person whatsoever. You may depend upon it that
no pains or diligence shall be wanting on my part to preserve
and support them, to maintain the succession in the Protestant Line
and the Government in the Church and State, as it is by law established • • • In order to these ends I shall always be ready
to ask the advice of my Council, and of both Houses of Parliament,
and desirous to countenance and employ all those who heartily
shall concur and join with me in supporting and maintaining the
present Establishment and Constitution against all enemies and
opposers whatsoever."9

Anne was not a brilliant woman like her mother, Anne Hyde, but she
inherited good common sense from her.

It was Anne 1 s policy to take a middle

course in extremes. of every kind, a quality much needed in a country that haa
10
She had none of the weaknesses of the Stuarts
suffered from Stuart misrule.
but inherited her characteristically English virtues from her Hyde ancestors
who were country gentlemen and great lawyers.

She would have made an excel-

lent and a happy wife for a country squire, by devoting her time to good works
11
The welfare of the people was the principal
in church and country pursuits.
motive of her reign, and her subjects loved her for they knew her to be truly
English as no other Stuart bad ever been.

She liked the things that they likei

and lived like them as nearly as her rank would allow.

They sympathized with

her childlessness and condoned her little weaknesses.

Although many believed

9. The Life of Her Late Ma,jestl• Q;u.ee·n Anne, 2 Vols., Charles Rivington,
London, 1721, I, p. 37.
10. Marie Ruan Hopkinson, .Anne of England, Biographl of a Great Q.ueen,
Constable and Company, Ltd., London, 1934, Prologue, p. xiii.
11. Ibid., Prologue, p. xv.

she took her brandy in a tea-cup, it was only the ribald watermen who called
12
her 11 0ld Brandy Shop" as she rowed in her barge down the Thames.

Anne desired to be queen of all her people and her reiterated avowal
that her heart was entirely English raised a hum of approval.

The Dutch ele-

ment in England under William III had long been unpopular, and now there was
a Queen, English by birth and at heart; a Q;ueen who was the daughter of a com13
In her speech to both Houses she
moner (Anne Hyde), and one of themselves.
affirms:
11

My Lords and Gentlemen, It shall be my constant endeavor
to make you the best return for that duty and affection
you have expressed to me, by a careful and diligent administration for the good of all my subjects. And as I
know my heart to be entirely English, I can sincerely
assure you there is not anythin,; you can expect and desire
from me, which I shall not be ready to do for the happiness
and prosperity of England; and you shall always find me a
strict and religious observer of my word.nl4

She performed her duties with vigor, and expressed 11 as much concern for the
good of her Country as if the letter was intended to be made public

. . . ·"

1f

Her subjects considered themselves blest with a queen who possessed every
regal quality that could contribute to make a people happy.

They attributed

to her
"great wisdom, yet ready to receive the advice of her counsellors; of much discernment in choosing proper instruments,
• • • and only capable of being deceived by that excess of
goodness which makes her judge of others by herself. Frugal
in her management in order to contribute to the public • • •
from her own nature, genero..us and charitable to all that
12.
13.
14.
15,

Ibid., Prologue, p. xv.
Connell, Anne, the Last Stuart Monarch, p. 110.
:Boyer, The Reign of Q;u.een Anne, p. 11.
William Cowper, The Private Dia;r of William Cowper, Lord Chancellor of
England, From the Press of E. Williams, Eton, 1833, p. 1.

want or deserve; and in order to exercise those virtues,
denying herself all the entertainments of expense, which
many others enjoy.1116

Queen Anne desired her subjects to be joined in peace and union,
and extended her favor and protection to them all so that she might be the
17
general mother of all.
Anne had one great attachment, the Church of England,
of Which she was a sincere and devout member, although the Duch118 of Marlbo18

rough states that she could not be called "a praying Godly idiot 11 •

Her zeal

often reached the point of fanaticism and was fanned to a flame by bigotry, as
can be judged from the estimate of the Church given by the Duchess of Marlborough.
"The word Church had never any charm for me, in the mouths
of those who made the most noise about it; for I could not
perceive that they gave any other distinguishing proof of
their regard for the thing than a frequent use of the word,
like a spell to enchant weak minds; and a persecuting zeal
against Dissenters and against those real friends of the
Church who would not admit that persecution was agreeable
to its doctrine. And as to Affairs of State: Many of these
Churchmen seem to me to have no fixed principles at all,
having endeavored during the last reign, to undermine that
very government which they had contributed to establish.nl9

Anne had a real and invartable passion for the "phantom" called the
Church.

The Tories were forever presenting this "darling Phantom" to her

imagination, and employing it as a "will in the wisp" to bewilder her mind, to
20
entice her, and to effect the destruction of her quiet and glory.
It was
16. Jonathan Swift, The Examiners for the Year 1711, Printed for John Morphew
near Stationer's Hall, London, 1712, p. 143.
17. The Secret History of the State IntriJ?J),es in the Ma~~ement of the Sc~te_r
s. Keimer, London, 1715, p. 25.
18. Connell, Anne, the Last Stuart Monarch, p. 116.
19. Burton, A History of the Reign of Queen Annet. III, p. 58.
20. Sarah Jennings Churchill Marlborough, An Account of the Conduct of the
Dowager Duchess of Marlborough. James Betteriham, London, 1742, p. 270.

because of her partisanship for the Church that her Tory inclinations were increased, and she considered this party as the High Church Party.

Her religioi

was chiefly an implicit faith accompanied by the for.m and course of a sort of
piety.

To her the church was an infallible guide and her churchmen were the

objects of devotion on her part to such a degree, as if this attitude would
21
Her piety was
be sufficient to sanctify every other part of her conduct.
22
exemplary and her religious zeal could not be questioned by her worst enemies.

Parallel to her zeal for the Church of England was her abhorrence
of Catholicism.

Writing to Lady Bathurst she says:

"All the fine churches and monasteries you know I must not
see, so can give you no good account of them, but those
things which I must needs see as their images which are
in every shop and corner of the street. The more I see
of those fooleries, and the more I hear of that religion,
the more I dislike it.n23
The same strain of opposition runs through her letter to her sister, Mary,
Princess of Orange:
The Cockpit - April 29, 1686. " ••• I must tell you that
I abhor the principles of the Church of Rome as much as it
is possible for any to do, and I as much value the doctrine
of the Church of England. And certainly there is the greatest reason in the wor~d to do so, for the doctrine of the
Church of Rome is wicked and dangerous, and directly contrary to the Scriptures, and their ceremonies -most of themplain, downright idolatry • • • • I do count it a very great
blessing that I am of the Church of England, and as great a
misfortune that the King (James II) is not • • • • n2 4
21. Agnes Strickland, Lives of the Qpeens of England, 8 Vols., Longman, !rown
Green, London, 1857, VIII, p. 545.
22. The Secret History of State IntriguasL p. 31.
23. Connell, Anne, the Last Stuart Monarch, p. 31.
24. Beatrice Curtis !rown, ed., The Letters and Diplomatic Instructions of
Qgeen Anne, Cassell and Compa.~, Ltd., London, 1935, p. 16.

The Lords complained to the Queen of the boldness of the Romish priests and
Papists who used all their devices and arts in perverting the gentry and cammonalty openly and in defiance of the laws.

They asked that more vigilance

should be exercised over the Papists, and a distinct and particular account
should be. ta.lten of all Papists and reputed Papists in the Kingdom, together
25
with their qualities, estates, and places of abode.
The Queen's answer to
this appeal is another proof of her 4islike for Catholicism.
"I am fully convinced that the insolent behavior of the
Papists hath made what you advise necessary to be done,
for the safety of my person and government, and the welfare of my people. I thank you for your care in this
matter, and will give, aa soon as possible, the necessar2
orders for everything you desire of me in this address." 6

Impulsive friendship was a strong passion in Anne and her feeble in27
tellect was successively controlled by two women.
These flames of extrava~ant

passion often ended in indifference and aversion and were a detriment to

~er.

Commenting on the Queen's favorites, the Earl of Chesterfield wrote to

~ady

Mary Coke:
(1701 - 2) March 18, London. - "My opinion is that, if
Her Majesty would have no favorites but choose a wise
Council, and rely upon a Parliament, she might have so
happy a reign as to eclipse that of Queen Elizabeth • • •

0

n28

from her eighth year Queen Anne had a special friendship for Sarah Jennings,
ater the Duchess of Marlborough.
~n
~5.

She seemed to feel the need of dependence

special friends and for the sake of friendship she was fond of that equalit

A Collection of all the Addresses of the Lords and Commons to the Qp!en,

Since Her Happy Accession to the Throne, London, 1712, p. 70.
Ibid. I p. 72.
"The Days of Good Jnne", Harper's New Monthly Magazine, XLIV, (Dec. 1871May 1872) • pp. 405-418.
~8. John Beresford, Gossip of the Seventeenth and Eigateenth Centuries 1
Richard Cobden-Sanderson, London, 1923, p. 174.
~6.
~?.

which she thought belonged to it.

The perfect isolation she experienced in'

her position as queen naturally resulted in the acquisition of personal friencs
who had more influence on the destinies of her reign than her husband and her
29
nearest relations.
In their private correspondence the ~en and the
Duchess of Marlborough adapted fictitious names, the queen being Mrs. Morley
and the Duchess, Mrs. Freeman.

According to the Duchess of Marlborough this

friendship deepened when Anne came to the throne:
"But from this time I began to be looked upon as a person
of consequence without Whose approbation at least neither
places nor pensions nor honors were bestowed by the Crown
• • • • She had both before and since her accession given
the most unquestionable proofs, that she considered D!~
not only as a faithful servant, but her dear friend."~
The QUeen was known to possess such easiness of temper that she gave herself
31
up too much to those into whose bands she put herself.
She wrote to the
Duchess:
Winchester, Sept. 20. "· •• If you will not let me have
the satisfaction of hearing from you again before I shall
see you, let me beg of you not to call me Your Highness
at every turn, but to be free with me as one friend ought
to be with another; and you can never give me any greater
proof of your friendship than in telling me your mind
freely in all things, which I do beg you to do; and if
ever it were in my power to serve you, nobody would be
more ready than myself • • • • n32

Early in the spring of 1708 the Duchess began to show signs of discontent and suspicions and threatened to resign from office.

Two causes con-

tributed to this crisis - one, the difference in their opinions regarding
29. Burton, The Reign of Q;u.een
30. Marlborough, An Account of
31. John Oldmixon, The History
III, p. 561.
32. William Coxa, ed., Memoirs
Original Correspondence, 3
I, p. 15.

AnnaL I, p. 27.
the Conduct, etc., pp. 122-130.
of England, 3 Vols., Tho~s Cox, London, 1735,
of the First DUke of Marlborough with His
Vols., George Bell and Sons, London, 1885,

matters of State;

the other, the favoritism shown by Anne to Mrs. Masham,'a

cousin of the Duchess.

Swift describes the Duchess as a woman with three

furies reigning in her breast - sordid avarice, disdainful pride, and ungovenable rage.

He says:
"Imagine what such a spirit, irritated by the loss of power,
favor, and employment is capable of acting or attempting,
and then I have said enougn.n33

The friendship of many years was now reduced to the state of implacable hatrec •
The Duke of Marlborough hinted his disapproval of the whole affair:
"It has always been my observation in disputes, especially
in that of kindness and friendship, that all reproaches,
though ever so aust, serve to no end but making the breach
wider • • • • " 4

In person and appearance Anne was not at all ungraceful Until she
became extremely corpulent.

The majesty in her look was accompanied by a

sullen and constant frown, betraying her gloominess of soul and cloudiness of
35
disposition.
Intellectually she is ranked below the average of her sub36
jects,
a negative person, rather "a good sort of woman•, than a good woman,
37
possessing the helpnesses of a feminine mind.
Marlborough claimed the
~en 1 s

mind to be a blank,
"that she had no will of her own, or any tendencies but
such as could be directed by other people; as for her
abilities, she had a pretty knack of writing affectionate letters, and that was all she could do.n38

33. Jonathan Swift, The Histo;r of the Four Last Years of the Qpeen,
A. Miller, London, 1758, p. 17.
34. Burton, The Reign of ~een Anne, III, p. 61.
35. William King, ed., Memoirs of Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, George
Rutledge and Sons, Ltd., London, 1930, p. 229.
36. William Lecky, A History of England in the Eighteenth Century, 3 Vols.,
D. Appleton and Company, New York, 1883, I, p. 33.
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Her memory had two peculiarities - that she could forget what others would
think themselves bound to remember, while she remembered all things that
others would find it a happiness to forget.

She used her memory in such in-

significant trifles as ceremonies and customs of courts.

Her conversation

was empty and uninspiring since it was concerned with such poor topics as
fashions and rules of precedence.

Her speech was not characterized by wit

and brilliance and ehe had
"a certain knack of sticking to what had been dictated to
her to a degree often very disagreeable and without the
least sign of understanding or judgment.n39

The epithet of "Good ~een Anne" was justly deserved in view of her
40
generosity to the poor.
To avoid laying an additional burden on the people
already heavily taxed, her generous heart prompted her to share the common
burden of taxes with her subjects.

For this purpose she used one hundred

thousand pounds of her own personal income for pttblic service. This generos41
Her particular concern was the
ity endeared the ~een to all the people.
condition of the poor:
"My Lords and Gentlemen, • • • the great dearth and scarcity
under which our neighbors abroad have suffered this year,
begins to affect us in some measure at home, by the temptation of profit, in carrying out too much of our corn, while
it bears so high a price in foreign parts. This occasions
many complaints from the poor, for whOse sake I earnestly
recommend to you to take this growing evil into your consideration, having not neglected anything on my part towards
the remedying of it • • • • n42
39.
40.
41.
42.
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She was not extravagant for it is known that she did not buy one jewel in the
43
whole time of her reign.
She never refused a request for charity and paid
the salaries of her sister's servants regardless of the treatment she had received during William's reign.

Her privy purse never exceeded twenty thousanc
44

pounds a year which was far less than any king or queen ever had.

Her generosity was exercised, too, in affording relief to incarcerated persons, especially those persecuted by her government and in her
name.

Daniel Defoe imprisoned for life for writing the pamphlet, Shortest

WaY With Dissenters, experienced the generosity of the

~een.

She not only

gave a considerable supply of money to his wife and children, but also provided him with sufficient money to pay his fine and the expense of his discharge.

"Thus obliged by the Sovereign under whose administration
I was suffering, could I ever act against such a ~en?
her who fetched me out of the dungeon and gave my family
relief?lt45
When Defoe paid this tribute to Queen Anne she had been dead for many years.
Opposed to this generosity was a selfishness displayed in her dealings with
members of her own household.

She was indifferent ot the diligence and fidel-

ity of her servants where she had no passionate attachment for the person;
and even in the case of those she loved her gifts were few and insignificant.
She was little concerned about the happiness of others and preferred her own
passion and humor to the safety and happiness of her own people and all
46
Europe.
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King, Memoirs of Sarah, Duchess of Marlborougn, p. 274.
Ibid., p. 275.
Strickland, Lives of the gneens of England, VIII, p. 236.
Ibid., VIII, P• 547.

Anne's character had in it a trait of hardness, bordering on cruelt••
One revolting incident is the treatment of her son, the Duke of Gloucester.
The Duke was afflicted with hydrocephalus which prevented his walking freely.
When he craved the assistance of at least one person, the Queen had her busband lash the child with a birch rod until the torture of the strokes made
47
him run alone.
Vindictiveness played a major part in her character, particularly when her authority was in question.

There was not one of the statet-

men who had offended her who did not live to regret his actions.

As she neve

forgot a favor, so also she zealously remembered injuries and never failed to
48

wreak her vengeance on her offenders.

The diversified traits in Anne's character can be traced to one
source - weakness.

Of the four English Queens, she is the least significant.

She was "little aore than a bone of contention between ambitious statesmen anc
49

plotting favorites".
gloomy.

The clouds of suspicion haunted her life and made it

She was inclined to be of an obstinate nature and her insistence in
50

having her own way must have been trying to party leaders.

Her attitude

became more independent; she interfered in diplomacy; raised questions in
civil appointments; and demanded a free hand in church affairs.

She adhered
51
obstinately to her own opinion and nothing could make her alter it.
Her

deportment was haughty except to her particular favorites to whom she dis52
played a temper of mind easily overcome by flattery.
47. Strickland, VIII, p. 23.
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Anne enjoyed extraordinary popularity with all classes of her subjects.

This popularity arose less from her mild and benevolent character than

from the fact that her mind was in agreement with the minds of nineteen -twentieths of her people.

The love of the English for Queen Anne is displayed in
53
the title "Good queen .Anne".
She was eulogized by the pen of every writer

and her personal generosity to the church and her mildness of government made
54

her the favorite of the populace.

At this point it seems uatural to treat of Louis XIV of France by
-,tay of comparison with the character and achievements of queen Anne of England
~e
~n

reason for this is that being contemporaries, they are found to be similar
many respects, although as can be naturally expected they are also greatly

~issimilar

in some respects.

The matter herein contained proposes to treat of

character of Louis XIV, and as a prelude to the succeeding chapters of

~he
~his

thesis to present a summary

discus~ion

of his achievements during his

reign, familiarly known as the ".Age of Louis XIV".

Louis XIV was born in 1638, the eldest son of Louis XIII and Anne of
lustria, and from the earliest years he was carefully trained for the position
55
In order that his education might
he was expected to assume in the future.
have a regal tone, special playing cards were devised from the contemplation
56
of which he was to imbibe a knowledge of history, geography, and mythology.
~e

was taught Latin by the historian, Perefixe, and read Caesar's Commentaries

53. Frederick W. Wyon, History of Great Britain, 2 Vole., Chapman and Hall,
London, 1876, II, p. 532.
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55. David Ogg, Europe in the Seventeenth Century, A. and C. Black, Ltd.,
Soho Square, London, 1925, p. 281.
56. Ibid., p. 282.

He may have read Don Qpixote, the Roman Comigue of Scarron, and the Memoires
of Commines.

A History of France published in 1643 was read by his valet in

order to induce him to sleep at night.

In addition, he was taught Italian

and mathematics, but he never was a man of education.

It cannot, however, be
5?

asserted with certainty that he was barely able to read and write.

His

mother trained him in habits of strict external piety; in addition to his
tutors the governor Villeroy was concerned with his deportment and outdoor
life.

One result of his early education was his hatred of Protestants, the

direct opposite characteristic to that of .A.nne, who had an undying hatred for
58
Catholics as a result of her early education.

Louis was fitted for the leadership of a large and magnificent court
by his physical and mental characteristics.

He had a dignified and imposing

bearing which commanded respect, and his perfect manners lent certain charm to
59
all his acti.ons. To strangers he was always courteous and condescending.
From his mother he inherited a tendency to languor, but he cannot be accused
~ntirely
~emory;

~ishes

of a lack of industry and keen observation.

He possessed a good

had some taste in the matter of art, and always insisted on having his
carried out.

aven with relatives.

He never forgot that he was king, keeping his distance
He had the ability to vary his moods to suit the company

or the occasion; he was not a victim of gusts of passion or emotion, and only
n his latter years did he show signs of sorrow or remorse.

p?.

Ibid., p. 282.
58. Ibid., p. 283.
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"His was the type of character which may wear out those
with whom it comes in closest contact while itself surviving serene and imperturbable. Be was devoid of a
sense of humor, and he not only welcomed flattery but
believed it. Studiously careful of himself, he was
selfish to a degree possible only in a man of such infinite opportunities; moreover, the complete absence of
human affection makes his love affairs commonplace and
sordid. The sense of proportion, generally developed
in ordinary human beings by the rough-and-tumble of
everyday existence, was denied him; as a private person
he would have been deemed of mediocre abilities, an egotist, and a sensual hypocrite. 1 60

His Queen , Maria Theresa, took little part in the society of this
royal court.

Being of a pious and complacent nature, she was devoted to her

husband, but was soon forced to eliminate herself in favor of his mistresses.
This detestable conduct was begun by the king less than a year after his
marriage and until 1674 he lived a life of double adultery, the queen being
forced to appear in public in the company of her rivals.

The bastard child-

ren of these adulterous unions held a higher place in the affections of Louis
than did his own legitimate heirs.

It is to the credit of Bossuet that he

openly denounced the King 1 s scandalous life, but the repentant moods of Louis
61
were always of short duration.
Maria Theresa died in 1683, and is said to
have made the statement that her married life consisted of only twenty happy
days.

Louis exercised a strict control over the amusements of his family,
encouraged them to gamble and paid their debts.

He even condescended to

dance since the dances of his time were not incompatible with his personal
60. Ibid., p. 309. (Quoted from Memoires in OUevres de Louis XIV, II, p. 74.)
61. Ibid., p. 310. (~oted from Gazier, Bossuet et Louis XIV, p. 58 ff.)

dignity.

There was daily Mass in the palace, which Louis always attended,

while the eloquence of preachers such as Bossuet and Bourdaloue charmed or
disturbed him but rarely contrived to convince him.
"The etiquette of Versailles was regulated with an Oriental
precision ••• More than any other court of modern times,
the court of Louis XIV provided unlimited scope for timeserving, mediocrity, and licentiousness, in which independence of mind and character was sternly repressed and where
blasphemy and hypocrisy went to such lengths as to disgust
all but the most cynical or the most stupid. Lives s~ent in
playing cards for stakes extorted from the wretched peasants,
in the hunting of animals that involved no danger and little
exertion, in the performance of masquerades inspired by adulation of a human demi-god, in the race for offices that
brought no responsibility and much servility,were for all
purposes wasted lives, and completely demoralized a nobility
that had no traditions, no opportunities for usefulness, held
together by their co~~n worship of caste, and constantly reinforced by the pseudo-nobility of bought peerage.n62

At the death of Cardinal Mazarin in 1661, Louis XIV ascended the
throne of France, beginning as it were "the golden age of monarchy for France
and Europe".

From that time for a century and a half France was the most in-

fluential state in
aggressive policy.

~Urope,

and was well adapted to assume an expansive and

Louis XIV himself described the general situation in his

memoirs:
"Everything was quiet everywhere, no movement or semblance
of movement anywhere in the kingdom that could interrupt
or hamper my plans. Peace was established with my neighbors (especially Austria and Spain) probably for as long
a time as I should myself desire."63
Louis was master at home and it was
Europe.

in~is

power to give peace or war to

That he would choose war is not at all surprising.

His imagination

62. Ibid., P• 313.
63. Charles Downer Hazen, Modern Europe, Henry Holt and Company, New York,
1917, p. 23.

was preoccupied with the achievement of his own glory, and he believed the
world's greatest glory had always been the portion of the world's warriors

anc

64

conquerors, Alexander, Caesar, and Charlemagne.
play a great historic role on the
tory is something exquisite."
was still a King on earth".

~uman

stage.

Louis had an obsession to
He said, "The praise of his-

It was his aim to show the world that "there
His common opinion was, "To have a crown is not

everything, one must know how to wear it."

The

only possible result of all

this conceit and self-emulation was a continual war for over half a century,
65
and the earnest effort of Louis to dominate Europe by a~s.
Louis frankly
admitted, "The love of glory takes the preced.ence over everything else in my
soul"; unfortunately,to him glory and success in war were synonymous.

Just as

~een

Anne had a master mind in the Duke of Marlborough who

planned her military snccesses for her, so did Louis XIV have a valuable aid
in his minister, Colbert, whose powers of work and concentration were so greal
that he was able to accomplish as much as half a dozen ministries would do to·
day.

He labored zealously for the advancement of intellectual and artistic

life in France with the one purpose in mind of exalting and glorifying the
king, which in his opinion was the only motive worthy of Frenchmen in every
66

line of endeavor.
":By the care:f'u.l encouragement of academies of painting,
sculpture, architecture, music, and literature, by
helping scientists of every kind, mathematicians, physicists, chemists, astronomers, he sought to enrich and
refine the civilization, the culture and learning and
64. Ibid., p. 23.
65. Ibid., p. 23.
66. Carlton J. H. Hayes, A Political and Cultural History of Modern Europe,
2 Vols., The Macmillan Company, New York, 1935, I, p. 294.

and taste of !ranee, and to identify the person of the
king with all these high exploits. Louis entered sympathetically into all these plans of his minister. He
knew that when men spoke of the .A:ugus tan .Age they meant
that Augustus had seen, in his days, what Louis intended
posterity should see in his. namely, that the promotion
and encouragement of arts and letters is one of the highest and most enduring distinctions of a great prince.n67
The French literature of this period boasts of such distinguished names as
Moliere, Racine. La Fontaine, and La Bruyere.

It was owing to this illus-

trious group that the French language made a conquest of people everywhere,
and in the modern world was accredited the high position which Greek litera68

ture had occupied in the ancient world.

Louis XIV entered half-heartedly

into all these projects for his glory.

He cared not for literary and artistic

achievements; his supreme interest was in the glory that war could bring him.

Louis enjoyed being king.

It was a profes.sion which gave him thor-

ough pleasure and he did not attempt to conceal the delight it gave him.

He

said that "the trade of King is grand, noble, delightful", but he did not mis·
take it to be an easy trade.

He studied it from every angle and did not make
6

important decisions recklessly without previous reflection and investigation.
He was a hard, habitual, systematic worker, and gave as close attention daily
to the pleasures and diversions of the court as he did to the policies of the
state.

While everyone around him seemed active and agitated, he alone re-

mained calm.

For fifty years despite more or less bad health, stomach troubl ,

and acute headaches, due to his enormous eating and bad teeth, he kept up the
67. Hazen, Modern Europe, p. 35.
68, Hayes, A Political and Cultural History of Modern Europe, I, p. 294.
69. Ogg, Europe in the Seventeenth Century, p. 283.

-same routine of work, without haste and without rest in a systematic way,
ing the same tasks at the same hours.

do-

"With an almanac and a watch you could
70

tell three hundred leagues aw$J just what he was doing."

In spite of this

extraordinary application and intensive activity, Louis was of ordinary ability and had an ordinary intelligence.

He himself once wrote, "It is humili71
ating to be ignorant of things which every one else knows. 11
In matters of
diplomacy he followed maxims of doUbtful ethical quality.
maxims can be listed:

Three principal

1) A ruler mu.st be ready to sacrifice every scruple,

even personal honor, for the advantages of the state;

2) Every man can be

bought and therefore, a ruler should seek to know every man's price;

3) Dis-

trust of every human being is the beginning of all wisdom for a monarch.
"Such were some of the traits of character, such the training
of the man who was destined to give his name to his age, Who
took the sun for his emblem, sole source of light and life,
who was known as the Sun-King, and whose pride was as the
pride of Pharoah.a72

The Age of Louis XIV was famous in the first place for its doctrine
of absolutism.

He believed that the government is divinely ordained so that

man may satisfy the God-given natural instincts of being together in organized
political society.

Under God, monarchy is of all forms of government, the

most useful, most-ancient, &lld most natural; it is analogous to the rule of a
family by the father, and should therefore be hereditary.
the just heritage of a monarch:
coronation;

Four qualities are

1) He is sacred because he is anointed at his

2) He is the father of his people, a paternal king who provides

for the welfare of his nation;
70. Hazen, Modern Europe, p. 32.
71. Ibid., p. 32.
72. Ibid., p. 32.

3) His power is absolute and autocratic, and

~

he is accountable to God alone;

'

~

4) The king is an earthly image of God's

majesty and it is wrong to look upon him as a mere man.
"The king is a public person and in him is embodied the whole
nation. As in God are united all perfection and every virtue
so all power for all the individuals in a community is united
in the person of the king.n73
Louis adhered strictly to the theory of absolute divine-right monarchy, a
theory which had been adopted in various countries of Europe, includill8 EI18land.

As a result of this theory, Louis developed such an organized system

of centralized government, that all policies were devised by him, and it was
the duty of his ministers to execute his will.

No one thought of performing

the least independent action without the express approval of the·king.

His

government became the model of royal centralization, and the monarchs of
74
Europe envied the godlike majesty of the Jrench kiDg.
"For Louis XIV was not content with the hard work of God's
lieutenant on earth. He must have the fame, the glory,
the majesty- even the temple - befitting his divinity.
The temple to himself - the crowning glory of his majesty was the palace which he erected at Versailles, • • • • The
stately palace, with its lavish furnishings and. its broad
parks and great groves and ~riad statues and delightful
fountains, was the wonder of France and Europe; the magnificent 'Hall of Mirrors• was a perfect example of the
'Grand Monarch•. In and about the palace of Versailles,
Louis XIV gathered the court of France - his ministers,
his central officialdom, his family, his mistresses, and
his piCk 9f French nobles and French artists - and he prescribed for all these a most rigid ceremonial, as woUld become the worshippers of his divinity • • • • n75

As Louis XIV grew older, he became more vain and ambitious.

He

gloated over his unquestioned authority in France, the majesty of his surroundings at Versailles, and the pompous bearing of his courtiers and
73. Hayes, A Political and Cultural History of Modern Europe, I, p. 291.
74. Ibid., I, p. 293.
75. Ibid., I, p. 293.

ministers.

To him Versailles was France and he was indifferent to everything

outside of the palace, and never really became acquainted with his subjects or
the various parts of his kingdom.

He aimed to bend everyone to his will, and

in ecclesiastical matters he was a pronounced autocrat.

He insisted upon obe-

dience to him rather than to the Pope, a measure which caused difficulties between him and the reigning pontiff, Innocent XI.

He persecuted the Protes-

tants and even the Jansenists and other Catholic groups whom he considered to
be heretical.

His idea of centralization was to

make

of the nobles, a useless

social class without political experience, so that the French nobles were
wastefUl, vicious, and purely ornamental at a time, when the English nobles
were in possession of fUll power and were directing the domestic and foreign
policies of their country.

The FrenCh clergy on the whole were devout, self-

sacrificing priests, but the bishops and higher clergy with the exception of
a few, were drawn from the nobility, and led lives of luxury apart from the
common people.
11

Too few of the bishops were real religious leaders,_as too
few of the nobles were real political leaders. The weight
of %.ouis XIV•s government was becoming ever heavier; the
tersons trained to bear it were becoming ever:'fewer.n76

France was a

we~thy

country, relatively speaking; its fields were

fertile; its peasants hard-working and thrifty; its artisans were becoming
skilled in manufacture; and its middle classes were becoming richer and more
numerous.

France could have borne the extravagant spending of the king with-

Put complaint, if the burden of taxation had been evenly distributed.

But

Louis XIV would hear of no fiscal refor.m; he continued to exempt the nobility
76. Ibid., p. 314.

and the clergy, and derived the state income from the peasants' and the middle
classes.

After the War of the Spanish Succession, the masses of the French

nation suffered from pestilence and famine, from taxes and the threat of bank7?
ruptcy; and from a whole array of economic and social evils.
The last years
of Louis XIV were years of gloom.

When he died in 1?15, he left his kingdom

to his great-grandson, a child of five:
11

.And to this child he left a troubled inheritance, a country
whose population had fallen from nineteen million to seventeen, a state exhausted, impoverished, and approaching bankruptcy, a people in distress and misery, already murmuring
faint thoughts of revolution, all as a result of a selfish
and over-weening ambition. Such was the ending of the longest reign of history, a reign of seventy-two years. Saint
Simon says that when his subjects heard of the death of Louis
XIV they • trembled with joy• and t thanked God for their deli verance •. n?S

Here, then, are two parallel characters in history, both actuated
by fame, glory, and ambitious desires.

Anne did not parade her at.s and mo-

tives in an ostentatious and conceited manner as did Louis XIV, yet, it must
be admitted that she, too, craved glory and exaltation, and lent a willing
ear to flattery.

To her cannot be imputed the open, licentious mode of liv-

ing of the French monarch, but her standard of morals does not rate very high
She led an easy, indolent, characterless, unmotivated existence which often
reached the edges of immorality and soft living if it did not trespass them
entirely.

She did not openly domineer her subjects and try to impress them

at every turn by the importance of her majesty, but being a woman, she

~

ployed more subtle and suave means which formed a cloak, as it were, for her
theory of absolutist monarchy.

These means were an occasional bounty or do-

nation to the clergy, and her reiterated protestations that she was "entirely
7?. Ibid., I, p. 315.

78. Hazen, Modern Europe, p. 3?.

English" and that her chief aim was the welfare of the people.

Her undying

batred of Catholicism ran parallel to Louis' hatred of Protestants.

She, too,

died alone and unattended, and perhaps the only reason that can be adduced
for the glory of her reign is that she held the reins of government which werE
attached to the master minds which plotted and planned for her, for she was
too inert and too deficient intellectually to be able to guide the destiniea
of her nation without the aid of a Marlborough, a Godolphin, and later in her
reign of a Harley and a Bolingbroke.

AS a feminine character her position wae

accorded that chivalrous deference and respect that is the portion of femininE
sovereigns, and to her people she was "Good

~een

Anne" more from a standpoin

of esteem than any personal prerogative that merited or deserved this title.

CHAPTER II
qUEEN ANNE 1 S ENGLAND

The reign of QQeen Anne'involved great issues and the populace moved
among brilliant societies, but the background of these fine achievements had
1

its root in homely scenes.

England's wars were manned by the two main nerves

of iron and gold, but these mighty sinews Of Britain's strength were forged it
humble surroundings unknown to the world of patched cheeks and fUll-bottomed
wigs.

The needs and prejudices of the common folk living in manor house and

village, in port and market towns influenced the game of politics at Kensing2

ton.

Defoe pictures England in the state of a healthy national life in
which the component elements of town, country, agriculture, industry, and
3

commerce blended into the

ha~onious

whole of a single economic system.

Good

harvests and cheap food were plentiful even in the time of war, making England
a prosperous and well-ordered nation.

England was progressing, unconsciously

yet gradually, toward the Industrial Revolution due to the expanding

operatio~s

4

in industry, agriculture, and commerce, and even the changes in society.

ThE

peasant and craftsman of England's early life still existed during the reign c~
~en

Anne, but under the new and more favorable conditions.

The products of

1. George M. Trevelyan, England Under Q\leen .Anne, 3 Vols., Longmans, Green,
and Company, London and New York, 1932, I, p. 1.
2. The Censor, (London, 1715- 1717) I, No.4 (1715), p. 21. Printed for
Jonas Brown at the Black Swan Without Temple Bar, 1717.
3. Trevelyan, England Under Q\leen Anne, I, p. 3.
4. Ibid., I, p. 3.

,-

the peasant and craftsman found new markets through the agency of the traders
and middlemen.

The antagonism of sect and faction distracting England at this

time was counter-balanced by the interchange of activity between town and
country giving Queen .Anne• s England a :f'u.ndamental harmony and strength.

Whil~

religious disputes divided the nation, trade_-gM»I-.g in relative importance
5

tended to unite it.

6

The Bible now had a fast growing rival in the ledger.

The England of Saxon days was a wilderness of forest trees, brushwood, marsh and down.

Wooden huts were the so-called homes of each village,

and the straight Roman roads traversing the lands were gradually falling into
disuse.

Modern England presents the prospect of rectangular fields divided

by hedge-rows or stone walls, with well-built farms, villages, and fenced
plantations of trees.

A network of busy railroads and busier roads gives the

country the appearance of a thriving metropolis.

The panorama of Queen .Anne's

England lies halfway between these two periods in character but not in time.
Most of the primeval forests had disappeared, and the greater part of the lane
had been reclaimed as arable land or for pasturage.

The appearance of a

chess-board of rectangular fields was not yet a reality, since the best agricultural lands were laid out in open fields without hedges, and the inclosed
7

fields were irregularly shaped orchards and intakes._

The plow had broken up

the old Roman roads and caused their disappearance, while the winding Saxon
bridle tracks became muddy roads and lanes.

The rivers flowing through rich

cornfields and meadows carried the heaviest traffic of the land on their
8

waterways.
5. Ibid., I, p. 3.
6. Ibid., I, p. 4.

7. Ibid., I, P• 4.
8. Ibid., I, PP• 5-6.

Rural England presented a prosperous scene in 1700.

The storm of

the Restoration was over, the times peaceful, trade was good, and there was a
sense of security and wealth in spite of the change of rulers and an uncertaii
9
At Anne's accession in 1702 England and Wales numbered
political future.
5,475,000 people of whom 1,400,000 were urban.

The country was a vast expansE

of millions of acres of unspoiled woodlands, and of rolling heaths purple wit}
heather and yellow with dying bracken, and a paradise for the sportsmen with
10
Three staple crops were grown with unfailing regularit~,
its wealth of game.
wheat as an export and for bread for the upper classes; barley as an essentia
product for brewers and for the poor man 1 s loaf; oats as food for horses and
for use in making cakes and bannocks.

A few beans were also raised for horset ,

and rye in districts where it was customary but there were no mew-fangled
11
crops as turnips and managolds to be kept for winter use. · Harvest time
always required extra labor, which in

~en

Anne's time was supplied by the
14

discharged soldier who was eager for an opportunity to keep off the highway.

A major problem of England in its rural districts was the condition
13
of the roads and the dangers encountered thereon.
The slow delivery of mai~
in the rural villages was due to the difficulty public messengers found in
traversing the muddy roads.

Another danger was the presence of highwaymen

lurking in unfelled thickets and unenclosed heaths.

No one began a journey

in England without the possibility of encountering these two dangers.

It was

9. Rosamond Bayne-Powell, English Country Life in the Eighteenth Century,

10.
11.
12.
13.

John Murray, London, 1935, p. 1.
Ibid., p. 4.
Ibid., P• 5.
Ibid., p. 8.
Trevelyan, England Under queen Anne, I, p. 93.

a common sight on the road to see a hooded wagon with passengers and luggage
14
inside, and a carrier walking at the head of eight horses.
The village
roads varied from the mere mud tracks to broad green lanes and were unenclosec
for the greater part of their length, which was an advantage, because the
passengers were able to walk off the morass of the road through the neighboring heaths or cornfields. The farmers protested but the law upheld the d~s15
In some of the counties like Kent the roads were so
tressed travelers.
narrow that two horsemen could scarcely pass each other at many points of the
16
road, and a coach blocked the entire space between the hedges.

This picture given by Defoe presents an excellent idea of the diffi
culties of road travel.
"Going to a church in a country village not far from Lewis,
I saw an ancient lady, and a lady of very good quality, I
assure you, drawn to church in her coach with six oxen; nor
was it done in frolic or humor, but more necessity, the way
being so stiff and deep, that no horses could go in 1t.n17
The poor condition of the roads was due to the lack of adequate administrativj
machinery for construction and repair.

Every partsh through the confines of

which the road passed was bound by law to maintain it by six days a year of
unpaid labor given 07' the. farmers.

There was no supervision of this work ex-

cept by one of the group of farmers chosen as a surveyor.

It was unreason-

able to expect the farmers to act as skilled makers of highways •. and it was
unfair to lay the burden of repair on the parishes through which the road
14. Ibid., I, p. 94.
15. Ibid., I, pp. 94-95.
16. The ~ritish Magazine, (London, 1746 -·1747), I, (1746), p. 123. Printed
for C. Corbett at Addison's Read in Fleetstreet, London, 1746.
17. Trevelyan, I, p. 94. (qnoted from Defoe, Tour througn the Island,
I, P• 129.)

passed.

18

This condition was tolerated until commerce began to increase, and

in the days of the later Stuarts the poor condition of these roads was felt
as a national disgrace.

A new system of turnpikes was enforced to provide

money for the upkeep of the roads.

When Anne came to the throne, the revenues

from the turnpikes were managed by justices of peace, but later in her reign
19
Turnpike Trustees were established by statute.

Under these conditions, river traffic although slow had an advantagE
20

over road traffic especially for heavy goods.

The rivers were used only fo

purposes of commerce; people of quality found them advantageous also as a
means of transportation.
liveried waterman.

These people kept their own barges, and employed

The less favored individuals who used public barges had tc

endure much from the rudeness and roughness of the waterman, and a lady would
21
certainly be safer traveling in a hackney coach.

The traveling in Queen Anne's reign was difficult in the towns also
because of bad roads and

~nchecked

highway robbers.

One traveler describes

22

the roads as more perilous than the Alps.

Stage coaches ran to most of the

towns, and other frequently used modes of travel were conducted by pack-horse
and wagons.

A fashionable and much used conveyance was the sedan chair.

It

took its name from the town of Sedan tn France and was introduced into Englanc
23

more than a century before the reign of QUeen Anne.

According to taste and

18. Ibid., I, p. 94.
19. Ibid., I, p. 94.
20. Rose M. Bradley, The English Housewife in the Seventeenth and Eiggteenth
Centuries, Edward Arnold, London, 1912, p. 207.
21. Matilda Wentworth, "The Journal of a Walk in the City", The Court :Miscel~ or Ladies' New Magazine, (London, July, 1765- Dec. 1?65), I, (1765)
p. ?. Printed for Richardson and UrqUhart.
22. Herbert Paul, Qqeen Anne, Goupil and Company, London, 1906, p. 188.
23. Justin McCarthy, The Reign of g;ueen Anne, Chat to and Windus, Londo!!,lfM!

,-

means, the owner would sometimes have a finely appointed and highly ornamented sedan chair.

A legal license was placed on all public sedan chairs
24

and a uniform fare of one shilling a mile was charged.

There were three

hundred licensed chairs in London and in addition to the fi%ed charge the
2

chairmen would demand a gratuity, or according to modern terminology, "a tip.
In (i\leen Anne's time the prefix "sedan" fell into disuse, and these convey26

ances were commonly spoken of simply as chairs.

Hackney coaches filled the streets in great numbers.

Like the

sedan chairs they were not protected by glass and the ladies were often molasted in their expeditions for shopping or visiting by street ruffians who
27

amused themselves in this way.

All kinds of legal ordinances were issued

for the licensing of hackney coaches and fixed rates of fare were prescribed
28
Pri~ate coaches owned by the wealthy were magnificent
by the government.
equipages drawn by at least six horses, a number considered. necessary to make
an impression on the public.

Four horses were common, and the chariot, calas
29
and chaise were considered well equipped with two horses.

The London of

~en

Anne's day was a metropolis different in size

and characteristic qualities from the present London.

In the eighteenth cen-

tury the outlying districts were divided from London by wide meadows and gardens, and were crossed by high-roads.

Now, these same districts are merely

24. Matilda Wentworth, "The Journal of a Walk in the City'', loc. cit., p. 7.

25. Paul, qqeen Anne, p. 188.
26. McCarthy, The Reign of Q;u.een Anne, p. 160.
27. Bradley, The English Housewife of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuria
p. 207.
28. McCarthy, The Reign of ~~een Anne, P• 160.
29. Ibid., p. 160.

a part of the capital. 30

The inhabitants were bound by law to keep the roadE

in front of their houses and shops clean and. well-swept, and under penalty to
heap up the refuse to be carried away by the scavenger's carts.

These ordi-

nances were often disregarded and passengers had to pick their way through
31
masses of neglected refuse.
The sanitary arrangements were particularly
32
defective at night, and the streets were anything but pleasant walks.
A
passerby remarked:
"We had not walked the usual distance between the church
and an alehouse, but some odoriferous civet box perfumed the air, and saluted our nostrils with so refreshing a nosegay that I thought the whole city had been
overflowed with an inundation of surreverence.tt33
Even at a date later than Queen Anne's reign it was reported that the body of
a murdered child had been found among the dunghills lying at the bottom of
34
Drury Lane.

London is not even now rich in public buildings, but during the
reign of queen Anne it was poorer still.

St. Paul's Cathedral was then a

new erection and had just been open for service.

Westminster Abbey and Hall

lent historical and architectural magnificence to their quarter, and St.
James• Palace was the center of royal ceremonial and pageantry.

London had

many hospitals; Bethlehem or Bedlam had been completed a quarter of a century
before Anne's accession, and St. Bartholomew's and St. Thomas' were well35
known institutions.
30. Ibid., p. 159.
31. Wentworth, ''The Journal of a Walk in the City", loc. ill•, p. 7.
32. John Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of Queen Anne, Taken From Original
Sources, Chatto and Windus, London, 1919, p. 68.
33. Ashton, p. 68. (Quoted from the London Spy.)
34. McCarthy, The Reign of Qu.een Anne, p. 159.
35. Monsieur le Pays, 11 A Letter on London and the Manner of its Inhabitants",
The Court Miscellany or Ladies' New Magazine, !££• cit., p. 122.

The water supply in the cities was not good.

Old fashioned wells

and pumps sunk in a crowded city of cesspools and graveyards furnished an
36

unhealthful supply of water.

Some of the water was brought to the city frm

Highgate and Hampstead and from the New River, but it was not sufficient to
supply the demand of the inhabitants,

The water furnished by the huge water-

wheel on the Thames River was unsuitable for drinking purposes since it was
taken from the tidal waters near the shore.

Primitive wooden pipes with a

small bore of one inch were used to carry the water Silpply.

The river was

scoured out twice a year and a staff of twelve walkers waa kept between Ware
and London, whose care it was to see that nothing was thrown into the river
37
that might pollute it in any way.
Leaden cisterns, artistically and elaborately ornamemted with flowers or classical subjects were utilized to hold th4
family supply of water.

The few leaden cisterns now seen in London are curi38

osities and exemplars of art manufactures of the time.

The streets of London were often overcrowded with traffic, although
the population at that time was small in comparison with the present population.

!he main bulk of the traffic in Qneen Anne 1 s reign was confined to the

principal thoroughfares and after night set in, the smaller streets were as
39

silent ro1d lonely as the highways in the country.

The streets were lighted

by miserable oil lamps, and on some of the streets where the oil lamps could
40
not be expected to shine, travelers carried lanterns with them at night.
36. Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of Q;u.een Annet. p. 68.
3?. Ibid., p. 70.

38. Ibid., p. 71.
39. Me Carthy, The Reign of Qp.een Anne, p. 161.
40. Dorothy M. George, ~land in Johnson's Day, Methuen and Company, Ltd.,
London, 1928, p. 6.
Excerpt from Sir Richard Steele, The Spectator,
No. 454, Monday, August 11, 1712.)

The peaceful peaestrians were not safeguarded by a police force, bu
men were appoiated to guard the streets without any regard for their ability,
physically. morally, or mentally. They were known as watchmen or simply as
41
.
11
11
Night travelers were molest~d by a band of street ruffians
the Watch •
who called themselves Mohocks after the Mohawk Indian tribe.

They were dissi

pated and reckless scamps belonging to the better classes of society.

Their

main ambition and chief pastime was to defy the civic laws and to win fame by
acts of violence in the streets at night.

The Mohocks would begin their

evening of activity after a roystering dinner-party by attacking the watchmen
and after they had thus cleared the way for their sports, they proceeded to :
42

attack and torture peaceful wayfarers.

Unarmed men were stopped and forced

to fight, usually escaping with mashed features and lacerated limbs.

These

atrocities were not only perpetrated against male passengers, but even women
were attacked and terrified.

One of their choice pastimes was to throw a

woman into a barrel and then roll the barrel with its victim down Lud,gate Hil
or Holborn Hill.

Far worse than this practice was their recourse to indecen-

cies, as also the mutilation of their captives before allowing them to return
43

home.

In many cases these occurrences were exaggerated, because if the
accounts given were exact accounts, London life would have been unendurable,
and the inhabitants would have been forced to form committees of their own
41. Matilda Wentworth, "A City Night Piece", loc.
42. McCarthy, The Reign of Qqeen Anne, p. 161.
43. The British Magazine, loc. cit., p. 237.

ill•, p. 179.

to enforce order.

Making allowance for this unavoidable exaggeration, there

1s no doubt that the night life of London was wanton and brutal in its lawlessness, so that it would have been a disgrace even to the rudest times of
44
These incidents were so much a public scandal that
growing civilization.
~een

Anne issued a royal proclamation against them.

The proclamation stated

that the Queen
"being watchful for the public good of her loving subjects,
had taken notice of the great and unusual riots and barbarities which have lately been comw~tted in the night time,
in the open streets, in several parts of the cities of
London and Westminister, and parts adjacent, by mumbers of
evil disposed persons, who combined together to disturb the
public peace, and in an inhuman manner, without provocation,
have assaulted and wounded many of her Majestyts good subjects.ll45
The queen offered a reward to anyone who would bring the offenders to prosecution.

The very wording of the proclamation is a proof that these disturb-

ances of public peace were not as common as contemporary descriptions state,
for if the law was openly violated every night by the ruffians, it would not
have been necessary to offer a reward for their detection.

Nevertheless the

·very fact that the proclamation had to be issued is a conclusive proof that
lawlessness disfigured London street life at night.

The Qaeen, always a love

of peace and orser, felt it her duty to legislate regarding the maintenance
46
of safety on the strrets after dark.
The real cause of the evil lay in
the lack of an established police force fur the very appearance of the night
watchmen tempted the ruffians to behave riotously.

In contrast to the street scenes just described were other scenes,
wholesome and graceful in nature.

The annual Milkmaid Festivals of early May

44. McCarthy, The Reign of Q;ueen Anne, p. 163.
45. Ibid., p. 164.
46. Ibid., p. 164.

were pleasing and picturesque.

On the first of May and for the five or six

days following, all the pretty young country girls, who brought the milk to
the towns, attired themselves neatly.

They borrowed an abundance of silver

plate to make a p;p.ramid, which adorned with ribands and flowers, was carried
on their heads instead of the common milk pail.

Accompanied by a number of

milkmaids and a bagpipe or a fiddle, they went from door to door dancing before the houses of their customers.

They were followed by troops of boys and
47

girls, and it was customary that everyone give them something.

The Maypole

Dance was no longer seen in London, but it was still cherished in most parts
of the country.

Many pleasing sights could be seen in Hyde Park everyday.

The dinner in Q.ueen Anne's time was early, and the usual time for riding, dri 48
ing, or walking in the park was after d.inner.

The queen issued numerous

regulations for the preservation of the walks, drives, and grasses in the par •
One regulation which survives to

th~

present day was that

"no stage coach, hackney coach, chaise with one horse, cart,
wagon, or funeral should pass through the park, and no one
should cut or lop off &by of the trees. 11 49
Wherever a road or path was closed for repairs, a lantern had to be placed to
warn pedestrians of a possible

da~er.

The foregoing description of the streets is substantiated by an extract from a letter regarding travel in England:
11

The town (London) is dirty and ill-paved and the reason
assigned for this is, that 'n a free nation citizens pave
as they think proper, each before his own door; it is

47. Ashton, Soctal Life in the Rei
een Anne, p. 369.
Richard Steele, The Tatler, No.
48. The Censor, !2£. cit., I, No.4, p. 27.
49. McCarthy, The Reign of qqeen Anne, P• 165.

(Quoted from Sir

-

often necessary to break up the pavement, in order to mend
the pipes; all the houses in London are furnished with water
from the Thames or the New River • • •• In the evening two
rows of lamps hang upon posts, give light and make a gay
appearance; • • • in the courtyard coaches can seldom enter
as it is exceeding narrow, and therefore they put up in a
lane behind the house.n50

During the reign of

~ueen

Anne, large cities were a minority but

there were a number of possible thriving cities in the future.

One of these,

Liverpool, advanced from a medieval market to a shipping and commercial cente •
Before 1700 the residents made a living by fishing and agriculture, but the
eighteenth century was not far advanced before a coasting trade had been
1

started, and later developed into a commercial intercourse with foreign lands

The old rural England of Queen Anne's reign was on the eve of whole
sale enclosures and the Industrial Revolution, and consequently is presented
52
to posterity in one of two rival pictures.
The first picture flashes befor•
the imagination a land independent and self-respecting, with peasants holding
small personal rights to the soil; a quiet and contented people celebrating
their rural happiness by alehouse songs of 11 Harvestshome".

This same land

was the land of the craftsman in the village and market towns, for his pur53
suit of industry did not divorce him f~om the rural pleasures.
The second
picture conjured up before the mind's eye is that of harsh back-breaking labo
of the pre-mechanical days, continued for thirteen hours or more a day.

Chil

50. Maria Anna Du Bocage, Letters Concerning England, Holland, and Italy,
Written During Her Travels in ~aose Countries, 2 Vols., Printed for E. an
C. Dilly, London, 1770, I, p. 27.
51. Henry Peet, ed. , Liver_Qool in the Reign of Q:u.een Anne, 1705 and 1708._ Frox
a Rate Assessment of the Town and Parish, Henry Yo'llDg and Sons, Li verpcbo ,
1908, p. 4.
52. Trevelyan, England Under QAeen Anne, I, p. 16.
53. Ibid., I, p. 16.

labor displaced the primary schools; medical science and hospital provisions
were inadequate to cope with the ravages of disease and early death; cleanli54

ness and comforts weDe considered as superfluous;

and an uni:maginable harsl: 1-

ness not only to criminals and debtors, ·but also to the women and

childre~

anc

the poor at large. Summarily speaking, the population was made up of poorly ,
55
nourished people.

The publicist, Gregory King, estimated "the cottagers and paupers"
and "the laboring people and the outservants 11 to be the largest classes in
56
The cottagers and the paupers, independent of wages, picked up a
England.
living off the land where they squatted or from the small fields behind their
hovel.

The laboring people and out servants were wage-earners, and in addi tio

to this had some rights to land or to small gardens without being considered
yeomen.

Around Halifax each cloth-worker had "a cow or two" in a field walle<

off on the steep hillside where his cottage stood.

On the other hand there

were many employees in agriculture and industry who owned no land, and whose
sole means of subsistence was by wages.

The gradual emancipation of the villeins of the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries brought the yeoman into the foreground of the English
scene.

The increasing number of small land-owners and large farmers caused

the yeoman to flourish under the

~ldors

and Stuarts.

From the fifteenth to

the eighteenth centuries the yeoman was a favorite subject in prose and verse
The reign of Queen Anne was the culminating point in the prominence of the
54. The Censor, loc. cit., II, No. 44, pp. 89-95.
55. Trevelyan, Engfan~nder Qqeen Anne, I, pp. 16-17.
56. Ibid., I, p. 17.

English yeoman before his decline began.

57

Until the later eighteenth

centu~

the term 11 yeoman 11 included the tenant farmer and the freehold cu1 tivator.

ThE

freehold yeoman comprised one eighth of the population and was on the average
a richer man than the tenant farmer who comprised a smaller proportion of the
58
population.
During ~een Anne's reign there was a marked difference betweet
the types of yeomen.

The

diffe~ence

was both a political and a social one.

The freeholder was accorded a vote in Parliament, but the tenant farmer had
no vote, and if, by chance, he did have a vote he would be for€ed tio cast it
for his landlord.
by

Sir Roger de Coverley, the ideal landlord, was represented

Addison as exercising absolute patriarcbal sway over his tenants.

The cul

tivating freeholders numbered 180,000 in QUeen Anne's reign, and upon vheir
support rested the structure of the Church and State.

The balance of the

and Tory interests was maintained by the opinions of the
holders", who were mostly yeoman agriculturists.

1140

Whi~

Shilling free-

Their name was derived from

the uniform franchise of forty shillings in England and Wales, and it was witll
this group that political considerations were effective at election time,
59
intimidation had no effect whatsoever.

whil~

The country gentlemen of this period were of various grades of
wealth and culture.

On the topmost rung of the social ladder of this group

was the dUke, whose manner of life excelled that of the counts of Europe,
while at the lower end of the ladder was the squire of three hundred pounds a
year.

His speech was a broad provincial dialect and he was distinguished fron

the yeoman by a small sporting establishment, by a coat of arms, and by the
57. Ibid., I, p. 21.
59. Ibid., I, p. 22.

58. Ibid., I, p. 21.

respect paid to him as a geritleman. 60 He was conspicuous for his horse-hair
wig, his jockey belt, and his old fashioned coat without sleeves. The squire
61
was a typical figure of the Stuart period.
Hospitality was characteristic
of the squire, and it is related that one squire insisted on having five
62

tables set daily for visitors and their retinue.

A. Squire is usually des-

cri bed thus:
11

His conversation is wholly taken up with his horses, dogs,
and kawks; his entertainment is stale beer and the history
of his dogs and horses while at the QUarter Sessions; he
says little, eats and drinks much, and after dinner hunts
over the last chase and so rides worshipfully drunk home
again.n63

The squires attended to their estates, and to the county business on the benci
of the magistrates, as well as to their hounds and horses.

They devoted more

time to their gardens and ponds than they did to their books, and on the whole
they lived a wholesome, useful life, half public and half private, naturally,
64

leisurely, and with dignity.

It was the squire who threatened .the deeply

cherished independence of the freehold yeoman.

He often bought out the free-

holders who were ready to leave the countryside where their old independence
€5

was endangered by the increasing wealth of the squire and his tenant farmers.

A. numerically small class among the English people during this peric~

was the nobility, who were found in every form of society, in the rural districts, among the politicians, and frequently in the courts of European
66
capitals.
These aristocrats were hereditary or titled landowners, and descez60. Ibid., I, p. 28.
61. Mary Coate, Social Life in Stuart England, Methuen and Company, Ltd.,
London, 1924, p. 15.
62. Ibid., p. 15.
63. Ibid., p. 15.
64. Trevelyan, England Under 9Reen Anne, I, p. 30.
65. George, England in Johnson's
PP• 129-130. (Excerpt from Fielding).
66. E.S. Roscoe, The English Scenen the Eighteenth Century, Constable and
Company, Ltd., London. 1912 p. 127~

Daf•

dants of the feudal barons of the Middle Ages, possessing rank and riches, and
being in every respect capitalists.

Since land was considered as a potent and

impressive form of riches, the nobility had vast landed possessions, and in
67
.
.
addition to these owned one or more pocket boroughs.
This latter possessioi
e~~bled

the nobility to affect the legislation in both Houses of Parliament -

in the House of Lords by their own votes; and in the House of Commons by the
votes of their nominees.

According to constitutional custom the nobles and

peers were influential as a governing class and without them there would not
have been enough suitable men to
68
Britain at the foreign courts.

fo~

the ministry, or to represent Great

The peers were distinguished from the squirEs

by a cultured refinement, although their knowledge was not profound.

The

squires were jealous of the peers; the peers were a cultured class; the squirEs
were boorish, illiterate, and devoted their days to field sports.

This jea-

lousy was natural since the squire possessed parochial or provincial influ69

ence and the peer exercised cosmopolitan influence.

In religion and morals

the peer d.id not dif:t;'er from the squire or any other member of the middle
class.

The English aristocrat "like a grand seigneur" did everything on a

large scale.

He built magnificent houses, posed as a lavish patron of letter1,

spent hundreds on pictures and thousands at cards.

He was a cabinet minister

a diplomatist, "a wire puller", and during Anne's reign he had reached the
70
zenith of his influence, politically, socially, and financially.

English history in the eighteenth century witnessed the rise of the
middle class, which, socially, is composed of persons who are engrossed in
commerce, manufacture, law, medicine, and agriculture for a livelihood.
67. Ibid., p. 127.
69. Ibid., p. 144.

68. Ibid.• , p. 133.
70. Ibid., p. 144.

In

a position between the landowners and peasantry their influence was individua ,
and although living in provincial towns and London, and in the rural district
and cities, they were joined together by common ideas, feelings, and

inter~

71

ests.

Members of this class felt the pride of their class and an apprecia-

tion of their own value, considering themselves superior to the mechanics and
72
peasants, and different from yet not less important than the English peers.
The existence of certain writers at this period actuated the rise of the mtddle class.

Defoe in his political, social, and economic writings aimed to
73

mold the opinions of the average middle class citizen.

The Tatler by

Steele and The Spectator by Addison owed their existence to the middle class
74
who read about their foibles and weaknesses in these publications.

The middle class represented the genius of the English people, and
were fast developing into a group of prosperous and contented individuals.
Politically, they were conservative and inclined to be iiberal-minded, exercising their influence in the towns by developing an honest and efficient mnnicipal government in the cities and boroughs.

Their religion was unemotiona

and formal, responding to teachers advocating a practical road to salvation.
This class attained its maturity without

~evolution

and with so little politi

cal or intellectual activity that the importance .of the movement was hard to
75.
realize.

Pathos enters into the English scene of queen Anne's reign at the
consideration of the peasantry•. As England increased in population and wealt
the peasant, a victim of social and economic changes, became more indigent,
71. Ibid., p. 147.
73. Ibid., p. 156.

72. Ibid., p. 156.
74. Ibid., p. 156.
75. Ibid., p. 179.

less thrifty, less hopefUl, and less sober.

In every way the peasant became

a helpless hireling receiving an average weekly wage of about eight shillings
which was insufficient to meet his expendit11res.
making the peasant thriftless and hopeless.

All circumstances aided in

He usually married at an early BEe.

had a large family which was forced to subsist on the meager fare of a little
bread, rarely a scrap of meat, a bit of bacon, poor vegetalles, weak tea, and
76
He went to the alehouse in quest of amusement, and drink
unwholesome beer.
was his only source of excitement.

The peasant became so much an object of

charity and was so dependent on poor relief, with the result that he became S<
inured to his condition, tl1at he regarded himself as a man destined for indi77
gence and want from the cradle to the grave.

This unhealthy state of affairs was not common in every village in
England, for there were villages where the cottagers still had pasturage for
their cattle. as also rights to unenclosed grounds where geese and pigs could
feed on the waste lands.

Even though the aspect of peasantry varies in places

yet it can be designated in general' terms as
11

a patient and hopeless class spread over nearly all rural
districts of England. victims of war and its attendant
taxation, of a more b11siness-like and scientific system
of farming, of the increased cost of the necessaries of
life thro1~ the demands of growing towns, of accelerated
enclosure of commons, of consolidation of farms, and the
decrease of domestic industries.n78

A study of the classes of people naturally devolves into a consi76. George, England in Johnson's Day, p. 109. (Excerpt from Daniel Defoe,

Giving Alms and Charitl 1

(1704), p. 25.)

77. Roscoe, The English Scene in the Eighteenth Centurlt p. 276.

78. Caleb D'Anvers, Esq., The Craftsman,
p. 144.

(London, 1726- 1736), I, (1731),

deration of the types of dwellings in which they lived.

The reign of queen

Anne was characterized by a strange, abnormal type of architecture expressing
itself in a huge mass. of stone or brick without the least attempt at ornamen7~

tation, except for a few ungainly flourishes over a door or a middle window.
The idea prevalent among builders was a multiplicity of small windows to produce the effect of grandeur.

All projections or angles producing the effecti e

chHrm of light and shadow were omitted, as also were the wide over-hanging
80
roofs and the shelters of the porched doors.

The houses were quaint and pretty and owed their origin to the archj81
tects' rambles in Holland giving rise to the so-called "Queen Anne style".
The unpretentious exterior of the houses, even those of the better class, was
due not to a lack of good architects but rather to their conformity to the
82
spirit of the time,, i.e. dull, plain, and solid.
During the whole of Q;uee
.Anne's reign the resources of the people were exhausted by war, trade was poo ,
and the result was that there was a dearth of wealth, and very little of it
could be reasonably spent mn architecture and art.

Such mediocre thought and

feeling prevailed that if originality in architecture was attempted it was
certain to be satirized, as for instance The History of Vanbruga's House, in
Meditations upon a Broomstick and Somewhat Beside
83

written by Jonathan Swift

in 1710.

The homely dignity and comfort of the rural class replaced the
79. Mary Berry, A Comparative View of the Social Life of England and France,

Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Greene, London, 1828, p. 327.
80. Ibid., pp. 327-328.
81. Trevelyan, England Under Qgeen Anne,
I, p.26.

82. Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of queen Anne, p. 60.
83. Ibid., p. 60.

-squalor of the medieval village,

so that during the reign of Queen Anne men

were building or enlarging far.mhouses in stone, brick, or half-tile according
84
to the prevailing tradition or the material available in the district.
An
idea of the types of home$ constructed can best be obtained from the contemporary evidence and description:
"To be let -A new Brick House, built after the newest
fashion, the rooms wainscotted and painted, lofty
stmries, marble foot paces to the chimneys, sash windows, glazed with fine Crown glass, large half pace
stairs, that two people may go abreast, in a pleasant
court planted with vines, jessamine, and other greens,
next door to the Crown near Sarazen's Head Inn in Carter Lane, near St. Paul's Churchyard, London."85
Another description reads:
"A Brick House with large cellars, large brew-houses,
large light closets, four rooms on a floor; coach
houses, stables, and barna • • • with about twenty
acres of pasture land or without • • • • tt86
This notice appeared in a daily newspaper:
"To be let or sold - A good British House with sash
windows, gardens, and all necessary conveniences.n87

Many beautiful country houses, well-built, warm, comfortable, were

constructed during Anne's reign.
"There was an air of grandeur about it (the House),
that struck you with awe, and rivalled the beauties
of the best Grecian architecture, and it was as co~
modious within as venerable without.u88
84. Trevelyan, ED£:land Under Queen Anne, I, p. 24.
85. Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of queen Anne, p. 62.
86. The London Gazette, Thursday, Feb. 17- Monday, Feb. 21, 1703, No. 3994,
Printed by Edward Jones in the Savoy, London.
87. The Daily Courant, Tuesday, April 8, 1712, Printed by Sam Buckley at the
Dolphin in Little Britain, London.
88. Bayne-Powell, English Country Life in the Eighteenth Centurz, p. 34.
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The rooms were high and had walls wainscotted in oak, walnut, chestnut, or
cedar, at times beautifUlly carved.

In lower class homes the walls were made

89

of painted deal.

The old style of tapestry hangings were gradually falling

into disuse, although advertisements of them could be still seen as late as
90

1727.

The new vogue was to use wall paper, which was of different patterns.

The Blue Paper Warehouse in Aldermanbury, London, advertised:
."True sorts of figured paper hangings in pieces twelve
yards long; others after the manner of real tapestry;
others in imitation of Irish stitch, flowered damasks,
sprigs and branches; others a yard wide in imitation ·
of marble and other wainscots • • • embossed work • • •
other hangings of curious figures and colors.u91

The houses were scantily

~xrnished,

as can be easily deduced from

a study of any of the few engravings of this period.

The apartments have a

bare look, being furnished with a table in the center, a few clumsy, highbacked chairs, and a square box-like settee.

The walls were adorned with a

picture or two, sometimes a looking glass, and occasionally an alcove with
92

shelves for china and bric-a-brac.

The houses of the wealthy were more

elaborately and artistically furnished with specimens of pictures and furniture brought from abroad.

Furniture was especially made to exhibit china.

The china-ware brought from Europe by the Dutch and East India Companies was
popular with the ladies, and the resulting scheme of decoration in many of thE
houses in the town and country was a prevalence of blue and white jars in
wainscotted recesses, and tall grandfather clocks decorated with lacquer work
89.
90.
91.
92.

Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of queen Anne, p. 62.
The British Spy or Derby Post-Man, Thursday, July 27, 1727.
Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of Qlleen Anne, p. 63.
Ibid., p. 73.

~rom the East. 93 The English housewife prided herself on lacqnered furniture
94

whiCh was becoming highly fashionable.
in glass fronted lacquer cabinets.

The Oriental china was at its best

In The Spectator Steele gives the com-

plaint of a gentleman in this respect:
"My wife next set herself to refo~ every room in my house,
having glazed all my chimney pieces with looking glasses,
and planted every corner with such heaps of china, that I
am obliged to move about my own house with the greatest
caution and circumspection for fear of hurting some of our
brittle furniture.u95

A fashion prevalent during Anne!s reign was to put pictures into th4
paneling over the fireplace.

A~orial

in the plaster work of the ceilings.
their opportunities in England.

bearings were also used as decorations
Foreign art dealers were surprised at

They were able to sell for good sums of mone1
96

pictures that were imported for small prices from Italy and France.

Some

of the nobility and gentry had purchased for their country halls as many pictures by renowned Italian artists as were to be found in the palaces and
97
ums of Rome.

IIIU8e~

The advent of mahogany from the American Indies brought with it the
furniture of lighter weight associated with the eighteenth century.

There

were spindle-legged sofas and chairs, and satin wood cabinets of golden lustre.

The grates of iron and steel were replaced by a large open hearth with

a settle on either side.

The old virginal and spinet gave way to the harpsi-

93. Trevelyan, E~land Unier Qgeen Anne, I, p. 26.
94. Rose M. Bradley, The English Housewife in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries, Edward Arnold, ·London, 1912, p. 197.
95. Ibid., p. 200.
96. Trevelyan, England Under Qqeen Anne, I, p. 26.
97. Ibid., I, P• 26.

chord and at the end of the eighteenth century the pianoforte was used.98
Some houses still retained the practice of sleeping in dor.mitories, but it was
99
becoming more common to have separate bedrooms.
The bedroom was a worthwhile place to visit, and since many of the ladies followed the practice of
"receiving tn bed", the appointments of the bedroom were exceedingly elaboratE
and elegant.

Swift, dining with a lady acquaintance, who was sick in bed,

thus describes her bedroom:
"The tall four-post bed is upholstered with curtains and
hangings of velvet, brocade, or needlework with two stools
at the foot to match. There is also a high-backed settee
covered in 'shadowed' needlework, and perhaps a Granny UPholstered chair. For her clothes she has the chest of
drawers and the tall boy. Her minute washing stand is out
of proportion with the rest of the furniture, and the little
jug and basin look as if they never served any other purpose
except rinsing the hands. In the adjoining dressing-room
would be a walnut or lacquer dressing table with many drawers. nlOO
The bedroom like the parlor was panelled, and on the walls were hung one or
two pretty mirrors of the period framed in marquetry or gesso, or there might
10
be a mirror of Venetian fashion with bevelled edge and blue glass rosettes.
The "most glorified" piece of furniture in the house was the bed which could
be had in prices ranging from eleven shillings to three thousand pounds.

The

regular price of bed furniture was six or seven pounds to forty pounds.

Crim

son and other colored velvet hangings were fashionable and cost at least fort
pounds.

The imperial couch valued at three thousand pounds was a rich bed

seven feet broad, eight feet long, and fourteen feet high, into which no less
than two thousand ounces of gold and silver were wrought.

The four bed cur-

tains were embroidered alike on both sides on a white silk tabby, an expen102
Sive type of material.
98.
99.
100.
JOl.

Bayne-Powell, English Country Life in the Eighteenth Century, p. 35.
Ibid., p. 35.
Bradley, The English Housewife in the Seventeenth Century, etc. p. 198.
Ibid. p. 200.
102. Ashton, Social Life etc., p. 74.

In no piece of furniture was there a greater revolution than in the
types of chairs.

They were still high and straight-backed, but began to

"ac-

commodate themselves to the exigencies if not of the human figure at least of
103
A high-backed chair or settee was needed to support the im-~
the costume."
mense periwigs of the gentlemen and the elaborate headdress of the ladies.
Treasured heirlooms of Queen Anne's days were the char.ming chairs with the
J

wide seats, conveniently set backs, without arms to give more room for the
104
hoop skirts.

The next interesting part of the house from the housewife's point
of view was the little linen room opening out of one of the largest bedrooms.
This room was lined with cupboards of finely carved paneling, which held endless shelves for supplies of fine linen. From this linen room a winding staiA105
case led to the servants' quarters.
A remarkable feature of these back
staircases was that they were of the same dimensions as the front staircase,
and had large lanterns on chains hanging from the ceiling.

A

glance into an

English home of the period would give us much to envy and little to regret
except the lack of modern conveniences.

There was a sense of dignity and

space in the house; the rooms were not overcrowded with furniture and decorations, superfluities had been cast out in favor of simplicity in household
106
furnishings.
In The Journal to Stella Swift gives an idea of the rental charged
in England during this period.

Houses were not always let by agreement, but

103.Bradley, The English Housewife in the Seventeenth Century, etc., p. 194.
104. Du Bocage, Letters Concerning England, Holland, and Italy, I, p. 28.
105. Bradley, The English Housewife in the Seventeenth Century, etc., p. 191.
106. Wentworth, "Letters Upon the English Nation' loc. cit., I, p. 142.

leases were sold; and the advertisements show that the rents were low.

There

was no need of additional charges for modern appliances and conveniences, and
none of the prices included exorbitant ground rents.

The following was a

common advertisement:
11

To be sold a lease of thirty-three years to come in five
Houses standing together en the llorth Side of the Pall
Mall, whereon twenty-five pounds per annum rent is reserved. The houses are let at two bundred pounds a
year • • • • ulO?

Out of town rents are even cheaper, as low as six pounds, ten shillings per
annum.

It is interest to know that at this date the houses were not numbered;

shops were identified by a display of large projecting signs.

The street sigxs

of this period give a characteristic and picturesque illustration of the life
108
of the times.

The homes were heated by coals which were expensive because of importation.

The coal was poor in quality and it was often mixed.

ing coal in small quantities paid heavily for it.
Stella is constantly grumbling at the
earlier' in order to save.

expen~e

Anyone buy-

Swift in his letters to

of coal and decides to go to be

The stoves were small and portable, taking the

place of the old andirons, and stood in the chimney pieces.

The modern

Anne stoves bear little resemblance to the original article.

~ee

The back plates
109

of the stove were ornamental, and often bore the coat of arms.

The question that naturally arises at this time regards the economic status of the people during the reign of

~een

Anne.

The logical method

107. Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of Qgeen Anne, p. 64. (Quoted from
Swift, Journal to Stella, Letters 4 and 21.)
lOs. McCarthy, The Reign of qgeen Anne, p. 160.
109. Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of queen Anne, p. ?1.

of procedure is a consideration of the type of apprenticeship practiced duri
this period.

Since this part of the eighteenth century lies half-way between

the domestic and factory

it could boast of both apprentices and jour110
neymen, operating in shops situated on large premises.
The only doorway
s~stem,

to a trade for boys and girls was apprenticeship, a system often abused by
cruel masters and mistresses, who treated their charges as badly as the child
ren were treated in the factory system.

The grievances of an apprentice coul
111
not be corrected for there were no inspectors to check ill-usuage.
An apprentice became a part of his master's household, and his period of apprenticeship gave him invaluable training in discipline and craftsmanship which
112
supplied for any deficiencies in his regular school education.
Children n t
old enough to be apprenticed were set to work spinning cloth in their parents
cottages.

Their proficiency is attested by Defoe's remarks:
"There was not a child in the town or in the village of
about five years old, but, if it was not meglected by
its parents and untaught, could earn its bread.nll3

An industry typical of Anne's reign was the spinning of cloth.
Spinning in the cottages was done by the women and children, while the weaving in the towns was reserved for the men.

The cloth manufactured under do-

mestic conditions required capitalist organization and supervision, either by
employers or mid:dle-men who p,:;.rcha.sed
gers.

th~

manufactured goods from the cotta-

Although organized in the cities, the cloth industry became a potent
114

factor in market towns, hamlets, farms, amd cottages.

ITo.
111.
112.
113.
114,

It is noteworthy

Trevelyan, England Under Q;u.een ~. I, p. 96.
Ibid., I, p. 95.
Ibid., I, p. 95.
Ibid., I, p. 96. (~oted from Defoe, Tour Through the Whole Island.)
Ibid., I, p. 98.

.that only a small part of this industry was under municipal control, and that
the bulk of it was established amid rural surroundings.

Many towns,

especial~y

London, flourished as a result of the cloth industry, but many towns, too,
were at a standstill because manufacturing was not nnu1icipally but nationally
controlled.

Villages and open 1!18rket towns became the centers of highly ela115

borated

In fact, from the reign of Elizaveth to Georgeiii,

crafts~anship.

the bulk of the industrial pop11lation was rural.

The typical Englishman was

a villager, not a rustic boor ignorant of everything except the plow handle,
but a villager conversant with men of various crafts, occupations, and classe •
Not only plowmen but men of all sorts and conditions composed the society of
the villages and small market towns during the Stuart and early Hanoverian
reigns.

For this reason Englishmen made good colonists, i.e. ,handy men able

to adapt themselves to new conditions, and to meet the demands on their skill
116
and ingenuity.

Wages were regulated by schedules issued by the ,justice of the peac
for each county.

The wages viewed from modern standards seem very low.

A

cownon charateristic of all Englishmen is an insistence on a high standard of
117

life rather than on thrift.
unlnown to Englishmen.

Defoe claims that good husbandry is a virtue

The English laboring people eat and drink, especially

the latter, three times as much in

v~lue

as any foreigners of the same type.

A Dutchman can live well and provide for his family on a wage which would
spell nothing but misery to an Englishman.

The usual wage paid to an English

laborer was nine shillings a week, an item often refused by vagrants who knew
115. Ibid., I, p. 98.
116. Ibid., I, pp. 98-99.
11?. Ibid., I, p. 18.

that they could amass a larger sum by begging. 118 An idea of the amount of
wages paid for various occupations can be gained from a page in the pay-book
of the Tower Garrison.
days of

~en

It gives these particulars of the daily pay in the

Anne:

"Governor, 1 pound, 18 shillings, 4~ pence; deputygovernor, 16 shillings, st pence; chaplain, 6 shillings,
8 pence; town major and sergeants, 4 pence each; corporals, 3 pence each; gateman, 1 shilling, 4 pence each;
hautboys, privates, etc. 2 shillings, 6 pence each; master-gunner, 2 shillings; other gunners, 1 shilling each;
warders, 1 shilling,2 pence; goaler, 1 shilling, li pence;
water-pumper,
pence; scavenger, 7 shillings; clockkeeper, 2! pence; chimney sweeper, 1 shilling, 3i pence;
the rat killer and mole killer, got 48 pounds, 3 shillings,
4 pence; and 8 pounda, 1 shilling, 8 pence, respectively
per annum. The surgeon, pl~sician, and apothecary got per
day respectively 2 shillings, 6 pence; 1 shilling, 1t pence;
pence.11ll9

?f

6J

In spite of the statutes forbidding trade unions, the working men
formed these combinations to raise their wages.

The largest group was the

wool combers, who, in 1700, formed a society which spread over England.
agreed to comb wool for no

pr~ce

They

less than two shillings per dozen, and for-

bade the employment of non-union men.

Si~ilar

unions were formed by weavers,

journey-men tailors, and others, and frequently strikes broke out.

Silk

weavers were so unsuccessful in their union that they forced Parliament to
120
pass laws regulating the wages.
At this time news items as follows were
frequent:
11

By letters that came in yeste¥day from Strandwater, there
is an account that a great number of weavers had risen in

118. Ibid., I, p. 18.
119. J .H. 'Whiteley, Wesley• s England - A Survey of Eighteenth Century Social
and Cultural Conditions, The ~~worth Press, London, 1938, p. 41.
120. Bayne-Powell, English Country Life in the Eiggteenth Century, p. 221.

,

-----------------------------------------------~~.
a riotous manner, comrnitting many disorders, which they
allege they are compelled to, by the masters lessening
their wages, etc. Hl21

The trade of England with other countries presents a complicated
pnase in her history. Two-fifths of the exports consisted of cloth woven in
122
Th£ Do.tch' and English were rivals in the carrying trade in which
:England.
the latter were considered to have the advantage.

To keep the general mar-

kets of the world open for English trade was the principal motive for declaring war in 1702 against the Franco-Spanish power which under the direction Of

Louis XIV proposed to close Spain, Netherlands, South America, and the Medi123
terranean to England's goods.
The taking of Gibraltar by England in 1704
was more than a military achievement.

Its chief glory lay in the fact that

England now had free access to trade in the Mediterranean and in Turkey.
~tities

of cloth were sold in this region, and in return the necessary com
,24
modity of oil was brought back to England for use in the manufacture of cloth

During the progress of war of England against the Franco-Spanish
power, England prohibited all direct trade with France and Spain.

The evil

effects of such prohibition can best be deduced from the statements of a contemporary:
"Everyone sees how our merchants go off daily, and how low
the trade of the nation is at present. England exerts
wisdom in keeping balance of power; the Dutch who are
wiser and take a d011ble view, keep balance of trade. My
Lords, •tis trade begets wealth, as wealth begets power,
121.
122.
123.
124.

The British Spy or Derby Post-Man~ Thursday, July 27, 1727.
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.....
and it seems very hard for England, that while the Dutch
live at peace under the protection of our ar.ms; we, if we
will have any part of trade with them, must have it under
the protection of their passes; but it will be much harder,
if after this having the advantage of a trading war, we
should make a tradeless peace.nl25
The daily advance in power made by France at sea, and the neglect of English
trade, put England into unsafe conditions.

The large exportations made duri

the war would deplete England of supplies, if continued for any period of tim.
126
"France may be beaten, but England must be beggared. 11

The condition of England was low and desperate and in general terms
can be described as follows:
11

The disasters at sea are many; ships are taken by enemies;
merchants are beggared; commerce is broken; trade is gone;
people and manufactures are ruined; the ~een has lost her
customs; Parliament must make good the deficiencies; while
our Allies (Holland) have an open and flourishing trade,
and our enemies {France, Spain) have made use of our own
ships and seamen against us.nl27

The difficulties between England and Scotland were an age-old problem, but they were accentuated to a high pitch especially when Scotland en128
The Protectorate Government made
deavored to trade with English colonies.
trade absolutely free, and in matters of commerce, navigation, and colonial
enterprise, England, Scotland, and Ireland were as one community.

New troub-

les loomed after the union of the British Isles under one form of government,
when the Scots claimed for themselves

th~benefits

English were strongly opposed to admitting the

11

reaped by England.

The

sordid" Scots to a partici-

125. John Lord Haversham, Memoirs of the Late Right Honourable John Lord
Haversham, F, Baker, London, 1711, p. 14.
126. Ibid., p. 8.
127. Ibid., p. 27.
128. John Hill Burton, A History of the Reign of ~een Anne, 3 Vols., William
Blackwood and Sons, London, 1880 I
• 125.

pation in sources of English wealth.

The Scots argued that a partnership in

trade between England and Scotland would increase the wealth of both, and
would strengthen the Crown by enlarging the customs duties; while the increas

of shipping and seamen fr,om the united effort would increase the strength and
129
security of the British Empire.

England's reply to the request of Scotlan

for eoual rights was that her Majesty's plantations in the East Indies and
several in the West Indies belonged to corporations of Englishmen; the plantations in America had been purchased and settled by the blood and estates of
130
Englishmen; therefore, there was no reason why Scotland should benefit.

This unsettled state of affairs persisted from 1702 to 1706 when th
question of

e~tality

in trade rights was again resumed.

Two proposals for a

satisfactory solution were made: England advocated uniform customs, excises,
and other taxes throughout the United Kingdom, with the promise of a compensation of money from the English Treasury to those who could not pay the uniform taxes; Scotland favored free trade between the two kingdoms and their
131
colonies under such regulations as wo,J1d be of advantage to both.
These
twp pro,osals were debated at great length in the Parliaments of both countri s
with the result of the passage of the Act of Union between England and Scotland with the acceptance of the regulations regarding equality of trade.

The

benefit reaped by both nations was the strength and security of combined
132
forces, an indispensable condition for successful trade.
129. Ibid., I, p. 131.
130. Ibid., I, p. 142.
131. Abel Boyer, The Reign of Qaeen Anne, T. Woodward, London, 1735, p. 26.
132. Peter Hume Brown, Surveys of Scottish History, James Maclehose and
Sons, Glasgow, 1919, p. 87.

r
The date for the passage of merchandise free between the two nationE
was May 1, 1707.

The low duties charged on goods by Scotland held until this

date, therefore, it was the problem of the Scots to import as much merchandisE
133
On May 1, 1?07 a large stock
as possible into Scotland before that date.
of goods accumulated in Scotland for the English market, had
at low Scots 1 duties.

~een

Contrary to expectations, the goods did not

imported
11

slide 11 in·

to the English market with the usual rapidity of legitimate commerce.
fleet of forty sail departed for London in the middle of June.

The

This was con-

sidered as an attempt to smuggle foreign goods through Scotland into England,
and conseauently the English Custom House officers seized the vessels and
carge.

The ships could not be unloaded except on bond or other security for

duties.

Capable lawyers were consulted and somewhere in the recesses of the

English Law was found a method for warehousing and preserving the goods, unti
a suitable adjustment could be made.

The Customs officers saw in the arrange-

ment nothing but an opening of the gates to wholesale smuggling, while the
higher officers of the Crown considered it to be an accident that had happene<
134
once and would not happen again.
135
Defoe gives an accurate account of the whole situation:
11

That the merchants might be made more easy, it was proposed
to them that they should land their goods upon condition that
they gave security to stand to the judgment of the British
Parliament. This was thought but reasonable, and some complied with it and had their ships unloaden; others refused
such securities, ~nd their goods lay longer and suffered more.
At length a medium was found out which was to let all merchants have possession of their goods, serving the possessors

133. Burton, A Histo;y of the Reign of queen Anne, II, p. 49.
134. Ibid., II, p. 51.
135. Ibid., II, p. 51. (QUoted from Defoe, History of the Union, p. 5?2.)

of the goods with the writ of 'd.evenirunt • out of the
Exchequer. This is a kind of writ which puts the matter
in a fo~ of prosecution omly, that in case of farther
occasion, the Q;u.een might recover her dues; and so the
merchants had their goods , and the decision of it was
left to time and to the British Parliament. Thus it continued in the course of law • • • when, by a vote of the
House of Commons, the whole affair was discharged, and all
prosecutions ordered to be stopped."

Many evil results followed.

Smuggling was

enco,~raged

b,: the inc real e

of duties at the ports; Customs officers had to fulfill their duties under
military escort; and in the eyes of the people the trade regulations increase<
136
the cost of living and caused an influx of a horde of English officials.
In a letter to the Pensionary Hensius of Holland, dated December 5, 1707, the
Duke of Marlborough wrote:
"Though we seem at London to make a good appearance, yet
if you could be thoroughly apprised of the great scarcity
of money in the country, and the decay of trade in our
seaports, you would. not think our conditions to differ
much from what you represent Holland to be in • • • • "137

The difficulties experienced in trade had a direct effect on the
poor.

This situation is stated by Queen Anne in a speech before Parliament:
"My Lords and Gentlemen, • • • the great dearth and scarcity
under which our neighbors abroad have suffered this year,
begins to affect us in some measure at home, by the temptation of profit, in carrying out too much of our corn, while
it bears so high a price in foreign parts. This occasions
many complaints from the poor, for whose sake I earnestly
recommend to you to take this growing evil into your consideration, having not neglected anything on my part toward
the remedying it that the law would allow.lll38

136. I.S. Leadam, The History of England From the Accession of Anne to the
Death of George II (1702- 1760), Longmans, Green, and Company, New York
and London, 1909, IX, p. 94.
137. Burton, A History of the Reign of Qaeen Anne, III, P• 13.
138. Votes of the House of Commons in the Second Session of the Parliament of
Great Britain, July 8 - Nov. 15, 1709, Printed for Jacob Tonson, London,
1709. p. 5.
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in their expectations of peace, they began to complain at the continuation of
the war.

Since all manner of trade had been stopped by the war, the poor e~
139
ployed in manufacturing were destitute.
Many of the poor were affected by
the new tax which raised the price of certain comnodities.
and the increased price of bread added to their miseries.
were made to alleviate the situation.
potatoes be substituted for bread.

Corn was scarce
Various suggestion!

For instance, it was suggested that

In fact, potatoes formed a substantial

part of all three meals, and some of the poor even utilized t~em in making
140
pies and puddings.
Another substitute for substantial foods was the use
141
of rice with treacle.

The poor found it extremely difficult to make a living.
cumstances tended to put the English nation on the road to ruin.

Many cirThe major

causes contributing to this state were a depression of trade, a high national
debt, and a heavy taxation.

The landlords were unable to collect their rents

and the farms were on their hands. The woolen trade had deteriorated, and
142
the workers were starving.
Dr. David Davies in The Care of the Labourers
in Husbandry gives these figures:
"An agricmltural laborer earned 14 pence a day or 8 shillings

a week; his wife might earn 6 pence. There were five children unable to work. l!."'very week the parents had to provide
for bread and flour 6 shillings, 8 pence; yeast and salt, 4
pence; bacon and other meat, 8 pence; tea, sugar, butter,

139. Memoirs of the Four Last Years of the Reign of Qqeen Anne, From 1710 to
Her Death, T. Cooper, London, 1742, p. 55.
140. The London Chronicle or Universal Evening Post, I, No. 53, (Saturday,
April 30- Tuesday, May 3, 1757), p. 419.
141. Ibid., I, No. 66. (Tuesday, May 31- thursday, June 2, 1757), p. 527.
142. P.R. Ditchfield, Old Village Life or Glimpses of Village Life Throuih
All 4ges, Meth11en and Company, Ltd., London, 1920, p. 215.
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As the Franco-Spanish War continued and the people were disappointec

1 pence; cheese and beer, seldom any; soap,starch, blue,
2i pence; candles, 3 pence; thread, thrum, worsted, 3
pence; total for week, 8 shillings, 4~ pence; or 23 pounds,
4 shillings, 9 pence rer annum. His earnings were 22
pounds, 2 shillings·" 43
Besides the weekly expenses provision of approximately 7 pounds, 14 shillings
had to be made for rent, fuel, clothing, lying-in, etc.

There were few fami-

lies that could afford more than 1 lb. of meat, 1 or li oz. of tea,
sugar, and i lb. of salt butter or lard for a week.

!

lb. of

They could not afford

milk or cheese, and allowed themselves some small beer only to celebrate a
christening.

The lot of the laborer was not a happy one, and these·factors
144
engendered universal discontent.

A current newspaper states the reasons for this deplorable situatio
145
and advocates measures for its remedy:
11

\Ve pay vast sums yearly for foreign commodities, when we
have it in our power to furnish ourselves with goods of
the same kind by the labor of our own people, who for
want of being employed are reduced to a poor and starving
condition. i7hile we consume such quantities of foreign
commodities, we so far encourage and employ the poor of
other countries, and starve our own. As the strength
and riches of every country are founded on the number,
frugality, and industry of its inhabitants, it should be
the aim and business of every wise state to find employment for their people; where the community are fully and
properly employed they will not fail to be rich; and where
any great mumber of them are idle, the whole will be poor.
It has been an usual complaint and an excuse for the id.leness and poverty of our people, that we live under great
restraints in 01~r trade, and have not sufficient work to
employ them in • • • there are many articles in which idle
hands might be employed, and a comfortable livelihood amassed for themselves, and at the same time vast yearly
sums to the Kingdomt"

143. Ibid., p. 216.
145. The Daily Gazetteer,

144. Ibid., p. 225.
Tuesday, February 15, 1737, No. 514.

Evils resulting from the condition of the poor were begging and
vagrancy.

Defoe claimed that
"if all the beggars of this nation had a charter to join
themselves in a body, they would be the richest corporation in the Kingdom.ul46

A resulting phenomenon was beggars without poverty, and poverty without beggizg.
It was often the case that men would stand with a broom in their hands to
sweep a passage, and who would beg an alms for God's sake, would leave one
thousand pounds in gold behind them.

The l'aws against vagrancy were severe,

and whipping beggars was a common punishment, although i t defeated its own
147
purpose since the number of beggars constantly increased.
Addison in
The Spectator, No. 232, describes the tactics used by beggars in securing alm •
He

states that two or three beggars would hang on the doors of the chariot,

and would solicit charity with the usual

11

rhetoric" of a sick wife or husband

at home with three or four helpless little children starving and cold.

The

alms having been bestowed the beggars would proceed on their journey calling
148
down blessings on their benefactors.
Moralizing on this incident, Sir
Andrew Freeport in his Wealth of Nations

says:

''What good have they done by their
hea1ths will be drunk at the next
But how much wool have these poor
their backs? Will they be better
No, they must wear rags to excite

In

Jl~ne•s

generosity? Their
alehouse • • • •
creatures upon
dressed next time?
compassion.nl49

reign the parish provision for the poor was supplemented

by the establishment of Alms-houses thro1.1.gh the finances of private individu146. Herbert Paul, ~een Anne, Goupil and Company, London and Edinburgh,
1906, p. 173.
147. The London Gazette, Monday, April 7, to Thursday, April 10, 1707,
No. 4321.
148. Paul, Queen Anne, p. 175.
149. Ibid., p. 176.

als.

This age was remarkable for its foundations of this type.

Besides thes4

institutions the public policy established new work-houses, and enlarged the
150
It is significant
parish stock of materials for purposes of employment.
that upon Anne 1 s accession almost a quarter of a million people were occasion
ally the recipients of parochial relief, and the poor rate was about 800,000
151
pounds a year. This rate increased to 1,000,000 pounds before Anne died.

The execution of the law during this period was attended by the
most barbarous cruelty.
ing the hand.

Small offenses were punished by whipping and by burn

All felonies from grand larceny, stealing goods worth two

pounds, up to murder were considered capital crimes.

Prisoners were not al-

lowed counsel; the indictment was usually carried out in haste , was read in
Latin and was beyond the comprehension of the prisoners.

The whole trial was

hurried and the culprit was hanged without much ado, so that the jurymen
152
The inadequacy of the govwould not have to postpone their dinner hour.
ernment is illustrated by the state of the prisons.

Since it was a problem

to maintain prisons or public institutions with a staff of paid officers, the
prisons were farmed out to jailers.

!hesettsharks 11 paid the authorities high

prices for the position of jailer, and reimbursed themselves by extorting
153
money from the victims in their care.

Upon his arrival the prisoner was "struck in chains" which were removed on the payment of a sum of money.
11

If the prisoner could not pay this

garnish money«, he was removed to a cell called Tangier where he was strippe,

150.
151.
152.
153.

Trevelyan, England Under Q;u.een Anne, I, p. 20
Ibid., I, p. 20.
Paul, Qqeen Anne, p. 163.
Trevelyan, ~land Under QReen Anne, I, P• 102.

beaten,a.nd abused in an inhuman manner. 154 The poorer prisoners, especially
debtors, suffered the most; often innocent men and discl:arged debtors remained
in prison long after their term was completed, because they were unable to pay
155
the fees incurred during their imprisonment.
Bedding was rarely provided
for both male a.nd female prisoners, and the food rations were scanty.
Mary Pitt in

th~

In 1?11

Gatehouse prison was

"thrown down a pair of stairs because she had not money
to pay for a bed and was put where she almost died because of the poisonous odors caused by the stink of a
corpse fifteen days old.nl56
The flogging of women was a regtllar part of the discipline practiced in prisons, and the extreme degree of inhumanity was shown lunatics who were chaine<
15?
and flogged.
Hanging was nothing but slow strangulation, and the plight
of debtors was similar to that of the worst criminals.

A modern observer would incline to incredulity upon hearing of the
conditions existing in the prisons and Houses of Correction during Anne 1 s
reign, but sufficient minute descriptions of contemporary observers dispel al
158
One of the amusements indulged in by the fashiondoubts on this subject.
able men and women was to visit a London prison to observe

11

the horrors prac-

ticed there under the name of discipline". Prisoners were like wild beasts
159
subjected to daily brutality.
The evils perpetrated in the prisons were
thoroughly understood and were continually denounced by intelligent observers
160
but very weak efforts were evident in the wa.y of reform.
A prison in the
154.
155.
156.
15?.
158.
•159.
160.

Ibid., I, p. 103.
The London Gazette, Monday, April 3, - Thursday, April 6, 1704, No. 400?
Trevelyan, ~ngland Under Queen Anne, I, p. 104.
McCarthy, The Reign of Queen Anne, p. 1?3.
The London Gazette, Th11rsday March 6 -Monday, March 10, 1?06, No. 4312.
Me earthy. The Reign of Queen .A.nne I p. 173.
Ibid., p. 174.

opinion of the people was a pest-house, where every physical and moral evil
could be found.

Tne criminal law was not considered as a potent agent of re-·

form, and punishment was administered only through motives of vengeance.
idea of death was so familiar to

t~e

The

people's minds because of war, duels,

assassination, and small-pox, that they became callous and totally indifferen
161
One redeeming feature of this dismal picture is that these atroto it.
cious practices were beginning to attract the attention and indignation of
philanthropists, and. during the reign of .Anne reports were made and investi152

gations were held into the conducts of jailers, at least at Lo:1d.on.

161. Paul, gueen Anne, p. 188.
162. ~ne London Chronicle-or U~iversal Evening Post,
p. 500.
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CHJ\PTER III
SOCIAL LIFE OF THE REIGN OF Q.UEEN ANNE

The women of England, particularly those of the copntry, are said
to oe beautiful, although the women of London society co1ud not lay much claix
to beauty.

The prevailing type of English beauty was expressed in fair, pink

and white complexions; the eyes were soft but not expressive; their figures
slim and pretty, and English expended much time and care in keeping them in
1

this condition.

As to their characters, English women are said to be gentle

fra11k, and artless, without any attempt to
ments.

conceal their passions and senti-

As a general rule they are not coquettish, and are not inclined to
2

ass1me affectedness, or to display bold or displeasing airs.

They are dis-

posed to be indolent, preferring to spend their time in eating and walking,
and freauenting assemblies where cards were played.

They considered needle-

work, cooking, and other domestic duties as necessary evils that had to be
endured.

They are known to be tender-hearted, and most of them lavish in

showing their affections, wllich often resulted in

11

ill-assorted" marriages,
3

although neither husbands or wives were jealous in such cases.

The men of queen Anne's reign were hu.>ndrum and prosaic.
be classed as the "stay-at-home" type,

nri~cipally

They would

because travelling at this

1. Randall Davies, English Society of the Ei~hteenth Century in Contemporary
Art, The Portfolio, No. 48, Oct. 1907, Seeley and Company, London, p. 9.
2. Ibid., p. 10.
3. Ibid., p. 10.

time was fraught with perils and hardships.

They rarely moved about to any

great distance unless they were obliged to do so, and they looked with disfavor upon anyone who did.

They had a special dislike for the "traveled fop!1
4

who brought back Continental ideas and fashions.
impression of
11

11

The English scene gives an

tops-,:-turvinesstt for the ladies looked like

unda.nnted heroes fit for government or battle, and the
gentlemen. like a parcel of fawning, flattering fops
that bear cuckoldom with patience, make jest of an affront, and swear themselves faithful and humble servants
to the petticoat; creeping and cringing in dishonor to
themselves. to what was decreed by Heaven to be their
inferiors.tt5

The position of women at this time would be considered intolerable
6

at the present time.

The married woman was in reality a slave of her hus-

band, who could use force to compel her to live with him.

Marriage could be

dissolved only by an Act of Parliament and no woman could obtain a divorce.
All the property acquired or earned by the wife automatically became the property of the husband, who could squander it without any thought of remuneration.

The husband was even permitted to beat his wife, provided he did not

use too heavy and too large a stick.

Such chastisement was considered legal
7

in the case of both wife and children.

Generally, women were considered

domestic drudges or as necessary evils.

Many of them served as mere instru-

ments for the extreme ind,.llgence of the licentiousness of the male sex, with
the result that extreme cruelty was practiced toward these seduced victims,
4. John Ashton, Social Life in the .Reign of Q;t1een Anne, Taken From the

Original Sources, Chatto and Windus, London, 1919, p. 83.
5. Ibid., p. 83.
6. Herbert Paul, queen Anne, Goupil and Company, London, 1906, p. 170.
7. Caleb D'Anvers, Esa., The Craftsman, (London, 1726- 1736), I, No. 38,
(April 17, 1727), p. 236.

especially if their offspring became a burden on the parish.

8

On the contrar~,

wor:ten, of easy circumstances, led an agreeable single life, and enjoyed much
practical freedom after their m.m. riage.
1

The beaux of Q:ueen Anne's reign were

well-versed in the art of gallantry which was ecrually matched by the art of
9

flirtation on the part of the women.

The daily life of the women was filled with

11

a fashionable kind of

gaiety and laziness" and was entirely devoid of duty or intelligent occupa10

tion, so that it gives an impression of quite extreme dullness.

The women

sat at home or visited their friends, drarik tea, and gambled as profusely as
their husbands, thus putting themselves into a constant state of debt and
11
_If she preferred, the lady of this period could attend one
difficulties.
of the four theatres then opened at
Queen's Theatre, or Drury Lane.

Dor~et

Gardens, Lincoln's Inn Fields, The

There she would be amused by the coarse and

witty plays of Congreve or Wycherley or some of the other dramatists of the
period.

The separation of the sexes in society tended to produce a coarse12

ness in the men and an increasing tendency to gossip in the women.

The

following is an accurate description of the manner in which the women spent
their time:
"Wednesday. Fro!!l eight to ten. Drank two dishes of
chocolate in bed, and fell asleep after them.
From ten to eleven. Ate a slice of bread and butter,
drank a dish of bohea and read the Spectator.
From eleven to one. At my toilette; tried a mew hood.
8. Ibid., p. 236.

9. Paul, Qgeen Anne, p. 170.
Matilda Wentworth, 11 An Explanation of an Enigmatical Description of a Lady
The Court Miscellany or Ladies• New Magazine. (London, July, 1765- Dec.
1765), I, (1765), p. 279. Printed for Richardson and Urquhart.
~1. Rose M. Bradley, The English Housewife in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries, Edward Arnold, London, 1912, p. 202.
2. Ibid., p. 203.
~o.

r
Gave orders for Verry to be combed and washed, Memorandum - I look best in blue.
From one to half an hour after two. Drove to •Change.
Cheapened a couple of fans.
Till four. At dinner. Memorandum - Hr. Froth passed
by in his liveries.
From four to six. Dressed; paid a visit to Old Lady
Blithe and her sister having before heard they were
gone out of town that day.
From six to eleven. At basset. Memorandum - Never
set again upon the ace of diamonds.ol3

Ji.very woman of fashion kept what was called11 a day" as a time of
meeting her acquaintances of both sexes without the interruption of card'
tables,
tea-tables, or other amusements.

The men and women would meet for

about an hour, which proved to be very dull, since the ladies rarely were interested in politics.

When the conversation died down, the men repaired to
14
the coffee houses and the women began their card playing.
Calling on each
.other on Sunday was considered fashionable, and on other days when the women
did not call, they would send their footmen to ask a 11How do ye?" or as it wa
15

connnonly expressed 11Howdie".

Jll the ladies, however, were not

11

lie-a-beds •

The pleasure of an early walk in the morning air, enticed many of the ladies
to attend the morning services at St. PaUl's Cathedral, a practice which soon
16

became quite fashionable.

In the middle class domestic virtues were advocated as being most
desirable, and it was the ambition of every woman to become a notable house13. Ibid., p. 203.
14. The Censor, (London, 1715- 1717). I, No. 4, (1715). pp. 21-28, Printed
for Jonas Brown at the Black Swan without Temple-Bar, 1717.
15. Bradley, The English Housewife in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries, p. 204.
16. Ibid., p. 207.

wife.

17

It was customary for the women to receive their callers "a-bed".

According to !he Spectator,
11 The

Lady tho 1 willing to appear undressed, had put on her
best looks, and painted herself for our reception. Her
hair appeared in nice disorder, and the nightgown which
was thrown upon her shoulders was ruffled with great care.n 18

The women of the middle class kept themselves busy all day, but their evening
life had little of domesticity or home life about it.

The men spent their

evenings at the coffee house, a tavern, a club, or at a play; the women engaged in such games as hot cockles, questions and commands, mottoes, similes,
cross purposes, and blind man's buff.

The women of the better class had mu-

sical evenings, for chamber music was popular, although the spinets and harpsichords were not very large, and therefore produced only a slight sound.
One of the amusements accompanying the musical evenings was a round of countr3
H

dances, and,of course, there was always card-playing - the curse of the age.
The dances were of great variety - there country dances

~~d

jigs, minuets,

rigadoons, and other stately and more ''stagey" dances.

This gave rise to a

new literature which aimed to teach the different steps and dances by means
20
of diagrams.

The women did not favor walking to any extent, but made use of this
exercise only because they could not live without gossip
to each other.

a~d

had to pay visit

The tea-table was often the center of scandal and gossip, and

the visits often became tedious and ridiculous, because the women spent the
17. Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of ~ueen Anne, p. 89.
18. Joseph Addison and Richard Steele, The Spectator,!, No. 45, (Saturday,
. April 21) , p. 183, Printed for J. and R. Tons on, London, 1767.
19. The Spectator, I, No. 60, p. 240.
20. The Tat1er or The Lucubrations of Isas~ ~iekerstaff, Esq., 4 Vols., II,
No. 88, p. 206. (Tuesday, Nov. 1, 1709), Printed for H. Lintot, J. and
P. Knapston, London, 1754.
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ume in "cracking or bouncing each other, or else they sat with arms crossed

I

21

and said nothing".

While out walking the ladies often did a little

shoppi~

or would go into a shop to look at the goods merely to while away the time.
The opinion of the shop-keeper best describes this situation:
" • • • These rakes are your idle ladies of fashion, who
have nothing to do but employ themselves in tumbling over
my ware. One of these No Customers (for they seldom or
never buy anything) calls for a set of Tea Dishes, another
for a Basin, a third for my best green tea, and even to
the punch bowl; There's scarce a piece in my shop but must
be displaced, and the whole agreeable architecture disordered • • • • After all this racket and clatter, this is too
dear, that is their aversion, another thing is charming, but
not wanted. The ladies are cured of this spleen, but I am
not a shilling the better for it.rt22
The coach or sedan chair was a common conveyance when the lady was not walking, but riding on horseback was a rare exercise.

The ladies that indulged

in horseback'riding always wore masks to protect their faces against the sun•
rays.

The life of the women of this period can be summarized as follows:
11

I lie in bed till noon, dress all afternoon dine in the
evening, and play at cards till midnight.n23

The men led the same listless type of life as did the women.

They

got up late, and after breakfast held a sort of levee until it was time to go
to the coffee house, either to White's or to the Cocoa Tree.

Occasionally

the gentleman of this period would go down to the Exchange tQ buy a pair of
2

gloves and a sword knot, but his chief purpose was "to ogle the shop girls".
Then there would be a dinner at Pontiac's perferably; then, he would return t
the coffee house or would end up at a play which was the favorite pastime of
2l •. Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of Qqeen Anne, p. 93.
22. Ibid., p. 96. (Qnoted from Swift's Journal to Stella, Letter 23.)
23. Ibid., p. 90.
24. Ibid., p. 83.

the beaux of this period. 25

This was the sum total of his existence, which

lasted as long as his money held out, until he settled down to a married life
or if the money gave out, then he resigned himself to the fate of a debtor's
26
jail, from which release was impossible.

Madame Du Bocage in her letters gives the following summarized
account of the life of the men:
"The men go out early in the morning dressed in frocks,
either to take a walk or a ride; at their return they
generally dine at a tavern; they most of them go !Bcognito to the Play or to Vauxhall • • • • Men of
quality resort to a Chocolate House, where the proprietor furnishes them, for three hundred guineas a year
apiece, candles, firing, refreshments, and suppers plentiful enough to cause frequent indigestion; deep gaming
is there common, so that a whole fortune may be easily
lost • • • • 1127

"Like mistress, like maid 11 was an adage which was exemplified
this period.

durin~

The London ladies were having serious trouble with their ser-

vants who were not slow to follow the example of pleasure-seeking that had
been shown them.

The lady's maid copied her Mistress• clothes, took snuff,
2

and drank tea made from the leaves that had already been used in the parlor.
A house of the upper class in London required an innumerable number of men
servants, who were always a problem.

There were the valet, the butler, the

hall-porter, a steward, and many footmen who were insolent and demanded all
29
kinds of privileges.
It was a co~Jon practice to have little black boys
25. The Tatler, I, No.l3, (Tuesday, MaylO, 1709), p. 80.
26. Ibid., I, No. 2, (Thursday, April 14, 1709), p. 7.
27. Maria Anna Du Bocage, Letters Concerning ~ngland, Holland, and Italy,
Written during Her Travels in Those Countries, 2 Vols., Printed for
E. and C. Dilly, London, 1770, I, p. 37.
28. Bradley, The English Housewife in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, p. 212.
29. The S_pectator, I, No. 45, (Saturday, April 21) p. 182.

r
brought from the Indies to be used as servants.

They wore silver collars

around their necks, and were the special property of the lady of the house,
whose name was engraved on the collar.

While they were small, they were the

pet and plaything of their mistress, who fed them with sugar-plums, and made
them the subject of her caprices.

As they grew older and became awkward,

their mistresses tired of them, and their situation was less agreeable.

These

black servants often ran away, but they had little hope of escape because of
~

their owner's mark about their necks.

During Anne's reign education was not extended as a privilege to tht
children of poor parents, or to children of those parents who did not conside,

it worth while to pay for an education, or worth the trouble of attending
scl1ool daily.

The difficulty was counteracted greatly by the systematic or31
ganization of Charity Schools for the free education of the poor children.
Such schools were greatly in demand because the State did nothing to provide
education for the poor, and the parishes had no endowed schools for the purpose, although in some of the villages, dames and other unofficial persons
t~1ght

the poor their letters in return for a small fee.

The capable men, wh

headed the Charity School movement, did not depend only on the support of a
few wealthy persons.

It was their purpose to arouse the interest of the lo-

cal parishes in setting up those schools.

Artisans an& shop-keepers were

urged to subscribe and collect subscriptions, and to make their interest in
the movement more personal, they were allowed to share in the control of the
schools for which they made annual subscriptions.

By the end of Anne's reign

30. The Spectator, III, No. 214, (Monday, Nov. 5) p. 177.
31. Justin McCarthy, The Reign of Qpeen Anne, Chatto and Windus, London,
1911, p. 148.

five thousand or more boys and girls were attending the Charity Schools in
London, and about twenty thousand in the rest of England.

The underlying

principle of this organization was to clothe the poor children decently, and
32
to secure an apprenticeship to a good trade for them afterwards.

There was no possibility of popular education either in day schools
or Sunday schools.

Reading, writing, and arithmetic were considered to be

luxuries of the upper and middle classes.

The lower classes were told by the
3;

clergy to obey their betters, and those who were·better off than themselves.
Among the classes above the poor the parents
especially training in Latin.

~avored

a classical education,

Every gentleman considered it an essential par

of his education to study Latin and the Latin authors, and to have an acquain ance, however slight, with classic Greek literature.
11

The central theory of Anne's reign was the famous saying
of Prince Bismarck, that it was better for a man to have
forgotten Latin and Greek than never to have learned anything of them."34

The modern languages, French, Italian, and German, were insisted upon only on
the score that they might be of practical advantage in the student's future
life.

Much of the early training was of a severely religious character for

many thought "the end of learning is to repair the ruins of our first parents
by regaining to know God aright".

Consequently, childish faults were often
35

magnified to an extent of grave sins.
32. George M. Trevelyan, England Under Qqeen Anne, 3 Vols., Longmans, Green,
and Company, London and New York, 1932, I, p. 65.
33. Paul, ~en Anne, p. 183.
34. McCarthy, The Reign of Queen .Anne, p. 149.
35. Mary Coate, Social Life in Stuart England, Methuen and Company, Ltd. ,
·London, 1924, p. 41.

In the reign of queen

~~e

an effort was made at educational insti-

tutions of Bethnal Green and Highgate to initiate the young ladies into the
hitherto neglected arts of housekeeping, cooking, and needlework.

A young

lady's education consisted in learning the use of the needle, (but she did
not practice it), dancing, French, a little music on the harpsichord or spine,
36

to read, write, and to work accounts in a small way.

The art that received

the most attention was dancing, so that books were written explaining the intricacies of the different steps by means of diagrams.

Although the young

ladies learned the use of the needle, embroidery was going out of fashion,
sine~

it was inconvenient to be cumbered with a large piece of embroidery

while one was sipning tea and gossiping.

Then, too, chair-covers and bed-

hangings no longer needed to be embroidered because chintzes and calicoes
37

were coming into use.

The ed11cation of the girls was hardly intellectual, but was more of
38

a domestic tather than scholastic nature.
and most of them could read after fashion.

The girls learned to cook and se ,
Orthography was despised by fine

ladies, so that spelling became a subject of guess and argument.
names were,.composed by means of phonetic principles.

Even proper

It was essential to the

education of a woman to have some knowledge of Frencl;l. just as an educated gen
39
tleman could not be ignorant of Latin.
Great pains, however, were expended
on training a girl to be an accomplished housewife, and the cooking of dainty
36. Bradley, The English Housewife of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centu~.

P• .210.

37. Dorothy M. George, England in Johnson 1 s Day, Methuen and Company, Ltd. ,

London, 19.28, p. 58. (ct'~oted from The Spectator, Uo. 66, May 16, 1?11).
38. Wentworth, ffDean Swift on the Education of Ladies," lac. cit., I, p. 9.

39. Paul, gpeen Anne, p. 171.

r
dishes was considered as one of the accomplishments of a well-brought up
young lady.

This age produced many highly cultured women despite the differ-

ence in the general ideas concerning the education of women as opposed to the
~

The idea of having girls study Lati

ideas concerning the education of men.

would have been as much a surprise to well-bred parents as to have their
41
daughters take part in open-air contests of skill.

Among the lower classes the education of women was of an equal
standard with that of the men, but the daughter of the upper classes had much
less education than did her brothers.

"Ladies'.Academies" had not yet been

instituted, and boarding schools for girls were few and for the most part in
~

an undeveloped stage.
consequently merited

A few of the ladies could read Italian poets and
~he

admiration of the

11

swains 11 •

At least two of the
~

ladies could meet Dean Swift on terms of intellectual equality.

This lack

of education among the.women was an admitted fact; and provoked two opposing
views:

one side advocated a meager education for women so as to keep them in

due subjection to their husbands;

the other side, chiefly literary men,

claimed that the gambling habits and other frivolous pursuits of the women
44
prevented giving their attention to more serious interests.

The sons of a family were accorded more opportunities for education
than were the daughters.

The sons of a country gentleman attended the local

gramnar school, and mingled with the sons of the yeomen and shop-keepers, who
had
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

been selected for a clerical career. Many of the young gentlemen were
The Craftsman, 12£• cit., I, No. 38, p. 237.
McCarthy, The Reign of Qqeen Anne, p. 150.
Trevelyan, England Under ~een Anne, I, p. 35.
The Censor, 1oc. cit., I, o.9, (Friday, April 29, 1715), p. 62.
Trevelyan, England Under Queen Anne, I, p. 35.

taught at home by the neighboring parson, and in wealthy families by a privat
chaplain.

~ne

families that could afford a tutor usually employed a Huguenot
45

refugee who especially was welcomed for his knowledge of French.

Eton,

Winchester, and Westminster were patronized by many but not by most of the
aristocracy.

In those days a gentleman was satisfied to spend one hundredth

of his income on the schooling of one boy, whereas, today he feels he must
spend at least one sixth of his income to educate one son.

In Anne's reign

parental liabilities became heavy only when the boys left school and entered
the ar.my or pursued some other profession.

A common criticism of the schooling of the upper and middle classes
was that the curriculum followed was too rigidly classical.

It would be a

false supposition to deduce from this fact that nothing was taught but classi s.
On the contrary, the schools frequented by the gentlemen offered a variety of
46

subjects, such as Latin, French, accounts, fencing, dancing, and drawing.
In truth it can be said that this period produced a larger proportion of remarkable and original men from among those who were educated in its schools.
11

In spite of cruel fiogging by 'those licensed tyrants,
the schoolmasters', and cruel bullying by those unlicensed tyrants, 1 the ill-disciplined school fellows,•
there was also much happiness in boyhood that still had
leisure and spent it in the free range of the countryside. Severity was not universal.u47

The national songs of this period were characterized by satire and
give information on the manners of the era:
45. Ibid., I, p. 31.
46. Matilda Wentworth, The Court Miscellany or Ladies• New Magazine,
I, p. 68.
4?. Trevelyan, England Under Q;ueen Anne, I, P• 34.
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11

0 whurry Whigs awa,
But Willie's latter end did come,
He broke his collar-bone, man,
We chose another, couthy Anne,
And set her on the throne, man,
Often we had baith meal and malt,
And plenty over all, man;
We had no scant of sin and saint,
0 whurry Whigs awa, man.tt48

During Anne's childhood the society of the court and of fashionable London
49
was a reaction against Puritan strictness.
Never before nor since were the
stage and the world of fashion so openly licentious and profane.

Only a few,

such as Bishop Ken of the Church of England protested against the vice in the
upper classes.

The standard of public and private virtue was on a par during

this period, and the only charge that was ever made against queen Anne was
her love of brandy, although she lived in a period in which society had a
50

very low moral tone.

The science of sanitation scarcely existed at this time, and the
problem of drainage was in its most rudimentary stage.
known to powder and paint more than they washed.

Even fine ladies were

Fresh air and ventilation

of the homes were regarded as unnecessary, and baths were denounced as being
51
This lack of sanitation in the towns fostered disease, partieffeminate.
cularly small-pox, which being highly contagious, spread from cottage to
52
castle.

and
48.
49.
51.
52.
53.

This was an age of speculation and gambling in cards, lotteries,
53
insurance. A lottery ticket was a common present made to a lady.
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~~en

Anne was an inveterate gambler all her life, a habit she inherited from

her mother.
11

In a letter to the Duchess of Marlborough she wrote:
I am sorry you have had so ill luck at dice yesterday.
I won five hundred ponnds, but have lost about half of
it again this morning.n54

In London. Tunbridge Wells. and Bath. the gaming-table was the central point
of interest, while in the manor house it was of less interest than the stable ,
and the kennel.

Both sexes gambled freely. and the expenses of gambling ofte,

burdened the estate with a mortgage that proved an obstacle to agricultural
55
improvement as well as domes.tic happiness.
The cards the.t used were mu.ch
smaller and thinner than those used today.

They illustrated the victories of

Marlborough and other events of Anne's reign.

Each pack of cards was charge

with a duty of six pence per pack. and dice were taxed five shillings.

The

passion of women for gambling provided an appropriate theme for satire in
56

those days.
11 She 1 s

a profuse lady, though of a miserly temper, whose
covetous disposition is the very cause of her extravagancy; for the desire of success wheedles her ladyship
to play, and the incident charges and disappointments
that attend it, make her as expensive to her h11sband as
his coach and six horses. When an unfortunate night
has happened to empty her cabinet. she bas many shifts
to replenish her pockets. Her jewels are carried privately into Lombard Street, and fortune is tempted the
next night with another sum. borrowed of my lady's goldsmith at the extortion of the pawn-broker; and if that
fails then she sells off her wardrobe • • • ; stretches
her credit amongst those she deals with, or makes her
waiting woman dive into the bottom of her trunk. and lug
out her greea net purse full of Jacobuses in hopes to
recover by a turn of fortune, that she may conceal her
bad luck from the knowledge of her husband."57

54. Neville Connell, Anne. the Last Stuart Monarch, Thornton Butterworth. Ltd •
London, 1937, p. 37.
55. Trevelyan. England Under Qaeen Anne. I, p. 37.
56. Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of Queen Anne. p. 103.
57. Ibid •• p. 105.
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women were not the only ones who monopolized the passion of card-playing; the
58
men were equally culpable.
The lower classes followed the example set by
their superiors in this regard; but among them there is only one instance of
"the gaming fever", when a man played off his wife to another man with her
59
Card-playing merited the disapproval of the Dissenters who followe~
consent.
puritanic principles.

In 1711 the Assembly of General Baptists passed a reso-

lution:
"That playing at cards and earnestly contending for the
same in Christian families is unbecoming and unlawful
for such as profess the Gospel of Christ and unfits
them for Church Communion."60

Living during Anne's reign was plentif'nl and plain.

The only meal

mentioned was dinner which usually consisted of two courses; breakfast and
supper were taken but not talked about.

Dinner was 1!?!, meal of the day, and

everyone made the most of the opportunity.

The women of England prided

the~

selves on being good cooks and served a variety of foods especially. meats at
61
their dinners.
The Tatler, No. 27, gives an apt description of the propen
sity of eating among the English people of thtt time:
11

The English eat a great deal of dinner; they rest awhile
and then to it again, till they have quite stuffed their
paunch. Their supper is moderate; they are gluttons at
noon, and are abstinent at night. I always heard they
were great flesh eaters, and I found it true. I have
known several people in England that never eat any bread
and universally they eat little; they nibble a few crumbs,
while they chew the meat by whole mouthfuls.lf62

58. Wentworth, "An Exploration of an Enigmatical Description of a Lady 11 ,
loc. cit., I, p. 279.
59. Madame Du Bocage, 1•Letters on the English Nation", The Court Mis:cellany
or Ladies• New Magazine, 1££• £!!., I, p. 142.
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In general, the English tables were not examples of dainty and delicate appointments and table service.

It was common among the mi{dle classes, parti-

cularly, to have ten or twelve sorts of common meats which without fail took
63

their turns at the tables.

People of the middle class had their dinner at

two o'clock, while people of fashion dined between four and five o'clock.

Supper was not considered much of a meal, except for the
of opening the bottles again and indulging in alcoholic drinks.

opportunit~

Breakfast

was a meal that was taken at each one's convenience; the ladies usually took
theirs in bed.

If the mistress of the house entertained guests at breakfast,

she took care of the matter in the following fashion:
11

We breakfasted • • • in a closet lined with painted paper
of Pekin, and furnished with the choicest moveables of
China; a long table, covered with finest cloth, presented
to view a thousand glittering cups, which contained coffee,
chocolate, tea, and biscuits, cream, butter, and toast.
You must understand, that there is no good tea to be had
anywhere but at London; the Mistress of the house • • •
poured it out herself; this is the custom: • • • • "64

Drunkenness was acknowledged as the national vice of English people
of all classes; women were seldom accused of it, but there are instances when
65

even women were addicted to strong drink.

It was difficult in those days

to inaugurate a movement for total or even partial abstinence, for one of the
excuses offered for intoxication was the impurity of the water, since wells
66

were often contaminated by cess-pools and graveyards.

Religious groups and

63. Madame Du Bocage, "Letters on the English Nation," The Court Miscellany
or Ladies• New Magazine, lac. ill•• I, p. 142.
64. Du Bocage, Letters Concerning England, Holland, and Italy, Written During
Her Travels in those Countries, I, p. 7.
The Court Miscellany or Ladies' New Magazine, 12£• cit., I, p. 123.
Paul, Qu!en Anne, p. 188.

conscientious patriots circulated tracts stating forth in detail the dreadful
fate of drunkards, but without much avail.

Strong dririk had an attraction fol

the people, and it is difficult to ascertain whether the men of fashion or thE
67

rural gentry were the worst "soakers

11 •

The outdoor exercise of fox-hunting

sporting, and farming gave the country squire an aptitude for his consumption
of his nightly portion of October ale, while the gamester and politician in
st.

J~es'

Square could not escape the temptation of endless Whig toasts in

port and Tory toasts in French claret and champagne.
were often heated with wine.

Magistrates on the bencl

On one occasion, the leading physician of the

capital, Dr. Radcliffe, was sent for to attend

~en

Anne.

He blurted out
68

over the bottle that

11

Her Highness' distemper was nothing but the vapours."

Wine was the most popular alcoholic dririk, burgundy being supersede<
by port in later years of the reign, and it·was advertised for giving a blusli
69

to cheeks that cannot be rubbed off like paint.

Claret and sweet champagne

were coming into vogue, and large quantities of home-brewed October ale were
consumed in the co1mtry.

In the towns gin was the popular drink and there wa1

also a demand for salutary cider.

Many men, like Harley, were scarcely sober
70

before they began to drink again.

These habits of drinking caused the

people to become prematurely old, and many of them died of apoplexy and paralysis when they reached middle age.

Gout was a universal affliction, and

stones,wl1ich were removed by an operation without an anaesthetic, were very
common.
67.
68.
69.
70.

In spite of all .this the organization of a society for the promotion
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of temperance would have been considered an insane movement, for the law en71

couraged rather than discouraged the use of strong liquors.
usually retired when the men began to drink seriously.
8

The ladies

One of the first

sight~

young girl saw on entering society was men under the influence of liquor.
?~

tor this reason girls were not allowed to leave the house without a chaperone.

Beer was the alcoholic liquor used by the poor and midc.le classes
during Anne's reign, but it was C.espised by the upper classes.

Well-to-do

people preferred wine, while laboring men drank little else than good, strong
ale.

Of the lighter drinks tea was a l1~y for the rich and chocolate was
73
There was a great demand for tea, coffee,
favored by ladies of fashion.

and chocolate; coffee and chocolate were supplied by the coffee and chocolate
houses, and tea was an expensive home drink.

Chocolate was no longer a favo-

rite drink after tea came into common use, although it was a common practice
74

to drink a cup of chocolate in the morning before taking tea and toast.
is alleged that

~ueen

It

Anne indulged freely in strong liquors and that this

caused her many miscarriages and frequent attacks of gout.

Overeating was a

common practice in those days, and Qu.een Anne was no exception to this rule.
It is a common belief that grief tends to decrease one's appetite, but as one
writer remarked, Anne's grief over the death of her husband was a factor that
75
increased her appetite rather than caused its decrease.

71. Paul, Qqeen ~~e, p. 162.
72. The British Magazine, (London, 1746- 1747), I, (April, 1746), p. 52.
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Tea, 1757, II, pp. 272-275.
75. Connell, Aa:me, the Last Stuart Monarch, p. 111.
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Smoking was done by means of long pipes, called churchwaro.en pipes,

r

and it was common in all classes of society.

In some of the country houses

a. "smoking parlori 1 was set aside for this purpose.

In the southwestern part

of England men, women, and children were known to while away the evening hoc::.r
~y

smoking pipes.

Snuff was used freely, even by the women, a practice that

can be accounted tor bycthe fact that an oversupply of snuff had been thrown
76
on the English market after the capture of Spanish ships at Vigo Bay.

Duelling was a direct result of drinking, gambling, and the frictio
of the political parties.

Duels were so common in London that convenient pla

were set aside for these deadly disputes.

The favorite sites chosen were
77
Lincoln's Inn Fields and the fields behind Montague House.
Every man from
the Duke down had the privilege to wear swords, and if necessity demanded it
to murder each other in the settlement of a dispute.

As the men became over-

heated with wine they were liable to quarrel, their swords were drawn, and th
would adjourn to the garden behind the house, and fight it out 11 with hot bloo
78
and unsteady hand".
If the men did not wear swords, the quarrel could be
slept upon and forgotten in the morning when the persons concerned were sober.
Since rural squires did not wear swords, duelling was a common practice in
79
Laws were passed against duelling and
London and in the county capitals.
the survivor was usually accused of man-slaughter and imprisoned for a short
term.

Usually, however, the public viewed a duel in the light of a success-

ful means for settling a dispute "which should not be interrupted by too
76.
77.
78.
79.
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:atchful authori ties•, SO A duel in those days created no more scandal than
81
a street fight in these days, except when death was the result.

Some of the popular sports indulged in by Wnglishmen of this period
were fox-hunting, bowling, cock-fighting, and horse racing.

Cricket along

with ancient football was beginning to find its place on the village green.
sword fighting, though coarse, was a popular pastime, and in many respects
resembled the gladiatorial shows of Rome, with this difference that the wounde
inflicted by the English were not intended to be fatal.

Women took a parti-

82

cular delight .in witnessing these bloody scenes.·

The famous diplomat,

Richard Hill, described his countrymen as a "drunken Gothic nation that loves
83
noise and bloody noses".
The common folk, however, did not believe in murder as a means of settling their disputes, and they revenged their injuries
by thefist rather than the knife.

Since most of the Englishmen lived apart in the country, a common
diversion for the men was to have a village cricket match or a hurly-burly at
football, or races on the green.

Most of the people took their exercise in

doing their work, tilling the soil, and walking and riding to and from their
daily tasks.
upper classes.

Riding was the most common daily exercise among the middle and
The uncultivated heaths in every part of England contained

an abundance of wild life of every kind.

This afforded an opportunity for

catching fish, and shooting and snaring birds of every kind.
80.
81.
82.
83.

An Englishman
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r~to

move a few yards from his door to be in contact with nature at

its~est,

84

and his love of field sports caused him to wander at a great distance.

A special feature of the social life of Queen Anne's reign was the
coffee houses, many of Which have secured a prominent place in literature.
~hey

were not a novelty during this time, but reached their highest popularity
85

in Anne 1 s reign.

The coffee houses were the center of news, the lounge of

the idler, the rendezvous of appointments, and the mart for business men. They
~ere

alike a haunt of wit and of the men of fashion - a neutral meeting ground

for all men.
~man

All were equal and took the first seat which came to hand.

If

swore, he was fined one shilling and if he began to quarrel he was fined
86

~dishes"

round.

A list of coffee houses in Queen
~undred

names.

reign numbers nearly five

Every Londoner had his favorite house, where he met his friend

land clients at stated hours.
~ouse

An~e•s

The "beau monde 11 assembled at White's Chocolate

in St. James• Street, where every nobleman complained of being fleeced

~d

corrupted by practiced gamblers.

The Tories went to the Cocoa Tree, and

~he

Whigs to St. James' Coffee House.

Poets, critics, and patrons attended

Will's near Covent Garden; the clergy went to Truby's, an4 scholars attended
~he

Grecian.

Coffee houses were also provided for Dissenters,

~ers,

Papist ,

87
~nd

Jacobites.

Button's had a fame of its own because it was the favorite

'resort of Addison and his friends.

It stood in Russell Street, Covent Garden.

~4. Ibid., I, p. 43.

~5. McCarthy, The Reign of g;tteen Anne, p. 152.

~6. The Spectator, I, No. 49, (Thursday, April 26), p. 197.

~7. Trevelyan, England Under queen Anne, I, p. 82.

ManY brilliant papers of this ttme mention the lion's head which was used
there as a letter-box.

After various removals this letter-box came into the
88
possession of the Bedford family who preserved it as a relic.
Edward Lloyd,
whose surname comes to men's minds at the mention of shipping today, was a
coffee house keeper in Lombard Street during Anne's reign.

Merchants came to

this house for the latest information and advice on business transactions.
Since newspapers had no commercial column or details of shipping in those days,
the spoken word had to take the place of the newspapers, and the word for merchants was spoken at Lloyd's.

Before the end of Anne 1 s reign, Lloyd had set
89
up a pulpit for auctions and for reading out the news.

It would be erroneous to suppose that the coffee houses served mo
drinlt:s stronger than coffee.

Some of them had a reputation of being unscru90
pulous as to the kinds of dri~~s served to those who frequented them.
In
general, however, a coffee house was a place for sipping coffee and hearing
news.

The coffee house of the better order was a sort of club, without the

exclusive characteristic of actual enrollment.

The coffee houses maintained

exclusiveness to a certain extent in so far as their character was concerned;
one became the resort of the Tories, another the rendezvous of the Whigs, and
still another was the recognized "haunt". of literary men and wits.

When a

man of political or literary note entertained his friends at

at his

di~~er

favortte coffee house, the host of the dinner would_ provide wine from his own
cellar, a privilege for which the proprietor of the coffee house received a
88. The Censor, loc. cit.,!, No.1, (Monday, April 11, 1715), p. 1.
89. Trevelyan, Engiandlcrnder gqeen Anne, !, pp. 83-84.
90. The London Gazette, Monday, Dec. 17, to Thursday, Dec. 20, 1705, No. 4185.

r ~small monetary
p~nt for allowing the wine to be brought into his coffee !
91
}louse.

The coffee house had its own place between the club and the tavern.

It was easier to attend a coffee house than the club, for attending a coffee
}louse did not create the scandal which would most certainly arise if one were
seen to enter a tavern.

Foreigners in England wondered at the

"universal liberty of speech of the English nation which
was uttered amid clouds of smoke with equal vehemence
whether the Government or the Church, or their enemies
were the topics of conversat1on."92

The coffee house had the effect of harmonizing the different classes
bringing them to the same level of rarik.

At a coffee house those wearing blue

ribbons and stars would sit arid converse familiarly with the private gentlemet,
as if they had left their quality and degrees at home.

The coffee house was

the center of news in the days before the use of telegrams and modern journalism.

The Windsor at Charing Cross advertised itself as supplying
"the best chocolate at twelve pence a quart and the
translation of the Harlem Courant soon after the
post is come in.ll93

The Spectator gave a general description of a coffee house as follows:
"These houses are extremely convenient and are numerous in
London. You have all manner of news there; you have a good
fire, which you may sit by as long as you please; you have
a dish of coffee, you meet your friends for the transaction
of business, and all for a penny, if you don't care to spend
more."94
A man of leisure spent the greater part of his day at the coffee
~ouse,

91.
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usually from 10 A.M. to noon, and again after his two o'clock dinner
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r
from four o'clock to six o'clock.

"I go from coffee house to coffee house
95
Besides providing news
all day on purpose" was literally true of some men.
some of the coffee houses gave instructions in sciences of poetry, music, and
politics.

The Smryna Coffee House in Pall Mall provided this opportunity be-

tween the hours of eight and ten at night, giving information gratis on any
of the above mentioned subjects.

The pupils were prepare their bodies with

three dishes of bohea and were to clear their brains with two pinches of snuf •
If any one of the students showed an aptitude for his subject, one of the
professors would honor him by taking snuff from his box in the presence of th
96

whole audience.

The interior of the coffee house was a picture of clomestic economy,
with its roaring fire and constant supply of hot water, with its coffee and
tea pots close by to keep them warm, and its very plain tables and stools.
Externally the coffee house was distinguished by a glass lantern.

Since the

attraction of a pretty face meant an increase in the number of clients at the
coffee house, the keeper employed a woman of exceeding comeliness to preside
over the receipt of customs.

The popularity of these places can be judged

from the fa.ct that by 1710 London could boast of three thousand coffee houses
The coffee house, however, was largely responsible for the deterioration of
manners during

~een

Anne's reign, noticeable in the separation of the male
98

and female sexes in social life.
~eristic

institution-of

~een

Because the coffee house was the charac-

An1:e 1 s age, the literature of this period pays
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tribute to the coffee house as to its peculiarities, its popularity, and its
99
influence on the manners of the time.

Prior to the discussion of the attitude of the English people toward
religion during this period, it seems plausible to treat of a factor which
caused religious controversy for a period of several years.
occasional Conformity !ill.

This was the

By occasional conformity is understood the prac-

tice of tradesmen to partake of communion in the Church of England once in
order to qualify themselves for civic offices, and then resume their custom100
ary religious worship.
These occasional conformists were found among the
~Digs

I

or Low Churchmen with whom they were in mutual sympathy and preserved

the tradition of hostility toward the Tories or High Church Party.

On Novem-

ber 17, 1702 a bill was read in the House of Commons for the disqualification
of the occasional conformists.

The bill affected all the inferior officers

or freemen whose votes were valuable in determining the elections, and furthe •
more, it provided that all occasional conformists should be suspended from
office for a year, and upon repetition of this misdemeanor the'penalty of
suspension should be doubled.

The bill received hearty welcome in the House

of Commons, and was passed by a large majority.
December 2, 1702.

It reached the House of Lord

Meanwhile the absolutism propagated by the House of Lords

inflamed the country.

London mobs outraged the meeting-houses of the Dissen-

ters, (those opposed to the views of the Church of England) and the friends
of the Church proposed to rid the country of the Dissenters by fire and sword
101
if necessary.
~een Anne exerted pressure 1~ favor the bill, but failed
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because of the division in the House of Lords. For the time being. the bill
102
was shelved but not entirely forgotten.

Occasionally, arguments concernin@

it would come to life, the most noteworthy being that of Daniel Defoe:
"We wonder, gentlemen, you will accept our money on your
deficient funds, our stocks to help carry on your ware,
our loans and credits to your victualling office and
navy office. If you would go on to distinguish us, get
a law made we shall buy no lands, that we may not be
freeholders, and see if you could find money to buy us
out. Transplant us into towns and bodies, and let us
trade by ourselves, let us card, spin, knit, and work
with and for one another, and see how you will maintain
your own poor without us. Let us freight our ships apart,
keep our money out of your bank, accept none of our bills,
and separate yourselves as absolutely from us in civil
matters as we do from you in religious, and see how you
can go on without us. If you are not willing to do this,
but we must live amon~ you, trade, work, receive, and pay
together, why may we •,not go it in peace, with love and
unity without reproachi ,,l 3

In the first New Parliament after her accession

~een

fronted with. the problem of providing new strength and support

of England.

Anne was conf~r

the Church

One way proposed to her was the restoration of the Tories or Higl

Churchmen to all the civil offices in the state, to the exclusion of all

~bigE

or Low Churchmen, all occasional conformists, and even constant conformists
who were opposed to the High Church Party idea of promot~ng religion by per104
secution.
The queen resolved that the only effectual way to preserve the
national Ch11rch, was to keep the civil power, i.e. the profitable civil positions, in the hands of those who were in agreement with the principles of the

102. Thomas Somerville, The History of Great Britain durin.g the Reign of _Q.u.eez
Anne, A. Strahan, London, 1798, p. 49.
103. George M. Trevelyan, ed., Select Documents for Queen .Anne's Reign Down
to the Union with Scotland (1702- 1707), Cambridge University Press,
London, 1929, p. 48.
104. Sarah Jennings Churchill Marlborough, Am Account of the Conduct of the
Dowa.ger Duchess of Marlborough From Her First Coming to Court to the Yea1
1710, James Bettenham, London, 1742, p. 138.
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Church of England.

105

After much controversy on this subject, the Occasional
106
Conformity Bill passed both Houses in 1711.

In writing about the

Ch1~ch

of England during Anne's reign, it is

necessary to mention another event which caused much unrest and dispute.
was the case of Dr. Sacheverell who by two of his

se~ons

impeachment and a sentence of three year's suspension.

Thi

brought about his

In his speeches he

condemned Dissenters and all churchmen who sympathized with them, libeling th
higher officials of the co11ntry with abusive names, especially the Lord Treasurer, Godolphin, whom he called 11 Volpone 11 •

Even the

~en

favored High-

Churchism and Dr. Sacheverell, for the month his suspension expired, she presented him with a profitable parsonage at St. Andrew's in Holborn.

High-

Churchism was another name for intolerance, and Dr. Sacheverell served as a
107
"wppet whose wires were pulled b7 others".

The tone of the Church of England during Anne's reign was .essential
Protestant.

There was a decided feeling of opposition to Catholics or Papist
1

as they were commonly called_, and an almost

11

insane 11 dislike of the Q,uakers.

This latter religious body was repres.ented as being everything that was sly
and repulsive.
livers.

They were dubbed as hypocrites, cheats, liars, and immoral

They were classed as fanatics, with an exterior demeanor of sobriety

modesty, and peace, which, however, was only perceptible to outward appear109
ances, ~hile their interior was filled with deceit in the highest degree.
105. John Oldmixon, The History of EAgland, Vol. 3, Thomas Cox, London, 1735,
III, p. 297.
106. The Life of Her Late Majesty, queen !nne, 2 Vols., Charles Rivington,
London, 172l,II, p. 421.
·
From 1710 to
107. Memoirs of the Four Last Years
Her Death, T.
London,
109
.346.
35 •

The Church of England showed much inactivity as far as the clergymen were
concerned.

They showed little zeal or earnestness as to the spiritual state

of their congregation, to the extent that they justly merited the contempt of
110
their flock.

The Londoner, although coarse-minded, brutal, and illiterate in
of his tastes, was outwardly religious.

so~

In religion he assumed a practical,

unemotional attitude with a particular hatred for Popery as the cause of con111
The people of London went to church not only on
stitutional disturbances.
S11ndays but even on week-days, for out of the one h1llldred eleven churches in
London in 1733, forty-four had a daily service both in the morning and in the
112

The churches were filled with pews and the dominant piece of

evening.

niture was the pulpit from which the minister preached a

11

fur~

lifeless sermon" to

a congregation that considered ch11rch-going as one of the proprieties of theix
113

The pews used in the churches in those «ays seem an oddity to

existence.
us now.

They were often built high to.keep off draughts.

rivaled each other in the construction of pews.

Well-to-do families

Some of the pews of the

wealthier folk had canopies hung around with curtains, and some of the pews of
the churches were even equipped with a fireplace or a stove with a poker,

to~s,

and shovel, and nearly all the pews were furnished with tables for the purpose
of eating.

Swift in Baucis and Philemon refers to the family pews as follows:
bedstead of the antique mode,
Compact of timber many a lGB.d,
Such as our ancestors did use,

11 A

110. Ibid., p. 337.
111. E. s. Roscoe, The English Scene in the Ei~hteenth Century, Constable and
Company, Ltd., London, 1912, p. 42.
112. Ibid., p. 42.
113. The Court Miscellany or Ladies' NewHagazine, loc. cit., I, pp. 22-27.
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Was metamorphos•d into pews;
Which still their ancient nature kee~
By lodging folks dispos'd to sleep." 14

The church, one of the principal public places, was frequented by
the youth of both sexes, where they met constantly.

The youth of England went

to church regularly twice every Sunday, at all festivals of the church, and
on every prayer and saint's day.

Those devoutly inclined attended public

prayers every morning and evening-, and Lent was still observed every

Wednesda~

115

and Friday in all regular families.

There is no doubt as to the importance of the reign of
the history of the Church of England.

~een

Anne ii

The Vicar of Bray addressed Anne as

"the Church of England's glory" thereby expressing the sentiment of the majority of the clergy.

She was a staunch supporter of the interest and religion

of the Church of England.

As a restut, party politics were characterized by

the differences of high and low church, and ecclesiastical allegiance played
an important part in determining political issues.
a marked preference for the
116
the Church Party.

Tories~

~en

Anne herself showed

whom she usually called by the name of

I

Religious observance of this age was conventional, a feature which
was noticeable especially in the marriage ceremonies.
mixture of religion and revelry,

a~d

The ceremony was a

anything like the idea of a sacrament of

114. J.R. Whiteley, Wesley's England, A Survey of Eighteenth Century Social
and Cultural Conditions, The Epworth Press, London, 1938, p. 349.
115. Mary Berry, A Comuarative View of the Social Life of England and France,
Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Greene, London, 1828, p. 283.
116. Norman Sykes, D.Ph., 11 Q;u.een Anne and the Episcopate", The English
Historical Review, L, (1935), pp. 433-464.

divine binding of human ties was totally absent.

A wedding was not a morning

and an afternoon affair, but it often lasted two or three days.
honeymoon or wedding trip.

There was no

The bride 1 s father gave a banquet after the cele-

bration in church.

There was music and dancing and a purely material festi11?
vity after a rather formal religious ceremony.

Simce licenses were expensive and the publication of banns was re'
garded as coarse, many scandals
sprang up.

save expense.

Fleet marriages were arranged to

Then, too, marriages took place in taverns and public houses,

where the men were so intoxicated that they had no knowledge of being married
118

and girls were seduced in a clandestine

~nner

into these marriages.

Early

marriages were considered a potent means of escape from feminine boredom.

If

it was thrilling for a young lady to be the subject of a duel in Lincoln's
Inn Fields, it was more exciting for a young lady to leave home secretly to
marry a boy of fourteen years old, thus to evade the inconvenient and inconsiderate watchfulness of parents and guardians.

If, however, these marriages
119

. did not culminate as a success, it was not easy to:dissolve them.

Divorce

was almost unknown, and could be obtained only through the Church Courts, and
then only when it was followed by a special Act of Parliament.

Not more than
120
six divorces were legally issued during the twelve years of Anne's reign.

In the upper and middle classP-s husbands were secured for the girls

on a principle similar to

11

barter".

Squire Molesworth wrote about his daughter,

11?. Roscoe, The English Scene in the Eighteenth CenturyL p. 45.
118. Ibid., p. 46.
119. Bradley, The English Housewife in the Seventeenth and Ei~teenth
p. 206.
120. Trevelyan, England Under ~een Anne, I, p. 36.

Centuria~.
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11 We

shall not have enough money to dispose of her here,
so she must be sent to Ireland to seek there a husband at a p:heaper rate. rtl21

Women did not consider it a grievance to have their husbands chosen for them,
since it was regarded as a misfortune to remain single.

Dean Swift in writing

to a young lady says,
"Yours was a match of prudence and comcon good liking
without any mixture of the ridiculous passion of
romantic love. ul22
The above description would aptly have fitted any of the "arranged marriages"

of the day.

Religious ceremony, although artificial and ostentatious, played an
important part in funerals.
~elvet

Many of the churches were provided with handsome

palls for such occasions, and the church was draped with black.

The

funeral procession moved on foot to the church, there were twelve or more pall
123
~earers,

and plumes were carried before the coffin.

This disguise of woe

by the ostentation of ceremony was not confined to the middle and upper classe

of society alone.

The mechanic paid part of his earnings during his lifetime

so that he might be glorified after his death.

club, each member of which subscribed a shilling on the death of one

~burial

pf the members•
~loaks,

For this reason he belonged to

This money was used to provide a

hoods, and scarfs for the mourners.

subst&~tial

coffin, and blac

A large munber of his fellow-

followed the corpse to the grave, and the ceremony ended with a feas
124
Another way of having an elaborate funeral was to have
of cake and wine.

~radesmen

21. Ibid., I, p. 36.
22. Ibid., I, p. 36.
23. Roscoe, The English Scene in the Eigpteenth
o~.24. Ibid., p. 49.

Centur~,

p. 48.

the bier carried by six ghosts in white with wax tapers in their hands; then
sixty ladies followed as mourners two by two; there were twelve mourners of
125
little distinction, seventy chimney sweeps, and one hundred musicians.

The following description shows an elaborate funeral at its best:
11

I~.
t

We hear the persons invited to the funeral of the late
Duke of Marlborough, are all Dukes, Earls, Viscounts,
Bishops, and Barons of England, and sixteen of the peers
of Scotland, the Roman Catholic Lords and A!inors excepted;
five of the eldest sons of peers • • • : and eight general
officers • • • • The train of the Earl of Godolphin, who is
chief mourner, is to be supported by Sir Robert Rich, Barrister, and the funeral will be performed on the 9th instant.
At the funeral aforesaid, a whole piece of armory is appointed
to be carried, which is now cleaning in the Tower, and a piece
of Ordnance, the officers of the Ordnance to attend the same.
And also seventy-three of the out-pensioners of Chelsea to
walk in gowns with his Grace's arms before the corpse. The
Deans and Prebends are to walk in their copes as upon a coronation, and Dr. Crofts in his mantle; and we hear, the choir of
St. James' and St. Paul r s are likewise to attend. ul26

Religious societies in the Church of England gave an impetus to the
woral and religious revival witnessed during the reign of Anne.

The prime

object of these religious groups was to promote religious life in individuals
1 ?

families, to

~d

~

enco1~age

church attendance, family prayers, and Bible study.

organization instituted to curb the license of the day was called "The

$ociety for the Reformation of Manners".

Thousands of tracts were distributed

f'gainst drunkenness, swearing, public indecency. and Sunday trading.
~uccessf'ul

Just how

these tracts were cannot be fully ascertained, but their lack of

£!1.,

~25.

The British Magazine, loc.

~2?.

sold by J. Peele at Loc~e•s Head in Pater Noster Row.
Trevelyan, Erigland Unaer qqeen Anne, I, p. 66.

I, p.

282~

~26. The London Journal, Saturday, August 4, 1722, No. 98. Printed for and

I

effect was supplanted by the persecutions used against violators of public
order.

In time these persecutions may have become a nuisance, but during the

reign of i'Ueen L'lne they aided in making the streets and taverns less unpleasant for decent people; they reduced the number of drunkards, and made Sunday
a day of rest from business and labor.

A Ger.man visitor in 1710 describes the gloomw side of an

~nglish

Su...'lday thus :
11

In the afternoon to St. James• Park, to see the crowds. No
other diversion is allowed on Sunday, which is nowhere more
strictly kept; not only is all play forbid.den, and public
houses closed, but few even of the boats and hackney coaches
may ply. Our hostess would not even allow the strangers to
play the 'viol di Gambia' or the flute, lest she would be
punished.nl28

This visitor sarcastically added that Sunday observance was the only visible
sign that the English were Christians.

11

The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge" was the most impor-

tant organization formed for the purpose of religious revival.

The chief ob-

ject was to distribute Bibles and other religious literature, an activity
which started at the end of the reign of William III, and was fully at work
during Anne's reign.

1

The members of this society took special interest in

Charity Schools, and provided cheap Eibles and prayerbooks for the people
living in the country districts.
to America.

Bibles and other books were sent on a large

In all these movements could be noticed the tendency of the

English people to draw away from the political disputes in which
128. Ibid., I, p. 68.

~ngland's

religious world was entangled, 'into a sphere of a broader view, which would
129
'be free from hatred.

In the reign of Anne religious differences and political passions
walked hand in hand, particularly in the higher circles.

The parishes in

the country and the members of the poor families moved along quietly in the.
observance of their religious duties, but the upper classes were constantly
disturbed by the activities of High and Low Church parties, two simulated
titles used as a cloak to cover what was really two political factions of
130
opposing views.

The wave of strong religious feeling during Anne's reign which
found its ezpression in various religious societies, did not have a permanent
existence but was gradually succeeded by a

co~lacent

torpor.

During the

reign of queen Anne, churches were rebuilt and restored; there were daily ser·
vices, and cornraunion was frequently administered; the poor were cared for;
prisoners were visited; schools and libraries were founded; missionaries were
sent to heathen lands; young men formed religious societies for the purpose
131
of leading godly lives.
This, in general, was the state of religious
affairs during the lifetime of QUeen Anne, but after her death there was a
marked decline noticeable in religion and morality.
dent a generation later.

A great change was evi-

The churches were all closed all week and were

opened for one service on Sunday.

Communion was distributed three times a

129. Ibid., I, p. 69.
130. Ibid., I, p. 70.
131. Rosamond Eayne-Powell, English Country Life in the Eighteenth Century,
John Murray, London, 1935, PP• 75-82.
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t

~ear,

and the existing associations for religious

refo~

were ridiculed.

The

reason for this drastic change was the gradual weaning away of the social influence of the court from the religion and

mor~lity

of the period, for now

that good Q.ueen Anne was dead, the influence of the two first Georges, her
132
successors. was neither in the interest of religion or morality.

132. Ibid., p. 82.

CHAPTER IV
ClWU.CTERISTICS OF THE AGE OF ANNE

Anne possesses the distinctive honor of being classed as one of the
great queens of England.

Her reign is significant because it witnessed the

change of medievalism to modernism; it saw the Protestant religion quaking
with fear before the Catholic king, Louis XIV; it experienced England's acquisition of vast influence in the world and her increasing prosperity at
1

From the superficial standpoint it must always seem curious that a

home.

good but stupid woman such as qneen Anne would have her name associated with
2

so brilliant a period of English history and literature.

Anne was the last

of the Stuarts, but she showed no signs of inheriting either the charm or "111 I"
regulated vivacity" of her ancestors.

She had neither the genius of qneen

Elizabeth or the personality and intelligence of Queen Victoria, and could
have imparted no inspiration to the Duke of Marlborough who fought for her,
nor to the writers and poets of her reign who, according to some opinions, mad
her reign parallel to the Augustan era in Rome and the Age of Pericles in
3
~reece.
~overnment

~pheaval,

It was entirely a result of circumstances that Anne assumed the
of England at a time when this country was rising from an internal
and under the Constitutional government of William III was beginning

to find herself and to recover her former place of security.

Anne was a wel-

Marie Ruan Hopkinson, Anne of England, Biography of a Great ~een, Constabl
and Company, Ltd., London, 1934, Prologue, p. xiii.
2. Rose M. Bradley, The English Housewife in the Seventeenth and Eigpteenth
Centuries, Edward Arnold, London, 1912, p. 201.
~. Ibid., p. 201.
~.

come successor to William III who was a foreigner, and consequently had his
personal interests in Holland rather than in England.

She was an English

Princess to the core, and it was this fact together with her staunch adherenc'
to Protestantism that won for her the "mild popularity" she could boast of.
Then, too, there was accorded her a certain amount of protective chivalry
4

that usually is given in a civilized

coun~ry

to a woman sovereign.

"While the Duke of Marlborough won for her glorious
victories in the field, while a galaxy of famous
writers -Pope, Swift, Addison, and Steele, -made
her age famous in the annals of literature, and while
commerce prospered exceedingly, Queen Anne sat on the
throne, fat, inert, commonplace, ruled by the Duchess
of Marlborough, and later by Mrs. Masham, no more personally associated with the universal greatness and
activity about her than she was with the admirable
domestic furniture which we still cal+ by her name."5

Queen Anne was both docile and obstinate, and the whole character
of her government is largely a result of her deeP-seated unwillingness to entrust her confidence to anyone who was not her special friend either by affec
6

tion or at least by habit.

Her schooling in politics was meager, because

William III .was so jealous of his power that he would not share it with her.
Anne was never given the opport1mity to be educated in public policy, and the
trend of governmental affairs was not communicated to her by the ministers.
If she· had been a princess of intellectual force, she would never submit to
such exclusion, but on considering her position in the center of a circle of
friends of divided sympathies - Lord Godolphin, a Tory; Dtlke of Marlborough,
a Tory; Duchess of Marlborough, a Whig; - it is not surprising that her court
4. Ibid., p. 202.
5. Ibid., pp. 202-203.
6. "C(;ueen Anne and Her Court", The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature,
Science, and Art, LXIV, (1887), pp. 556-557.
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became a rendezvous for all who harboured personal dissatisfaction.
chief duty, then, was to reconcile two political factions,
reign she appeared to be more a

~~dor

?

Her

Throughout her

than a Stuart, in this sense that she

clearly stated her wishes and then appealed to the loyalty of the Parliament
8

and the people to support her.

Three distinctive motives were the force that

imbued her with the desire to be popular as a sovereign, urged her to improve
the condition of the church and extend its field of influence, and caused her
to have a special attachment to her rights as a hereditary sovereign.

She

adhered closely to and was a firm believer in the creed of the Stuarts "the
9

king can do no wrong".

There was a certain magic in the name of Stuart whicl

inspired enthusiastic loyalty and passionate love.

Working on the principle

of loyalty and love, Anne determined to build a faction for her own personal
support.

:By this policy she disappointed the Tories who ijoped to secure com-

plete control of the government, as well as the Whigs who expected precedence
because of their support of the Protestant succession and the war against
10
Anne made no great or sudden changes in the ministry and showed
France.
an obstinate determination in all government matters.

She showered favors

and appointments on her personal friends, and meted out punishments to her
political enemies, thereby winning.popularity at home, but unpopularity abroac.
Her chief aim to court the favor of her own people, and to secure it she ofter
made bountiful donations for public service, a measure which met with

dis~

11

approval from her ministers who did not appreciate public sentiment.
7. I.S. Leadam, The History of England From the
Death of George II. (1?02- 17601_._ Longmans,
and London, 1909, IX, p. 1.
8. William T. Morgan, English Political Parties
Qaeen Anne, (1?02- 1?10), Humphrey Milford,
9. Ibid., p. 59.
O. Ibid., p. 64.
1. Ibid., p. 74.

Accession of Anne to the
Green, and Company, New York
and Leaders in the Reign of
London, 1920, p. 59.

Totally inexperienced she tossed on the political sea of Whigs and
Tories, overshadowed by the heavy clouds of war and other evils which threate 12
ed to resnl t in a violent storm.
To counteract all this she chose the
following as her maxim:
"All I desire is my liberty in encouraging and employing all
those that concur faithfully in my service~. whether they are
called Whigs and Tories, not to be tied to one or the other,
for if I should be so unfortunate as to fall into the hands
of either, I shall look upon rnyself, though I have the nmne
of ~1een, to be in reality but their slave, which, as it will
be my personal ruin, so it will be the destroying of all government, for instead of putting an end to faction it will lay
a lasting foundation for it. nl3

At the death of Queen Anne on August 1, 1714, (some writers give
the .date as July 31, 1714) there was a termination of the n1le of the faction
that demanded passive obedience and proclaimed the doctrine of the divine
authority of kings.

The theory of absolute loyalty to the sovereign in Eng-

land became a thing of the past.

The crown became elective, and the king, the

ChUrCh, and the nlling caste became the serv~>tS rather than the despots of
14
the nation.
The Q;Ueen•s death marked the end of an age. When the President
of St. John's College, Oxford, on the morning of her death, ordered King
George to be prayed for, and on being rebuked for it, replied 11 she is as dead
15
as Julius Caesar".
The gol~en days of Anglican piety inaugurated by her
accession had become the Indian sumoer of Tory high churchmanship.
left the Church Party impotent and divided.

Her death

For the second time in the brief

12. Neville Connell, Anne, the Last Stuart Monarch, Thornton Butterworth, Ltd.,
London, 1937, p. 113.
13. Ibid., p. 115.
14. "The Days of Good A:nne 11 , Harper's New Monthly Kagazine, XLIV, (Dec. 1871May, 187.2) p. 411.
15.Norma.n S;ykes, D;Ph., "Queen Anne and the Episcopate", The English Historical Review, L, No. 197, (Jan. 1935), p. 464.

compass of a generation the protection and the defense of the Church of Eng16
land devolved upon the Whigs and their hated sovereigns from overseas.
Thus
came and passed the days of Queen Anne, with their joys and sorrows, their
wars and triumphs, their heroes and statesmen.

But they did not pass in vain,

for Addison, Swift, Pope, divested of their baser and coarser elements, and
~iving

as intellectual agents governed all future generations by the power of

~ental

culture,
"softening the rude, informing the dull, exciting emulation,
and teaching forever with no common success in the great
university of mank:ind.ul7

The England over which Anne ruled was a country of many faults and
abuses, deficient in systematic public organization,

b~t

marked by its superi-

ori ty over other nations in the vigor and initiative of its individual ci ti18
zens.
The nation was the scene of divisions of partisanship; the people
were so alarmed by the dangers that threatened their religion and liberties,
that they showed a great aversion for popery and arbitrary power.

The people

were not united by a common bond, and many forces were used to bias their
19
judgment against their true interest.
Such was the condition of England
on Anne's accession to

th~

throne, and two forces were powerful in overcoming

the differences of the people, namely their expectations in the
the dangers which threatened their nation from France.

~1een,

and

It was this latter

danger that made most of the people unanimous in going to war, regardless of
16. Ibid., p. 464.
17. "The Days of Good Anne", 1..2.£:. .ill!_, p. 418.
18. George M. Trevelyan, England Under Queen Anne, 3 Vols., Longmans, Green,
and Company, London and Uew York, 1932, I, Pt 103.
19. Memoirs of the Four Last Years of the Reign of Queen Anne, From 1710 to
Her Death,, T. Cooper, London, 1742, p. 36.

the difference that existed among them.

20

The Age of Anne is illustrious in war, politics, literature and art.
It is an age which marks a turning point in the history of England and also
of Europe; the old world of political life closed for England, and the world
of modern politics began with Anne's reign.
be the result of any

insp~ration

The Age of Anne, however, cannot

coming from Anne herself.

Jlthough she was

born in a great era, she had as little influence personally, as if she had
been born in a garret of common parentage.
tower had as

w~ch

The sleeping princess in a magical

to do with the great triumphs during her reign, as QUeen

Anne during her whole life had to do personally and directly with the achieve.
21
Anne did not comprehend the glory and
ments of England abroad and at home.
activites of her time.

Her life consisted of a series of incidents, without

the direction of any recognizable motive, which resulted in actions without
continuity.
11

Anne Stuart was an inarticulate person, not merely inadequate
in speech, but also in actions, in personal relations, and
in manner.n22

Anne generally gives an impression of mental deficiency because of her inanitJ.
Events whi9h affected all of England did not divert Anne one inch from her
path.

This age opens a new chapter in the political and social life of Eng-

land.

During this period England was spared the ordeal of passing through a

revolution as France did.

It was one of the great historical eras serving as

20. Ibid., p. 36.
21. Justin McCarthy, The Reign of Queen Anne. 2 Vols., Chat to and Windus.•
London, 1902, I, pp. 2-5.
22. Beatrice Curtis ~rown, Anne,Stuart, Queen of England, Geoffrey Bles,
London, 1929, Introduction, p. vii.

a landmark in England's progress in civilization.

Anne possessed good quali-

ties but she was a passive and minor influence in promoting the various eventE
of her reign.

Her name has become immortal because it was her happy fortune
23
to be England's figure-head during such an epoch.

!nne 1 s reign was a period of court intrigues, ambition in favorites 1
and an abuse of

popular!~

and power.

It was a weak but splendid reign markec

24

throughout by artifice and delusion.

The Queen, a subject of timidity and

biased py an attachment to her own family, possessed a constant fear and uneasiness, which made her the victim of the machinations of the Marlboroughs,
a crafty and ambitious pair.

Their domination over her was so absolute that

they gained control over her mind, first of all leading her according to their
25
inclinations, and finally reducing her to the most servile dependence.
The
majority of the people were so engrossed in making money and enjoying life
that they were ready to accept any form of government that would promote peace
and order.

F~r

this reason Anne appealed to them as a sovereign.

Stuart and therefore her name was sacred.

She was a

She showed an example of conjugal

fidelity and private decorum, of generosity without extravagance, and of vir26
Her indifference to literature did not ruin her
tue without Puritanism.
influence with the middle classes whose representative she was.
"When they were for war, she was for war; when she was for
peace they were for peace; Anne 1 s mind was like a thousand
other minds. She felt and thought with her people. She
23. McCarthy, The Reign of ~een Anne, II, p. 407.
~4. Charles Hamilton, Transactions DuriE6 the Reign of Qgeen Anne from the
Union to the Death of that Princess, A. Strahan and T. Cadell, London,
1790, Preface, p. vii.
~5. Ibid., Preface, p. vii.
~6. Herbert Paul, Q;ueen Anne, Goupil and Company, Edinburgh and London, 1906,
p. 195.

did not intrigue with foreign powers, and her people
never had to pay her debts. She has not fo<md many
enthusiastic admirers besides Miss Strickland. But
she has a useful and even honorable place in history:
she bridged a gulf a..'ld supplied a want.n27

Although lacking a refined taste for literature and the arts, she
possessed the "munificent spirit of her Stuart race".

As soon as she ascendec

the throne, poetry and science thrived in an atmosphere free from the cold
and chilly blight experienced during the reign of tilliam III.
28
der then that Anne was eulogized by the pen of every writer.

It is no wonThe Augustan

Age of Anne is a name given to the glories of literature during her reign.
queen Anne herself would have found it difficult to ascertain how this title
came about, for the Duchess of

l~rlborough

asserted

"that the Q;ueen never read, and that cards entirely
occupied her thoughts in her youth."29
Throughout her correspondence the

~een

never made a literary quotation or

mentioned any book she had actually read.

The Tatler was printed early

so as to appear on the ro;ral breakfast table.

eno~

It contained a summary of the

political events for the ~een 1 s benefit, but whether she read them is anothel
30
question.
She claimed that her lack of reading was due to her defective
eyesight, but to write continually required as much eyesight as reading, and
she is known to have written as often as four times a day to the Duchess of
31
Marlborough.
27. Ibid., p. 196.
28. Agnes Strickland, Lives of the Qqeens of England, Vol. 8, Longman, Brown,
Green, Longman, and Roberts, London, 1857, VIII, p. 213.
29. Ibid., VIII, p. 220.
30. Ibid., VIII, p. 220.
31. Ibid., VIII, p. 220.

Houses and pieces of furniture were said to be made according Queen
Anne style.

Yet the Queen was responsible for none of these things, and it

}las been asserted that the so-called Queen Anne style "never had any existence
32
at all except in the brains of modern aesthetics and china maniacs."
~he
Queen's rooms at Hampton Court show her taste to be florid, and are a proof
of her lack of interest in furniture and ho11sehold appointments.

Anne exerted a negligible influence on the society of her time. She
discouraged open licentiousness, but i t might have been difficult for a woman,
or even any man, to stop duelling, drUnkenness, and gambling between 1712 and
33
1714.
Duels occurred daily and were usually fatal. According to the English law duelling was criminal, but here is an instance of public opinion beir. g
brought around by degrees to the law, and not the law being molded according
34
to public opinion.
"Duelling was fostered by drunkenness; the Age of Anne was
emphatically drunken. It is difficult to mention a single
man in public life who was habitually sober, except Marlborough, who depended on the clearness of his head; Swift
who was Dean; and Atterbury, who was Bishop.n35
The reign of Queen .Anne is significant for a number of eyents, but the most
notable achievements to be considered in this thesis are;

The Protestant

Succession, The War Against France, The Union of England and Scotland, the
Supremacy of Parliamentary Government, and the Uerits of Literary Endeavors.

32. Bradley, The ]lnglish Housewife in the Seventeen-th and Eighteenth Centuries
p. 193.

33. Paul, Q,u.een .An..'1e,
34. Ibid., p. 161.
35. Ibid., p. 161.

p.

161.

Parliament passed the Abjuration Act entitled "An Act for the further
security of His Majesty's person ('>Hlliam III), and for extinguishing the

hope~

~6
~f

the pretended Prince of Wales, and all other pretenders and their abettors.

The purpose of the Act was to prevent the accession of the Jacobite line in
it£ claim to the throne of England, particularly in the person of James, the
retender, the son of James II and Mary of Modena.

All good citizens of Eng-

land were expected to accept the Protestant Line of Succession and thereby
abjure the Jacobite line.

The Act further arranged that in case of failure

of issue of either of the Protestant daughters of James II (Mary II and Anne),

the succession was mpen to Princess Sophia, Electress and Dowager Duchess of
ganover, the da1~hter of Princess
37
of James I.

~lizabeth

of Bohemia, who was a daughter

Louis XIV of France acknowledged the Pretender and had him proclaime
in the kingdom of Framce by the title of
~ish

J~es

III.

The majority of the Eng-

nation was of the opinion that the son of James II was really a Pretender

and was not born to Mary of Modena, the queen, and that Anne was the legitimate heir to the throne;

that the date of her accession dated not from the

death of William III who could be considered a usurper, but from the death of
38

her father, James II, on September 19, 1701.

The clause in the .Abjuration Act which settled the line of successio
lr'ead as follows:
36. John Hill
Blackwood
37. Ibid., I,
38. Ibid., I,

Burton, A History of the Reign of
and Sons, London, 1880, I, p. 10.
p. 10.
p. 14.

~een

Anne, 3 Vols., William

11

Be it enacted and declared by the Xing's most excellent
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lord.s
spiritual and temporal, and the Commons, in this present
Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same
that the excellent Princess Sophia, Electress and Duchess
Dowager of Hanover, daughter of the most excellent Princess
Elizabeth. late queen of Bohemia, daughter of our late
sovereign lord Xing James the First, of happy memory, be
and is hereby declared to be next in succession, in the
Protestant line. to the imperial crown and dignity of the
said realms of England, France, and Ireland, with the dominions and territories thereunto belonging, after his
Majesty and the Princess Anne of Denmark, and in default
of the issue of the said Princess Anne and of his Majesty
respectively.n39

This Act was passed quietly as an inevitable matter, passing the
various stages required for a bill in Parliament.

To oppose the passage of
40

the Act would have meant the declaration of a civil war.

That this Act was

the subject of much discussion and controversy is self-evident, for England
.was populated with supporters of the Jacobite line as well as promoters of
the Protestant Succession, the latter, however, being in the majority.

The

QUeen makes a reference to this fact in one of her letters to Princess Sophia:
"There are here (such is our misfortune) a great many
people that are seditiously disposed; so I leave you
to judge what tumults they may be able to raise, if
they should have a pretext to begin a commotion. I
persuade myself therefore, you will never consent that
the least thing should be done, that may disturb the
repose of me or my subjects."
St. James 1 s
May 19, 1714.

Superscribed,
To my sister and aunt, Electress
41
Dowager of Brunswick and Lunenburgh.

39. Ibid., I, P• 24.
40. Ibid •• I. p. 24.
41. Five Letters of Queen Anne. Printed and sold by J. Harrison at the
Corner of Castle Alley in Cornhill; and Ferdinand Burleigh in Amen Corner. 1714, p. 20.

The best idea of opinions regarding the Protestant Succession can
be gleaned from the following views given by the contemporaries:
11

Most Gracious Sovereign,
i'l'e are truly sensible of your :Majesty's great Goodness,
and of the confidence you repose in us, by communicating the
discovery of the ill-practices and designs that have been
carried on in Scotland, by emissaries from France, whereby
we have an opportunity to repeat our unanimous resolutions,
to stand by, and support your Majesty, and the succession
in the Protestant Line, as limited by law, against all Pretenders, and all your Majesty's enemies whatsoever • • • • "42

"Nov. 15, 1705. - A motion in the House of Lords to address
the ~een to invite over the Princess Sophia, carried • • •
that the question should not be put. I took the debate in
my pap~ at large. The reasons for it, that it tended to
secure the Succession, and consequently the ~een. - Against
it, that such a thing ought to begin with the ~een; that
otherwise it might create a misunderstanding between the ~een
and the Princess, which might more weaken than strengthen the
Succession; that the enemies, known to be so, to the Succession of Hanover were now generally for bringing the Princess
over, or, for moving it. But at the same time was moved and
passed a resolution to go into a committee of the whole House,
to consider, on Monday, of what further may be necessary to be
done in order to preserve the Protestant Succession • • • • n43

11 Nov.

27 and 28, 1705, and the following part of the week taken
up in passing the Bill for securing of the Protestant Succession. The High Church Lords gave no opposition, but endeavored to clog it, and show a distrust of those who were to be
empowered to act by virtue of that Act; and for that end moved
several instructions to the committee, for a clause to restrain
them from giving the royal assent to the repeal of the Act of
Uniformity and about seventeen other acts. The other party on
consideration, thought not fit to opuose this, tho' a most
groundless jealousy; that they might not give a handle to the
High Church Lords to cl<~or as if the Church was neglected, or

42. A Collection of all the Addresses etc. of the Lords and Commons to the
queen, Since Her Hapry Accession to the Throne, London, Printed in the
year 1712, p. 35.
43. William Cowper, The Private Diary of William, First Earl Cowper, Lord
Chancellor of England, E. Williams, Eton, 1833, p. 15.

anything for its security hindered. But to prevent clogging
the Bill with any such provisions, resolved on a question put,
not to give any further previous instructions to the committee • • • • H%

"Sunday, 15 March, 1712, - Met Lord Treasurer (Lord Godolphin)
at St. James's by appointment, he desiring opportunity to
satisfy me as to the Protestant Succession; that no harm, etc.
intended it, but the contrary: He had written down heads on a
paper, yet spoke, as always, very dark and confusedly, interlacing all he said with broken hints of discoveries he had
made; int. al., of the Presbyterians in Scotland; great dissatisfaction to the Protestant Succession, and that some of
those in England had corresponded with the Pretender, that he
had the Highlanders 1mder engagement to be for the Protestant
Succession • • • that the House of Hanover were now well satisfied as to the Succession, and the ~en and the principal
proceedings; that he always was for the Protestant Succession,
and had not altered his mind, and many such assurances; that
the Queen was the same to a degree; that she would withdraw
(meaning, as I suppose, to admit the House of Hanover), rather
than hazard the Pretender's succeeding • • • • "45

Upon her accession to the throne, Anne inhf!rited a war which had
distu.rbed Europe for thirty years, the chief purpose of which was the destruction of the power of France.

A resum~ of the causes and progress of the war
46

will give a better idea of the significance of the above statement.

The

possibility of the French domination over Europe was not fully realized by
England, and it was the Dutchman, William III, who forced England to participate in resisting Louis XIV.

Louis retaliated by welcoming James II of Eng47

land who sought refuge in France,

~nd

recognized him as the King of England.

The English were aroused and under tl:,e tutelage of William III fonned a Grand
Alliance with Austria, Spain, Savoy, and Holland in waging a war against
44. Ibid., p. 22.
45. Ibid., p. 54.
46. Beatrice Curtis Brown, ed., The Letters and Diplomatic Instructions of
g;u.een .Anp.e, Cassell and Company, Ltd., London, 1935, p. 73.
47. Ibid., p. 73.

:France which ended in the Peace of Ryswick.

48

:France surrendered all her con

quests except Strassburg, recognized William as King of England and_ .Anne as
his successor, and allowed the Dntch to garrison their Barrier iortresses in
the Spanish Netherlands.

This event, however, did not solve the problem of the balance of
power in Europe.

New troubles loomed.

Charles II of Spain was an imbecile

and being at the point of death, the question arose as to his successor, sincE
he had no lawful issue.

There were three possible claimants: Philip of .A.njou

the son of Louis XIV; Archd1ike Charles, the son of Emperor Leopold; and the
49
~lectoral

Prince of Bavaria.

All En.rope was dismayed at the prospect of thE

closer union of Spain and :France through the accession of Philip of Anjou,
which would give France control of Western :m:u-ope and a large part of the New
World.

These possessions were at the time divided between Louis XIV and
50
William III by the Partition Treaty.
The above plans were disturbed by the
death of Charles II who gave the Spanish dominions to Philip of Anjou.

Louis

XIV disregarding the Partition Treaty, recognized his son as King Pl1ilip V of
Spain.

The English people were not affected to any great extent by this turn

of events, but their sense of security received. a serious jolt when :France
threatened to absorb Holland, thereby taking over the negro trade to America,
51
and excluding the Dutch and B'nglish from trade in the Spanish Indies.
48. Jean Dumont,. Groans of 1"\t.rone at the Prosnect of the Present Posture of
Affairs. In a Letter froo a Gentleman at the Hague to a Member of Parliament, Printed in the year 1713, p. 10.
49. BrO;n. The Letters and Diplomati.c ·Instructions of !'teen Anne. p. 74.
50. Dumont, Groans of Eurone at the Prospect of the Present Posture of
Affairs, etc., pp. 5 and 58.
51. Ibid., p. 80.

At the death of Jrunes II in 1701, Louis XIV recognized the Pretender as James III of England, an act which fully awakened England to the fact
52
that her independence was in danger.
William died before the war was declared, but during ..the last year of his life he trained the Duke of Marlborough to be his successor in diplomacy and strategy.

During this year Willi

and Harlborough engaged in extensive war preparations; they conferred with
the Allies, arranged the campaign, the line of troops, the disposal of armies
the methods of cooperation; they threatened, bribed, and flattered the jealou
princes of the German Empire to build up a defense force against France on th
Rhine, or to eject France from the !7etherlands, and maintain the independence
53
of Holland.
The death of 1:'!il11a.m.. III on March 8,1702 threw the members of
the Grand Alliance into a panic.

They were fully aware. that Queen Anne did

not favor William's friends, a.>J.d that she was a sta1mch supporter of the Tory
Party, which had shown so 1i ttle enthusiasm for the quarrels of Europe.
Contrary to all expectations, Anne signed letters to all the members of the
Grand Alliance "reaffirming William's alliances and resolving to reduce the
54
exorbitant power of France".
Shortly after her accession she sent Marlborough to the lJetherlands to rce.ssure the Dlltch of the continuation of the war
On May 4, 1702, war was declared on l!"rance and Spain, and t;a.rlborow_;h joined
the troops in the lJetherlands.

Two statements of Anne relative to this event are of significance.
In addressing the Privy co1ucil, she said:

52. Brown, The Letters and Instructions of Queen Anne, p. 75.
53. Ibid. , p. 75.
54. Ibid., p. 76.

11

! think it proper • • • to declare my own opinion of the

importance of carrying on all preparations that we are
making to oppose the great power of France; and I shall
lose no time in giving our Allies all assurances that
nothing shall be wanting on my part, to pursue the true
interest of England to5ether with theirs, for the support
of the common cause.u5
Her instructions to the Chancellor and the Privy Council regarding the declaration of war read as follows:
"The preservation of liberties and the balance of Europe • • •
obliged our late royal brother • • • to enter into solemn
treaties of alliances with the Emperor of Germany, the States
General of the United Provinces and the princes and potentates
for reducing the exorbitant power of France and for their mutual defense against the French King's unjust usurpations and
encroachments, he having taken possession of the greatest part
of the Spanish dominions with his ar.ms, seized the Spanish
West Indies and most important parts of Spain by his fleet. He
has stopped liberty of commerce and declared the pretended
Prince of Wales to be the King of England, Scotland, and Ireland
and has influenced Spain to concur with him in this indignity.
Our Scotch subjects feel these injuries much and have suffered
in their trade at the hands of France and Spain. Publish a declaration of war against Spain and France in the usual way. 11 56

The motives of England in waging the war were to win commercial
rights in the Spanish colonies, to retain everything they could claim as thei
own in the colonies, and to exclude France from the transatlantic markets.
By the treaty of Utrecht in 1713 which ended the war of the Spanish SuccessioJ,
England acquired no continental

~~opean

territory except the fortress of

Gibraltar and the island of Uinorca which controlled the Mediterranean.

By

the special treaty with Spain, the Asiento Treaty, English merchants were
given the monopoly over the slave trade in Spanish America together with the
55. Abel Boyer, The Reign of Q;ueen .Anne, T. Woodward, London, 1735, p. 9.
56. Calendar of State Papers of the Reisn of gueen Anne, Vol. I, Mahaffy,
Robert Pentland, London, 1916, I, p. 457.

rights to a limited trade in Panama.

As a result of the war Holland was en-

feebled and lost her position among the maritime povrers, to the extent that
she could not share in the Spanish American trade.
and ceased to be a menace to the peace of

~~ope

France was impoverished

for a generation.

Philip V

was permitted to retain the throne of Spain, but he lost the Spanish Netherlands and the Italian provinces, and careful regulations were made forbidding
57

the union of the crowns of Spain and France •

• The reign of Q;ueen .A.'1ne often called the AU{,'11Stan Age mertted this
58

title becc.use of the progress made in books and letters ratl:er than in art.
It was the task of Addison, Steele, and their contemporaries not only to re59

fine literature but to make reaQing popular.

The royal society under Anne

was frequently the butt of these wits and formed the subject matter of this
period.

There was a profusion of both religious and political pamphleteering
60
which provided the meat for the daily discussions at the coffee houses.

Judging from a modern journalist's concept, the reign of
is regarded as the parent age of the newspaper.

~een

Anne

It is true that news:papers

existed before Anne's time, b,.,_t they were mostly brief and abstract chronicle
of events, given to the public as time and op-port,mity allowed, but no par61
ticular newspaper was long in circulation.
With the advent of The Guardi~
The Examiner, and The SpectBtor, the ncws"?apers not only narrated events but
57. Frederick C. Dietz, A Political and Social lUstoryof England, The Macmillan Company, Hew York, 1927, pp. 344-345.
58. Randall Davies, "The English Societx of the Eighteenth Century in Contemporary Art", The Portfolio, No. 48, (Octove:r 1907), Seeley and Company

London, 1907, p. 1.
59. The Nation, A Weekly Journal, XXXVI, (San. - Jime 1883), p. 17.
60. Ibid., p. 19.

61. McCarthy, The Reign oi' Q:ueen Anne, II. p. 401.

began to deal in commentary and criticism.

It is a noteworthy fact that fhe

Spectator which never dealt in political questions, had more influence than
any journal of its time in creating public interest in reading criticisms and
corrmentaries on political subjects.

After the people were educated to take

delight in reading essays on fashions, social habits, and the morals of the
time, it was not long before they were demanding a regular supply of essays
on politics and parties.

T'1.1_s period., therefore, saw the opening of a news-

paper system, which has become one of the recognized instit11tions and powers
62

of the modern State.

,The drama and fine arts of this period are not much to boast of.
Drama was at a low degree of development; in fact, the period seemed to denotE
a sort of receding of the tide in this respect.
spent itself in

11

The geni11s of the nation had

the glorious profusion" of the Elizabethan era.

was flourishing to a certain degree, but it could not co1.U1t the

The theatre
~1een

among

63

its

patro~1s.

The English genius was not

~nClined

to painting, sculpture,

or music, and the wave of Puritanism that had spread over the land was still
64

less favorably disposed to it.

T~e

architecture of this period belonged

distinctly to it, and was not the inspiration of one man or any school of
men.

It had a character peculiarly its own, and is still the ob,ject of admi-

ration.

It was more or less an adaptation of foreign models, so completely

and artistically bronght about that it harmonized with the English climate
a:.~.d

conditions of life, with the manorial fields of

62. Ibid., II, p. 404.
E3. The Nation, loc. cit., p. 19.
64. Ibid., p. 19.

J~nglish

landscapes and

the streets of English cities, that it is still considered to be characteristic
65
The great building
of the co,mtry and the people of Queen Anne 1 s kingdom.
of Anne's reign is Vanbrugh's Blen.'heim Castle, uan original, picturesque, im66

posing work; a real palace and a worthy embodiment of historical grandeur".

Mr. Miller in his RetroRRect of the Eighteenth Centurr writes thus:
11

• • • In no period of the same extent since Creation has
a mass of irrrprovement so large, diversified, and rich been
presented to view. In no period have the branches of
science, art, and letters received, at the same time,such
liberal accessions of li,;ht and refi:::::.e:ment, and been made
so remarkably to illustrate and enlarge each other • • • •
The last century may with a peculiar propriety be styled
the 1A5e of Taste and Refinement' • • • • u67

Opposed to this v:iew is that of Mr. William C. Sydney, who claims the century
is rotten from the beginning to the core, and that in spite of its panegyrists
68

the eighteenth century was on tbe whole a coarse and worldly age.

The new order initiated by the reign of William III came into actual
existence in the reign of QUeen Anne.

It is disti~~ished by the recognized
69
supremacy of parliamentary government.
Pa.rliam.entary government existed in

Great Britain and Ireland long before the Stuart dynasty came to an end or even
before it had a begimJ.ing, but it was a parliamentary government in name only
and had none of the esse!ltial qu.ali ties of the present governi..ng power.
far back as the reign of the Henrys, the

Jl~nt;lish

As

nation followed the principle

of choosing a certain number of men to re:present the interests mf the whole
McCarthy, The·Reig,_n of Qneen Anne, II, p. 575.
The Nation, loc. cit., p. 19.
The Church ~te;li Review, XXXIII, (October, 1891- January, 1892), p.46~.
'Nilliam Connor Sydney, "England a..'l.d the English in the Ei,;;hteenth Centur~',
The Church gparterly Review, loc. cit., p. 468.
69. McCarthy, The Reign of Queen Anne, II, p. 569.
65.
66.
67.
68.

conmnu1ity, and to confer with the reigning Sovereign as to the laws ana regulations for the general welfare.

Gradually this system developed

into a re-

presentation by knights, citizens, and burgesses, and the final result was a
70
Parliament composed of Lords and Commons.

During .A.n.>1.e' s reign the Houses of Parliament and especially the
House of Commons came to be

reco~1ized

as the Power in ruling the State.

The

gover:runent no longer d.epended on the mere will of the sovereign, and there
was a staunch recognition of the principle that the Sovereign could no longer
71

act without regard for the authority of the representative chamber.
mentary debate

becan~

Parlia-

one of the great moving forces in constitutional govern-

ment dm·ing Anne's reign.

In this regard the House of Commons served as a

platform from which statesmen and political orators coulc. address the whole
cormuunity.

It was an incentive which drew numbers of men into a parliamentary
72
career, who otherwise would have led a life of indolence and pleasure.

~ueen

Anne recognized the growing influence of Parliament and espe-

cially of the House of Cornuons.

She was not a woman of great intellectual

capacity, but seems to have had an appreciation of her duties as a constitu73/
t.ional Sovereign.
Although she seems to have understood her duties as a
sovereign, she was, nevertheless, often the subject of the intrigues of her
Ministers and of the parties that strove for ascendancy.

She followed the

folly of monarchs and surrendered t:!:1e scepter into the hands of favorites to
74
·deliver herself from the burd.cn of administration.
~-

70. Ibid. , II,
72. Ibid., II,
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S. Keimer,

71. Ibid., II, p. 570.
73. Ibid., II' P• 571.
p. 570.
Hist2rz of State Intrigues in the Management of the Sce12ter 1
London, 1715, p. 6.
p. 569.

11

The scepter in the hands of Ministers of State has led to
intrigues ot parties to the destruction of public peace,
and has exposed the kingdom to the unsatisfied avarice of
statesmen and politicians, who on every side have made
shipwreck of the public to support themselves, and have
wasted the subject to preserve their private interest.u 75

Charles Povey speaks in the same strain when he says:
"To keep themselves (the ranisters) in their posts of profit
and honor, they did not forget to diminish the revenues of
the Crown and burden the subjects, by giving high salaries
and good places to all their friends in the House of Commons and without doors.n76

The entire reign of Queen Anne was a scene of the constant friction
between the Tories and \Vhigs for the ascendancy of power in the Parliamentary
government.

The Whigs or Low-Churchmen were a party made up of Dissenters

or of those who favored the Dissenters •. They were supporters of the Monarchy
but in a more restrained sense than the Tories.

The Tories constituted the

party that adhered firmly to monarchical govermnent with all its limitations
and restrictions, and they were firm devotees of the doctrine and ceremonies
of the Church of England, considering the Dissenters to be their sworn ene77
mies.
The Q)leen herself was Tory in feeling, and although intellectually
she was below the average of her subjects, yet she was fitted in many ways to
78
revive the Tory party.
The strength of the Tory party lay in the country,
in the small boroughs and in the agricultural districts.

Th~

tenant farmers

were mostly Tories, as also were the clergy especially the country clergy.
The 'Nhigs were strong in the large to'"n:s, principally London.

Merchants,

75. Ibid., p. 6.
76. Charles Pavey, An Enauiry into the Miscarriages of the Four Last Years'
Reign, Booksellers·of London and Westminster, London, 1714, p. 15.
77. The Life of Her Late Ma,iesty, Q.ueen Anne, 2 Vols., Charles Rivington,
London, 1721, II, p. 281.
78. William Lecky, A History of England in the Eighteenth Century, 3 Vols.,
D. Appleton and Company, Uew York, 1883, p. 33.

bankers, free-holders, lords, and bishops belonged to the Whigs.

Almost all
79

of the

~issenters,

about four per cent of the population, were Whigs.

Contemporary views of these parties will throw light on their res~ective

merits.

Dean Swift in The Examiner for 1711 writes:

"Give the Whigs but power eno,Jgh to insult the sovereign,
engross his favors to.themselves, and to oppress and
plunder their fellow sub,jects; they presently grow into
good humor and good language towards the crown; profess
they will stand by it with their lives and fortunes, end
whatever rudeness they may be guilty of in private; yet
they assure the world, that there never was so gracious
a monarch. But to the shame of the Tories it must be
confessed, that nothing of all this hath ever been observed in them; in or out of favor, you see no alteration,
further than a little cheerfulness or cloud in their countenances; the highest employments can add nothing to their
loyalty, but their behavior to their prince, as well as their
expressions of love and duty, are, in all conditions exactly
the same. "80

The Duchess of Marlborough claimed that the Queen had been taught
from her infancy to look upon the Whigs not only as republicans who were hater
of the very shadow of authority, but also as implacable enemies of the Church
of England.

She says:

"On the other hand, the Tories had the advantage not only
of the Queen's early prepossession in their favor, but
of their having assisted her in the late reign, in the
affair of settlement. It is no wonder, therefore, • • •
that as soon as she was on the throne, the Tories, (whom
she usually called by the agreeable name of the Church
81
11
party) became the distinguished objects of the royal favor.
79. Edward E. Morris, The Age of Anne, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York,
1887, p. 217.
80. George M. Trevelyan, ed., Select Documents of Qqeen Anne 1 s Reign Down to
the Union with Scotland, 1702- 1707, Cambridge University Press, London,
1929, p. 63.
81. Sarah Jennings Churchill Marlborough, An Account of the Conduct of the
Dowager Duchess of Marlborough From Her First Coming to Court, to the Year
1710, James Bettenham, London, 1742, p. 123.

The

~ueen

showed a decided obstinacy in her party adherence:
11

To the Duchess of Marlborough, St. James's Nov. 17, 1704I have the same opinion of Whig and Tory that I ever had.
I know both their principles very well, and when I know myself to be in the right nothing can make me alter my opinion
• • • • n82

Another example of her determination is displayed in a letter from the Duke
of Marlborough to Godolphin:
"Kensington, ~ 22- Everybody here is busy at present with
the elections and talk of them. The generality of them are
as good, I think, as can be desired, and there is little
reason to doubt but the next Parliament will be very well
inclined to support the war • · • • • Mrs. Morley (the ctueen)
continues to be very inflexible. I still think that she
must alter; but my only fear is, that it will be too late.n83

This was an age, however, when political parties were in a fluctuating state, and politicians changed their parties without hesitation.
~ueen

The

was not immune from this condition so that by 1708 her adherence had

made a decided shift to the WJ:lig party.

Periodicals and pamphlets were in a
84
great meas11.re responsible for the change of public opinion.
A high standar
of political morality and consistency was unknown during this period.

~ninen

Statesmen were habitually acting parts that would be regarded as infamous,
and the system of double-dealing penneated the whole political body of the
time.

The age of chivalry had passed out of existence in the reign of Q;ueen

Anne, and a new era of development, politically and socially, was beginning
85
for England as well as all of Europe.
82. Brown, Letters and Instructions of Queen Anne, p. 153.
83. William Coxe, ed., Memoirs of the First Duke of Marlborough (John Churchill), 3 Vols., George Bell and Sons, York Street, Covent Garden, London,
1885, II, p. 226.
84. Morgan, English Political Parties and Leaders in the Reign of Qqeen Anne,
(1702- 1710), Preface, p. 7.
85. McCarthy, The Reign of Queen Anne, II, p. 580.

An attempt toward a union of England and Scotland was made as early
as the reign of Henry VIII, but the project was not accomplished until the
86
reign of Queen Anne.
The Union was a traditional policy in both countries
but it soon acquired for.m and substance through the debates and resolutions
in the Parliament of England.

It was bequeathed as a kind of legacy to both

countries by William III, who in his speech before the Commons on February 23,
1702, was
"fully satisfied that nothing can more contribute to the
present and future security and happiness of England and
Scotland than a firm and entire union between them.n87
He would esteem it
11

a peculiar felicity if during his reign some happy expedient
for ~~ing both kingdoms one might take place.n88

The disputes and. difficulties regarding trade between the English
and the Scots were the new forces at work.

The difficulty presented itself

each time the Scots endeavored to trade with the English colonies.

The Scots

rnade an appeal for the extension of the trade privileges to them, but the English were opposed to having the Scots share in the English sources of wealth.
The Scots, however, argued that such a move would increase the wealth of both
nations, it would strengthen the Crown by enlarging the customs duties, and
the increase of shipping and seamen from this united effort would tend to in89
The Scots desired
crease the strength and security of the British Empire.
that the privileges of English colonial trade be extended
86.
87.
88.
89.

Boyer, The Reign of Qqeen Anne, p. 231.
Burton, A History of the Reign of Qqeen A.Ylne, I, p. 124.
Ibid., I, p. 124.
.
Ibid., I, p. 125.

"to such ships and vessels as do truly and without fraud
belong only to the people of Scotland, whereof master
and three-fourths parts are Scotsmen or other his Majesty's subjects, and freighted only by his Majesty's subjects • • • and that the vessels may be declared to have
liberty to bring to England goods and commodities that
are of foreign growth, production, or manufacture. under
the same restrictions and limitations as are expressed
for the ships of England.u90

That the Q;ueen was favorably disposed to these proposals is evident
from her statement that
11

• • • she would be ever equally tender of the rights,
prerogatives, and liberties of the Crown of Scotland,
as of those of the Crown and Kingdom of England, and
that she should ~ake the chief design of her reign, to
govern both, accordir~ to their respective laws and liberties, and to avoid all occasion of misunderstanding
and differences betwixt them. That for this end, she
should think it her happiness to establish an Union between the two kingdoms, upon an equal and just foundation,
and the Parliament of England having shown as good inclinations toward this Union, her Majesty expected that they
{the Parliament of Scotland) would do nothing on their part
that could obstruct a design so useful for the security and
happiness of both. That orders were given by the late King,
that none of the subjects of Scotland should be impressed
on board Scotch ships by the English for service; and that
she had taken effectual methods, • • • for the full protection of her subjects in that Kingdom, in this matter, and
for the encouragement of co~nerce between the two nations
• • • • And therefore. she should concur • • • ana that she
should endeavor to promote the trade • • • • of the whole
nation; and should do everything that was in her power, for
the welfare and prosperity of her people."91

The Act of Union
offered pro and

~·

provo~ed

much discussion and varied opinions were

Lord Haversham of England forcibly opposed the Union,

90. Ibid., I, p. 131.
91. Boyer, The Reign of gueen Anne, p. 22.

"as being of the opinion at t:r~t time, that it would be
prejudicial to the English interest, as well as the privileges of the Scots peerage. 11 92
Some of the members of the Eouse of Lords considered the Act of Union an innovation in the monarchy and believed i t would totally subvert all laws of England.

They, therefore, requested the Judges to give their opinions of it.

The Judges declared,
11

That they could not conceive that it in eny way altered
or impaired the Constitution of the realm, whose laws,
they were of opinion, rnust remain entirely the same, as
well after, as before the Union, except such as were altogether inconsistent with, and directly contrary; • • • • u93

England and Scotland were two nations opposed to each other until
James Stuart occupied the throne as James I of England and James VI of Scotlan :l.•
This act did not put an end to an antagonism, for when the court was removed
to London, the result was a noticeable decay in the trade of Scotland.
Scots nobility attended the

Englis~1.

The

court and 11 sucked o·at the blood of their
94

country to support their luxury and magnificence".

Scotland became depopu-

lated and impoverished, and was constantly agitated by a jealousy of the Eng95

lish trade abroad.

The proposal of an Act of Union between England and Scot

land was bitterly opuosed in the latter country.

The Presbyterians opposed

it because they thought their church would suffer a.nd the Jacobites looked
the Union as an effective force preventing the restoration of the Stuart
96
line.
Addresses against the Union mnl tiplied, and the mobs in Edinburgh

~pon

fgave cause for great alarm.
~2.

The town resounded with shouts of 11 Uo Union" and

John Lord Haversham, Memoirs of the Late Ri~t Honourable John Lord
Haversham, F. Baker, London, 1711, Preface, p. xxiii.
~3. Ibid., p. 18.
~4. Connell, Anne, the Last Stuart Monarch, p. 160.
~5. Ibid., p. 160.
96. Ibid., p. 161.

l!:nglish Dogs"; nobody was permitted to go out into the street, and no lights
97
~ere seen in any of the windows for fear of stones.
The Articles of the
11

~nion
~n

were publicly burned, thus openly professing the people's attitude to

Act which they felt would make them and their posterity the bondslaves of
98

their neighbors.

The High Commissioner of England was insulted at Edinburgh

when stones were throvn1 at his coach.

The outcries against the Articles of

Union were so strong and frequent that several regiments of Horse and Dragoons
9

Were marched to the north of England as a protective measure for the Ministry.
The Kirk of Scotland was afraid of the Union and held a day of fasting and
prayer for the guidance of Parliament.

All reports from Scotland were gloomy.

"This nation will never swallow it a:;J.d :force can only
keep it on that foot.nlOO
It looked indeed as if
101
!blood."

In

dis~1ssing

11

the interest here would never carry the Union without

the Jrogreaa of the Act of Union it is advantageous

to treat it from a chronological aspect.

The first step was taken in the

appointment of comnissioners on both sides to treaD of the Union.

This was

in 1669, a date followed by a period of about twenty years which spelled death
102
to all trade aspirations and cooperative enterprises.
From the Revolution
to the accession of <iueen Anne, England was in a restless state of agitation
as far as speculative projects were concerned.

The varied projects included

97. Ibid., p. 168.
98. Conyers Harrison, .An Impartial History of the Life a...'ld Reign of Her Late
Majesty Q;!,1een Anne, R. 1:7alker, London, 1744, p. 272.
99. Ibid. p. 272.
100. Connell, Anne, the Last Stuart Mo:1arch, p. 168.
101. Ibid.• , p. 169. {Quoted from Defoe, History of the Union, p. 280.)
102. Burton, A History of the Reign of Queen Anne, I, p. 131.

the Bank of England, plantation projects in the colonies, public companies foz
pearl fishing, the Greenland and Newfoundland fisheries, etc.

Many of these

projects were insignificant, but a few like the two East India companies left
103
their mark in history.
It was natural that Scotland be affected by these
projects, and it was also a natural outcome that the Scots passed an Act for
a company trading to Africa and the Indies.

England was so engrossed in her
10~

own affairs that she let this act pass without much examination or criticism.
The first step was to raise the necessary stock.

Under the management of the

English directors, the books were opened in London, and there was an immediate
rush for shares.

The capitalists of the English companies protested and won

a hearing in both Hou.ses of Parliament.
as follows:

They listed their causes of complaint

1) A great part oi' the stock and shipping of England will be

carried to Scotland and she will become the free port for all Indian commodities;

2) The places in ~trope tor.merly

buy much cheaper from Scotland;

supplied by England will be able to

3) Scotland will be settled in the American

plantations, thereby depriving England of the commerce in tobacco, 'sugar,
105
There was a demand for the impeachment of the incotton, wool, and skins.
dividuals who started this project, but they were safe in Scotland.

"The

wrath of the English capitalists burned itself out", and when the first installment on the shares was due, no one came to meet the payments and the
106
shares were forfeited.

The Scots, Undismayed by the turn of affairs, decided to finance
a project by themselves.
103. Ibid., I, p. 132.
105. Ibid., I, p. 134.

They planned a colonial venture on the Isthmus of
104. Ibid., I, p. 133.
106. Ibid., I, p. 135.

Panarna and called it Darien.

No one came to buy or sell the proffered goods,

and what was worse, the Scots were chiefly occupied burying the dead, since
they were unaccustomed to the tropical climate.
pleted by starvation, disease, and vice.

The colony was rapidly de-

Tbe lack of hospitality on the part

of the English representatives toward the suffering Scots was slowly heading
both nations toward a war unless some sort of ,xnion between them would prevent
107
the drastic issue.
Steps toward such a union were taken by William III, who
died before any of his plans materialized.

It was Queen Anne's problem to

guide this situation to a happy conclusion in the for-mation of an effective
union between England and Scotland.

Shortly after her accession,

~een

Anne, empowered by the Acts of

Parliament of both kingdoms, nominated commissioners to treat of the Union of
108
At the first meeting on October 22, 1702, the Lord
England and Scotland.
Keeper made this speech:
nMy Lords, we, the Conrnissioners of England, do with great
satisfaction, meet your Lordships on this occasion, hopir~
that by this Oongress, • • • that England and Scotland already united in alliance under one head, the ~1een, may forever hereafter become one people; one in heart and mntual
affections; one in interest; one in name and in deed; a work,
which if it can be brought to pass, promiseth a lasting happiness to u.s all. With great sincerity we desire this Union, and
we meet your Lordships with hearts fully determined to enter
such consultations and. into such measures with your Lordships
as are proper for bringing the same to the desired conclusion.
On our part, nothing shall be wanting that may conduce to a
happy period of this great work.nl09

107. Ibid., I, p. 137.
108. Boyer, The Reign of Queen Anne, p. 24.
109. Ibid., p. 24.

The opinion of the Scots was voiced by the Duke of

~eensbury

who

stated:
11

• • • That he did consider this Union to be highly advantageous for the peace and wealth of both Kingdoms, and a
great security for the Protestant religion everywhere; and
he could assure their Lordships, both for himself and the
other Lord Commissioners of Scotland, that they met their
Lordshtps • • • with sincere intentions to advance this
great desi~, and to accommodate any difficulties that
might aris; in the treaty upon fair and reasonable terms.nllO

Immediately the question arose of the equal participation of the
Scots in the English trade.

England's reply was to the contrary: her Ma,jesty's

plantations in the <East Indies and several in the "est Indies belonged to corporations of Englishmen, therefore, there was no reason why Scotland should
111
benefit from these projects.
On December 3, 1702 the Scots put in a claim
for

11

such an union as entitles the subjects of both Kingdoms to a nmtual com112

munication of trade privileges and advantages".

The English Commissioners

agreed on the condition that the Scots state what these advantages and privileges were.

The Lord Commissioners of Scotland proposed the following:

1) Free trade between the two kingdoms without distinction; 2) Both Kingdoms
were liable to an equal imposition for import and export, and a Book_ of Rates
should be adjusted for both;

3) The subjects and shipping of both Kingdoms

to have equal freedom, a.."ld. the plantation trade of both should be under the
same regulations;
pealed;

4) All acts inconsistent with these proposals should be re-

5) That neither of the Kingdm::.J.s be burdened with the debts contractea

by the other before the Union;

6) These proposals were made without prejudice
113
to the companies or manufactures of either Kingdom.

110. Ibid., l!t· ~-

111. Burton, A History of the Reign of Queen Anne,
I, p. 142~
112. ~bid ••. P.l42 113. Boyer The Rei~n of Queen A...'1Ile o. 26.

After several seemingly favorable discussions on the above proposal
the Union seemed to be a settled affair, when the question of taxing imports
and exports arose, and all negotiations regarding the tr·eaty of Union were
bro1:tght to a sudden close.

The Scots Estates resolved:

"That the Commission of Parliament granted for the said
treaty is terminate and extinct, and that there shall
be no new commission for treating of an union betwixt
the Kingdoms of England and Scotland without the consent of Parliament. rtll4

This question so abruptly dropped seemed to be res'uned again in
1706 ,_,_pon the ap_pointnent of two Commissions of thirty-one members on each

side.

The first proposal came from England for uniform customs, excise, and

other taxes to be levied throughout the United Kingdom.

This condition was

easy to accept since the Lord Treasurer Godolphin of England stipulated that
all those unable to
English Treasury.

p~

uniform ta."'::es sho,.lld be supplied with money from the

The second proposal was made by Scotland and demanded an

intercourse of free trade between the two Kingdoms and the colonies belonging
115

to them under such regulations as shall be of advantage to both Kingdoms.
England at this time had an indifferent attitude to the whole affair and
readily accepted the Scots proposal.

The opposition came from the Jacobites

who attempted to arouse the people in the large towns into riot and sedition.
Much debate on the Union was carried on in the Scots Parliament.

A series of

forty-four meetings took place and on October 16, 1706 a vote for passing of
the "Act ratifying and approving the Treaty of Union" was proposed in the

llE
Scots Parliament.

~1e

vote was carried by 110 to 69 in favor of the Union.

114. Burton, A Histo~ of the Reign of
115. Ibid., I, p. 335.
116. Ibid,, I, p. 345.

Q~een

Anne, I, p. 146.

The Lord Chancellor of Scotland had reported that the Lord Commissioners of
Scotland agreed:
"that the two Kingdoms of Scotland and England be forever
united into one Kingdom by the name of Great Britain; that
the United Kingdom of Great Britain be represented by one
and the same Parliaznent; and that succession to the monarchy
of the kingdom of Great Britain sl~ll descend upon the most
excellent Prince*s Sophia, Electress of Hanover, and remain
to her and her heirs "being Protestants as provided in an act
made in the reign of ~illiam III; with this provision that all
the subjects of the United Kingdom of Great Britain shall have
full freedom and intercourse of trade and navigation to and
from any port or place that there be a communication of all
other privileges and acvantages which do or may belong to subjects of either Kingdom.«ll7

~1een

Anne's ministers were determined to pass the treaty in Englano

as it came from Scotland, word for word.

In her message in both Houses, the

ctueen stated:
"You have now an opportunity before you of putting the last
hand to a hapny union of the two kingdoms, which, I hope,
will be a lasting blessing to the whole island, a great addition to its wealth and power, and a security to the Protestant religion. The advantages that will accrue to us all
from an union are so apparent, that I will add no more, but
I shall look upon i t as a particular happiness if this great
work, which has so often been attempted without success, can
be brought to perfection in my reign.ull8
The ctueen presented the Scots ratification of the Treaty of Union to the Eng-

119
lish Parliament in January, 1707.

The discussions that followed in both

Houses showed an overwhelming number of supporters of the Union.

The House

of Commons quickly agreed to the Union, but the debates in the House of Lords
lasted longer, because the High Tory group saw a danger in awnitting !resby117. Boyer, The Reign of gueen Anne, p. 233.
118. Burton, A History of the Reign of Qu;een Anne, I, p. 348. ·
119. Connell, Anne, the Last Stuart Monarch, p. 169.

terians to participate in legislation.

120

of the opposition by the simple statement:
121
some sort of people".

QUeen Anne showed her anticipation
"One must expect opposition from

The opposition to the Union was easily overruled, and the ACt of
Union came into force May 1, 1707.

The Treaty provided sixteen peers and

forty-five commoners as representatives of Scotland at Westminster, without,
however, making any change in the legal system and ecclesiastical establish122
ment of Scotland.
The opinions regarding the effects of the Act of Union
were many and varied.
~ltng

The increase of duties at the ports encouraged smug-

and the customs officers were forced to execute their duties under the

protection of a military escort.

AS far as the masses of the people were

co~

cerned, the effects of the Union were an increased cost of living and an in123
flux of a horde of objectionable English officials.
Most Scotsmen in 1707
maintained as far as Scotland was concerned, the union of the two Crowns had
been a failure and had failed to bring Scotland the prosperity that had been
anticipated.

In 1807 after

th~

passage of a century nobody could be found

in England or Scotland who would state that the Union had not been beneficial
to both of them.

It was the common opinion in the nineteenth century that

the Union of England and Scotland was the foundation of British power and
liberty.

The ACt of Union, which had brought Great Eri tain into existence,
124
laid the foundation of the British :&npirc.
For England the union of her
121. Ibid., p. 170.
120. Ibid., p. 170.
122. Ibid., p. 170.
123. Leadam, The History of England From the Accession of Anne to the Death
of George II, (1702- 1760), IX, p. 94.
124. Albert v. Dicey and RobertS. Rait, Thoughts on the Union between
~_nglanct and Scotland,
i~acmillan and Company, Ltd., London, 1920, p. 319.

Parliament with that of Scotland ranks with the Norman Conquest in importance
The Norman Conauest made Englandi the union of ~e two Par125
liaments made Great Britain.
The Union of 1707 was an important event not
in her history.

only for England and Scotland but also for the nations of the Continent.

Lord

Treasurer Godolphin wrote to the Scottish Lord Chancellor Seafield:
11

13ut we are now in so critical a position • • • that all
Europe must in some measure be affected by the good or
ill ending of the Parliament of Scotland.lfl26

Anne was the most popular female sovereign who had up to this time
ascended the throne of England• if one uses the affections of the people as a
criterion.

0ur good q;u.een Anne 11 is an appellation which is not yet obsolete
127
particularly among the lower orders.
The ~een could be styled as a "good
11

sort of woman rather than a good woman", because of her passive temperament.
There were many causes which established Anne's popularity among the people,
the principal one being that she was "entirely English", the daughter of an
Englishman and an Englishwoman.

They appreciated the fact that her limited

education confined her language, tastes, and prejudices to everything English.
Then, too, she was the last of a native line of princes:
"the natural object of the fond loyalty of the Protestant
adherents to the House of Stuart, who were numerous, notwithstanding all theological discrepancies.nl28

The following extract from The Examiners for the Year 1711 summarizeB
the character of the

~een

and further substantiates the reasons for calling

125. Peter Hume Brown, The U~ion of England and Scotland, Clarendon Press,
Oxford, 1914, p. 1.
126. Ibid., p. 1. (~oted from Seafield Papers, Hist. Mss. Com., 14th Report
App. Pact III, p. 199.)
127. Strickland, Lives of the g,ueens of England, VIII, p. 212.
128. Ibid., VIII, p. 212.

her

11

Good Q.u.een Anne":
11

We have been for above nine years, blest with a Q.u.een,
who besides all virtues that can enter into the composition of a private person, possesses every regal quality
that can contribute to make a people happy. Of great wisdom, yet ready to receive the advice of her counsellors;
of much discernment in choosing proper inst~~ents, when
she follows her own judgment, and only capable of being deceived by thAt excuse of goodness which ma~es her judge of
others by herself. Frugal in her management in order to
contribute to the public, which in proportion she does, and
that voluntarily, beyond any of her snb,jects; but from her
own nat~re, generous and charitable to all that want or deserve; and in order to exercise these virt11es, denying herself entertainments of expense, which r!'.any others enjoy.,ul29

Another article in a current magazine of the time lauds the virtues
of the i.Oleen:
11

But I am satisfied and convinced in my conscience, that
those • • • are thankful to God not only for the great
deliverance wrought by the Revolution, but also for the
great blessing of placing Her Most Excellent Majesty,
~een Anne, on the throne instead of the Pretender, and
the particular blessings we have enjoyed since she ascended the throne, particularly the great charity and
bounty to the clergy of England and Ireland, her great
and glorious work of the Union, her great and successful
prosecution of the war, till she made her enemies want a
peace; and these were particular blessings, which may be
said were reserved by ProviCl_ence to be conveyed to us by
Her Majesty • • • • nl30

Anne was popular with all classes of people, and her mir.d was in harmony with
131

the minds of nineteen-twentieths of her subjects.

They naturally referred

to her as "Good q;u.een Anne", and had the assurances t:r...at the

~een

had a great

129. The Examiners for the Year 1711, To Which is prefix 1 d a Letter to the

Examiner, Printed for John Morphew near Stationer's Hall, London,
1712 t p. 143.

130. The Englishman, No. 50, (Tuesday, Jan. 26, to Thursday, Jan. 28, 1714),
Printed for Sam Buckley at the Dolphin in Little Britain, London,
1 ?14, p. 1.
131. Frederick William Wyon, History of Great Britain,
Hall, London, 1876, II. p. 532.

2 Vols •• Chapman and

confidence in their affections for her:
11

I have the satisfaction to see the elections from all
parts agreeable to the confidence the ~een has placed
in the affections of her people • • • • nl32

At the death of

~een

England's last Stuart sovereign.

Anne there was an end to the life and reign o
~1ere

was no reason why those who loved her

should mourn over her comparatively early death.

According to Dr. Arbuthnot,

her physician,
11 no weary traveler could have longed for rest more
sincerely than Anne in later years longed for the
close of her life. All those she had really loved
had been consigned t6 the grave before her. 11133
Her reign was a great era and was destined to be remembered in history.
was

~en

She

of England at a time when England won some of her greatest successes

in peace and war, in literature and science.

She had done many good herself,

and had attached her name to many works of charity, yet when she lay dying,
she was alone without the attendance of even one devoted friend.

The people

out-of-doors were not thinking of her but of the Sovereign who was to succeed
134
her, and of the changes his accession might bring.
Dean Swift in speaking
of the death of the QUeen refers to it as 11 the loss of that excellent Prin135
cess 11 •
Alexander Pope in a letter to Mr. Allen expresses his sentiments
thus:
11

132.
133.
134.
135.

The event (~een Anne's death) of this week or fortnight
has filled everybody's mind, and Mine so much that I could
not get done what I desired • • • ~i'hat character historians

Haversham, Memoirs, Preface, p. xxiv.
McCarthy, The Reign of queen Anne, II, p. 567.
Ibid., II, p. 567.
The Works of Alexander Pope, 10 Vols., Printed for A. Millar; J. and R.
Tonson; H. Lintot and C. Bathurst, London, 1758, X, p. 15.

will allow her, I do not know, but all her domestic servants
and those nearest her, give her the best testimony; that of
sincere tears. But the public is always hard; rigid at best,
even when just, in its opinion of anyone. ~1e only pleasure
which anyone, either of high or low rank, must depend upon
receiving, is in the candour or partia.li ty of friends, and
that small circle we are conversant in; and it is therefore
the greatest satisfaction to such as wish us well, to know
we enjoy that.Hl36

The following excerpts from the poem, The Mausoleum , are a fitting
conclusion and also convincing proof of the regard and esteem q;u.een Anne was
accorded by her subjects:
"Mourn, Albion, Mourn; Astraea 1 s now
no more;
She 1 s gone, and. in her Death made 1Tature poor.
Astraea 1 s now no more 1 - the Vales around
Complain, and Echo spreads the Tort 1 ring Sound.
Sick of a Guilty Realm, no longer now
She bears to sit Jove's Substitute below:
Of Fraud, of Faction, and of Discord tir'd
Too soon, alas 1 She to lost Peace aspir 1 d:
Disdain'd ~ree Kingdoms Discontented Sway,
Sigh'd for Repose, and Bliss without Allay;
Knew These were fix 1 d.tbove and thither wing'd her Way.nl3?

........
"There, read the Wonders of Her Reign, and find,
The strong Reflexion of her godlike Mind 1 • • •
Redressing Wrongs, and Succ 1 ring the Distrest 1
The Arbitress of War, of Peace become;
Peace, forc'd abroad; but gently urg'd at Home 1 nl38

136. Ibid. , X, p. 2?6.
13?. Theobald Lewis, The Uauso1eum, A Poem Sacred to the Memory of Her Late
Majesty, Queen Anne, Printed for Jonas Brown at the Black Swan,
London, 1714, pp. 1 and 2.
138. Ibid., p. 5.

11

0 J She was All a i:Jation could require
To satisfie its Hope, or large Desire.
Sure at her Birth, the god3 in Council sat;
Resolv 1 d, a finished Virtue to create:
Imparted all

tr~eir

Pow' rs, and Aid Divine;

To Give the World Assurance of a

~~eenl

With Piety the Regal Soul they drest;
Compassion, M:ercy, and soft Love imprest;
And every Charm that might tl:.e forming gods attest.nl39

139. Ibid., pp. 20 and 21.

COHCLUSIO!r
The .Ag,e of Anne is an era remarkable in its achievements, varied
as they are, ranging from the union of two countries, and a progress in lette s
to the cessation of a war which broke the power of France and gave };ngland
the ascendancy of power foreshadowing, as it were, the future development of
the British Empire, a CorrMtonwealth of Nations, so extensive in area that tl1e
well-known saying is "the stm never sets on the British Empire".
much of this was Anne responsible?

For how

It may seem ode. to say that the glories

of Anne 1 s reign did not materialize because of her but rather in spite of her
yet, it is true in every sense.

Anne del'.gLted in the title of QUeen and in

the pomp and splendor accorded her because of her regal position; although
the master mind that guided the destiny of the English people was not hers,
b~t

that of her ministers and court officials.

She was nothing more than a

dupe of the intrigues of her own favorites, and allmved her.self to be misled
by their protestations of loyalty, when in reality their fawning and

bowir~

to her was but a stepping-stone to a realization of their own selfish interests.

There is, however, no doubt as to the sincerity of the affections

given her by her people at large.

Her bounties to the impoverished clergy,

her economic expenditure of her own income, and her solicitude for the poor,
endeared her to the masses and won for her the title "Good QUeen Anne".

From a social viewpoint the Age of Anne was one in which coffee
houses, card playing, drunkenness, and duelling had predominance.

The men

made the coffee house their rendezvous, while the women wasted their time in

card playing, in most cases incurring heavy debts.

The separation of the

sexes in their social life weakened society and was a detriment to anything
like a happy family life.

This condition, of course. did not exist amid the

homely scenes in the country, but it was all too evident in the city of London, and in the larger towns.

It was an era, too, when the newspaper came

into prominence as the vehicle of public opinion.

Many of the newspapers

were short-lived, but it was a venture into a field which is of prime importance at the present time.

There was also a marked advance in the art of

letters during Anne's reign which is illustrious because of such names as
Swift, Adc.ison, Steele, and Pope.

Tne Age of Louis XIV in France is so much of the same type as that
of the Age of Anne in England that this work would have been incomplete without a comparison of the two.

;:rust as Anne is known to posterity as "Good

Q;Ueen Anne", so has the name of Louis XIV been linked to the title of 11 Grand
Monarch11 •

Both were staunch supporters of the theory of absolutist divine-

right monarchy, and both sought eagerly the fame, the glory, and the majesty
befitting their dignity.

Is it strange then that the termination of their

lives also ended on a similar note?

Anne died alone, without a friend or an

acquaintance to ea.sP- her c1ying mor1ents, to offer her comfort and consolation.
Louis XIV, because of obstinate opposition to fiscal reform, caused the
crushing taxation of hts people, thereby losing his prestige and glory among
them to the extent that his corpse being borne i::1 procession to its tomb
11

was saluted by the curses of a noisy crowd si tti:ng in the
wine-rooms, celebrating his death by drinking more than
their fill as a compensation for having suffered too much
from hunger during his lifetime. Suc!l was the coarse but

true epitaph which poyular opinion accorded to the Grand
Monarch."

The Age of Anne died with her.

Her subjects eagerly anticipated

the advent of the Hanoverian rule with its new changes and innovations.

The

truth of this strange change of affiliation on the part of her subjects at
her demise is concisely expressed in this trite statement made at her death
by the President of Oxford College, "She is as dead as Julius Caesar 1"

Anne'~

reign had been filled with many events, but for the most part they lacked
permanence which is a natural result of personal interest and enthusiasm, two
factors which would have made them lasting monuments to Anne's memory.

Anne

exemplified in its truest sense the English ideal of government, inasmuch as
she gloried in being the

~een

of England.

In reality this was but a title

and had no further significance than that she was a figure-head of power in
a country which was ruled by the intrigues and machinations of ministers and
court officials, who were clever enough to conceal their duplicity under the
cover of loyalty, so as to disguise every pretense at self-aggrandizement.
Anne. lacking in keen perception and intellectual ability, was aware of none
of this, and revelied wi t~l great delight in the simulated attention and
flattery accorded her.

An Age, thriving under these conditions quickly

passed into oblivion, and was easily superseded by the advent and rule of a
new dynasty.

It is true that the title "Good Q;u.een Anne 11 was bandied about

by the lips of many, but this was rr,o:..·-;:; /rom the force of custo:n than of any
sincere -personal significance attached to the nazne.
said that both Anne and her Age were

11

Truly, then, may it be

as dead as Julius Caesar 1 11
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